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ERIAL INSTALLATION ACCESSORIES

1. Pyrex " Dome " Bowl Insulators .. each
2. Pyrex " Egg " Aerial Insulators ..
3. Porcelain " Egg " Aerial Insulators
4. Pyrex " Aerial " Insulators ..
5. Eddystone No. 999 Aerial Insulators
6. S.P.D.T. Knife Switch
7. 2in. Ceramic Spreaders
8. 6in. Ceramic Spreaders
9. Webb's 600 -ohm Feeder, ready built
in 35ft. lengths, with Polythene

9.0

1.1

1/4
1/3
0/5

13. Telcon 150 ohm Twin Line ..
.. per yd. 0/6
(Also available in 300 ohm, same

1/-

0/71

2/6
1/6
0/8
1/6

12.

80 ohm (tin. dia.)

16. Screened Leads and Connectors for
Car Aerial ..
17. Londex AECOI 5 Aerial Relay.
D.P.D.T. changeover, rated for 15

23/6
3/6

amps R.F. Coil operation 6 volts

Spreaders securely moulded into
wire every 20in. Supplied on
drums ready for winding off and
immediate use
..
per 35ft. drum 26/3

10. Co -axial Cable 80 ohm (grin. dia.)
11.
40 ohm (-kin. dia.)

price.)
14. Belling -Lee Twin 80 ohm " Television"
Cable
15. Webb's Car Aerial, available for
either buffer or scuttle fixing
.. each

per yd.

1/6
1/6
1/3

18. Londex

110/ -

AECO4

Relay.

Aerial

D.P.D.T. changeover, rated for
4 amps R.F. Coll operation 6 volts

A.C...

19. Belling -Lee Adjustable Plug and
Socket for Co -axial Cable
20. Eddystone Feed -through Insulator,

No. 1018, 21in. long

..

57/6
3/-

2/6

Now available for immediate delivery

E 'DYSTO N E

'640'

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER
Specifically designed for Amateur Band Communications Coverage 31-1.7Mcis. " The first British
design worthy of the British amateur." Vide " S.W. Magazine."
See it in our showrooms or write for full specification.
PRICE £42 0 0 PLUS £14 6 8 PURCHASE TAX
14

WE8131.7gactio

SOHO STREET,

OXFORD STREET,

LONDON, W.

Telephone: GERRARD 2089. Shop Hours: 9a.m.-5.15 p.m. Sots. 9a.m.-1
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The " Avo " Valve Tester gives reliable and
definite indication of the state and efficiency of
some 2,000 English, American and Continental
valves under actual working conditions. It is
accompanied by a comprehensive Valve Data

Book and is a typical example of the high
standard of accuracy associated with all " Avo "
Electrical Testing Instruments. Fully descriptive literature available on application.

THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.
W,NDIR NOUSE
DOUGLAS STREET
LONDON 5WI TELEPHONE VICTORI41104/9

A
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EQUIPMENT FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR
R.A.M. TRANSMITTER TYPE 26. 40 Watts Input.
Consists of 6L6 CO/Tritet, link coupled by special circuit to 807 PA. Four frequencies
from single 7 Mc/s crystal. Designed for operation on 7, 14, 21 and 28 Mc/s bands.

Power input up to 40 watts can be obtained, depending on power supply used. Very
suitable for drive unit for high power PA stage. 0/150 m/A meter, with switching, included.
List M/7 gives full details, and the price,.in cabinet 9"x 9"X V, with meter, valves and
coils for one band : f16/10/-.
Modulator suitable for use with Type 26 Transmitter giving 25 watts input to PA on phone, complete in cabinet
to match : L11/2/6.

R.A.M. 10, 15 and 20m CONVERTER, using button base valves with gang tuned RF. Mixer and
Oscillator.

Output frequency 1.6 Mc/s. Complete with coils for three bands, in black crackle finished cabinet :
E13/10/-, less power supply.
E15/1S/-with built in power supply.

Send your BC 312, 342, 348 to us --we specialise in fitting power supply, noise limiter, " S " meter, and hotting up
and alignment. Standard scale of charges, details on request.

Ask for details of our special CONSTRUCTIONAL SERVICE.
List TR/2A covers all our standard lines of equipment, including VFO's, transmitters, modulators, transformers,
chokes, etc., etc.
G400

lacliocrafrird

G3PS G2FPP GBID G3CMS G3AIK

NOTE-We have absolutely no connection

with any other firm trading under the

II CHURCH ROAD,
UPPER NORWOOD
LONDON, S.E.I9 'Phone: LIVingstone 4787

same or similar name as ourselves.
TAYLO

erica
t
10
Hew f01Rw

TNT
.

.

. tells you all about the complete range

of Henley SOLON Electric Soldering

Irons, for the standard voltage ranges of
200/220 and 230/250: 65 watt and 125
watt models fitted with oval -tapered bits
or pencil bits and 240 watt models fitted
with oval -tapered bits are available.
Write to -day for the new folder ref. Y.10 describing
W. T. HENLEY'S

TELEGRAPH WORKS CO. LTD.
(Engineering Dept.)

51-53 Hatton Garden, London, E.C.I

SOLON
ELECTRIC SOLDERING

IRONS
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COAXIAL PLUG AND SOCKET
SUITABLE FOR

TELEVISION AND CAR RADIO
TERMINATIONS.

OUTPUT PLUG AND SOCKET FOR
SIGNAL GENERATOR.
CONNECTER FROM

L604 (as illustrated)
PLUG AND SOCKET complete 3/-

A new sensible range of co -axial plugs and
sockets, complying with the tentative specifi-

cation prepared by the Radio Component
Manufacturers Federation for domestic television aerial connection, car radio, and ideal

for incorporation

in

other equipment.

electronic test and

Can be quickly loaded without soldering
metal shield of cable.

OSCILLATOR TO POWER AMPLIFIER,
AND FROM
MODULATOR TO TRANSMITTER.
The range includes socket on chassis, line
coupling, through chassis connecter, twin
and single right-angle plugs. Capacitance
plug

and socket together approximately

3 pF.

Can accommodate a range of cables

from a in. to a in. over shield and up to

0.04 in. central conductor.
Snap engagement ; silver-plated contacts.

BELLING & LEE LTD
CAMIfAIDGF ACIfP,A1 ROAD

MIDDX

Which Switch is the right Switch?
. . is it Rotary or Pushbutton or Slider ? Is it
wanted for circuit selec-

.

tion, band selection, tap
switching ? Is it for a new
design or in quantities for
a well proved circuit ?
Whatever it is - the
answer is always OAK !
The basic design of all
Oak switches is one of
strength and efficient functioning, including such exclusive features as the
double -contact clip, and

the

floating

rotor

ensuring self -alignment
of each section.

SWITCHES

BRITISH N.S.F. CO. LTD., Keighley, Yorkshire I A.B. METAL PRODUCTS LTD., Feltham, Middx.
(Sole Licensees of OAK Manufacturing Co., Chicago)

(Sub. Licensees of N.S.F.)

The only Manufacturers of Oak Switches under Patent Nos. 478391 & 478392
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G.S.V. CO.,

Q.C.C.

MARINE and COMMERCIAL
COMMUNICATION
ENGINEERS ...

TYPE P5

QUARTZ
CRYSTAL

UNIT

Are now able to construct, service, convert or
align amateur radio equipment in addition to their

normal marine and commercial commitments,

active crystal cut available for amateur use. The crystal

is mounted in our type U dust proof holder, with

and invite your enquiries.

standard

in. pin spacing, as illustrated above.
The P5 unit has a temperature co -efficient of 20 cycles

Offered for sale surplus to contracts :

Tele-

scopic copper -plated tubular steel aerial masts,

34 ft. extended, f4/10/- ; 20 ft. extended, f3.
Dummy aerials with 4 lamps, 3/6 each. Harmonic

filter units 10-20 ma, 6/6 each. 75 ohm coaxial
cable, 27,000 yards at 10d. yard.

G.S.V. CO.,
142 WESTMOUNT RD., S.E.9
ELT 6050

This unit uses the well-known Q.C.C. Power type
crystal, which is undoubtedly the most rugged and

per megacycle per degree Centigrade temperature
change. Used with a 6V6 or 6L6 type beam tetrode,
it will give up to 5 watts r.f. output on the fundamental
frequency and approximately 3 watts on the second
harmonic in the Tritet circuit.
Available with fundamental frequencies in the 1.7, 3.5
and 7 Mc. bands for fundamental operation or frequency multiplying to any higher frequency band.
An official certificate of calibration is sent with each
PS unit, giving the frequency under stated operating
conditions to an accuracy. of 0-025%.
PRICES : Ground to your specified frequency
in the above bands ...
£I/17/6
Or ground to a frequency not specified by you
but taken from our stock ..
£111216
Please note that all the leading *dealers in amateur
equipment now carry stocks of the PS crystal unit.

THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL CO., LTD. (Directors:
E. A. Dedman, G2NH., N. H. R. Munday, GSMA., W.I.

Thompson, G2MR), 63/71 Kingston Road, NEW
MALDEN, SURREY.
Telephone : MALden 0334

METROPOLITAN RADIO AND TELEVISION RENTALS LTD.
67 LAVENDER HILL, S.W.!,
'Phone: BATTERSEA 4761

Now offer Ex -WD XTAL CALIBRATORS, giving

1,000/100

and IOKC markers with optional modulation, three 12 -volt double
triodes and a spare, 1,000/100 KC Xtal, 10 KC multivibrator and
neon AF modulator. Power required 12 volts to earth and 250 DC
to earth. At £3 post paid, all tested.
We can still offer BC 342 RX's modified as follows

:

A. 110 volts, modified AVC line HF stages, 2nd
send -receive switch and output.

IF,

Xtal filter,

£21.

B. 230 volts as above with octal socket for convertor or calibrator.
£25.

C. As type B, but with noise limiter. £30.
Delivery about 10 days. Part packing and carriage 12/6.
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The Characteristics Tell !
The S. G. Brown Type "K" Moving Coil
headphones with the following outstanding charac-

teristics, supply that High Fidelity Reproduction
demanded for DX work, monitoring and laboratory
purposes, etc.
NOTE THESE CHARACTERISTICS

D.C. RESISTANCE, 47 Ohms.
IMPEDANCE, 52 Ohms at 1,000 c.p.s.

SENSITIVITY, I.2x 10-" watts at I kc. .0302 Dyne/cm 2.

Descriptive Literature on request

Price i5:0:0 Per Pair
Supplies now available.

Order from your local dealer.
HEADPHONES WHICH UPHOLD BRITISH PRESTIGE

TYPE"K"
For details of all types of S. G. Brown
headphones, send for illustrated Brochure

VICTORIA RD., NORTH ACTON, LONDON, W.3.

POPULAR BARGAINS ! !

!

METERS.
Frequency
Meters, Switchboard
pattern, 40/60 cycles, needle type, 50 volts,
Crompton first grade, ES. Voltmeters : A.C.
Ironclad, 4", by G.E.C., 0-60 volts, 55/-.

Ammeters : A.G. to match, 0-40 amps, 55/-.
Motor Generators : D.C./D.C. 6 volts input,
230 volts 40 m.a. output, take only II/2 amps
from accumulator, E2/15/0.

SMALL MOTORS.

1/12 h.p. 230 volts D.C.,
1,500/2,000 r.p.m. Shunt wound, ball bearings,
25/-. Few needing repairs are offered at 12/6
each, postage 1/6.

BUZZERS. Test Buzzers, double contact blade
for distant signals or converting to vibrator, exG.P.O. stock, 8/6. Light ,practice Buzzer, tunable,
in metal, case, 7/6. Bakelite case, 3/6. The Tiny

Townsend high note wavemeter Buzzer, platinum contacts, for the experimenter, 5/- each.
Low Resistance Headphone, single unit, with
Headband and Cord for circuit testing, etc., 4/6,
postage 6d.

DIMMER Rheostat Switches. I ohm 3 amps,
for regulation of 6 volts,
hole fixing hollow
knob has base foi- bulb to glow when " on."
I

;

2/6 each, postage

ROTARY Resistances. 4 ohms 44. amps, 7/6.
Circuit Breakers. N.C.S. 71 amp A.C., enclosed
type, 21/-.

INVISIBLE RAY CONTROL.

The famous

Raycraft Kit with helenium cell in bakelite case,
10,000 ohm. Relay megostat, resistance, valve
holders, etc., with instruction booklet,' 42/..
When ordering, please mention the "S.W.M."

ELECTRADIX RADIOS

214 QUEENSTOWN RD., LONDON. S.W.8
Telephone MACaulay 2159

Phone :

ACOrn 5021

MORSE CODE
TRAINING
The Candler
Training has

System of Morse Code
been
demonstrating its

value for the past 35 years.
Each CANDLER SYSTEM Course (JUNIOR for
Beginners-ADVANCED for Operators) is ar.

ranged In a series of 10 progressive lessons which
are fascinating, Instructive and practical. 'They

teach you the most vital principles of telegraphing

technique, the fundamentals of successful, efficient,
accurate and speedy Receiving and Sending of the
Morse Code.

RADIO AMATEURS AND
IIT/T OPERATORS
are invited to send for the

CANDLER " BOOK OF FACTS "
It gives full details of all courses. Sent free.
No obligation.
Courses supplied on Cash or Monthly payment terms.

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO.
(SS S.W.)

121

Kingswa y, London, W.C.2

Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.
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A

A
D

E

ESPECIALLY DESIGNED HIGH FREQUENCY COMMUNICATIONS
RECEIVER FOR AMATEUR EXPERIMENTAL WORK, COVERING
ALL BANDS FROM 10 TO 160 METRES.
THE FINEST VALUE OFFERED AT AN AMAZINGLY LOW PRICE
Write direct to the works for detailed illustrated brochure.

d22.10.0
(Plus purchase tax)

RADIOVISION (LEICESTER) LTD.

EXPORT
ENQUIRIES

58-60 RUTLAND STREET, LEICESTER.

Phone: 20167.

INVITED

AM ERICAN MAGAZINES
We have pleasure in informing readers of the Short Wave
Magazine that we are authorised to accept subscriptions
for the following well-known American Magazines

BST

RADIO AMATEUR

OFFICIAL JOURNAL OF
THE AMERICAN RADIO

CALL BOOK

RELAY LEAGUE

A quarterly magazine containing call -signs and addresses of over 100,000
amateur transmitters.

The leading monthly

Amateur Radio magazine.
Over 150 pages in each
Packed with conissue.
structional articles, news
of the bands, Rx and Tx
design, and many impor-

A complete science survey.
There have been 300 pages,
nearly 500 illustrations and

4 Quarterly Issues

more than 150 articles in
each of the recent issues.

35/.post

12 Monthly Issues

tant features.

12 Monthly Issues
post

POPULAR
MECHANICS

(Single copies 10/- Post Paid)

20/- paid

17/6

post

paid

All magazines are posted to you direct from the U.S.A. so as to avoid delay
Subscriptions should be posted to :-

DALE INTERNATIONAL
Publications Limited

105

BOLSOVER

STREET,

LONDON,

Telephone : MUSeum 1023

W.1

1
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Best
LOR"or /Aepineirt
lit Fes

ALL WAVE SIGNAL GENERATOR

by coarse and fine

volt output of
c s available for
Audio tests.
7. Main filters are fitted
reducing direct radiation to a minimum.

4. 400 c s internal oscillator provides 32 per cent

8. Operates from 110 or
200-250
volts
A.C.

I. Six wavebands cover

from 100 kcis to 46 me/s.
2. Scale directly cali-

brated in frequency.
3. R.F. output controlled
attenuators.

modulation if required.

5. Unmodulated or ex-

ternally modulated

I

400

mains, 40-100 cycles.
9. Dimensions : 12iin. x
Siin. x 6in. deep.
Weight about 10 lbs.

R.F. output available.
Taylor Model 65B is a reliable and accurate mains operated portable Signal Generator. It is designed
for all general Radio frequency and Audio frequency
tests on Radio receivers or amplifiers.

Technical leaflet on this or any other Taylor
Instrument gladly sent on request.

Price £15 . 10 . 0

Hire Purchase Terms on this model
i1.10.2d. down and II payments of

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

E1.9.8d.

Taylor

6. Up to

Electrical Instruments Ltd.

411.424 MONTROSE AVENUE. SLOUGH. BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Grams: "Taylins" Slough
Tel: Slough 21381 (41ines)

Labgear

announce

PRICE REDUCTIONS
Cat. No.
*E.500IC
*E.500ID
*E.500IE

Description

Now

Trans. Cond. B.100
El. 15. 0
Trans. Cond. 13.50/50
LI. 17. 6
Trans. Cond. B.50
El. 10. 0
E.5002
Trans. Cond. C.50
14. 0
Trans.
Cond.
C.50/50
E.5002A
El. I. 0
E.5002B
Trans. Cond. C.I00
16. 6
E.5002C
Trans. Cond. C.75/75
El. 3. 0
Inductance Base ABC
E.5003
4. 6
E.5004
Power Amp. Coils DSLB
18. 6
17. 6
Power Amp. Coils DSL/28
E.5004A
Power Amp. Coils DSL/14
19. 6
E.5004B
E.5004C
Power Amp. Coils DSL/7
fl. 5. 0
7. 6
E.5006
Neut. Condensers N.I.
Neut. Condensers N.2.
9. 0
E.5006A
*Replace E.5001, E.500IA, and E.5001B respectively.

Cat. No.
E.5007
E.5007A
E.5009
E.5010A
E.5010B
E.5010C
E.5010D
E.5010E
E.5010
E.50I I
E.5011 A
E.50 I 1B

E.5011C
E.501 I /D

Description

Now

Junior Power Pack
E13. 19. 6
Junior Power Pack with
cabinet E15. 0. 0
P.A. Tank Tuning Unit
E2. IS. 6

Turret switch only
Inductancefor 28 m/c
Inductance for 14 m/c
Inductancefor 7 m/c
Inductancefor 3.5 m/c

Turret complete
Wavemeter W1/160
Wavemeter W1/7
Wavemeter WI/14
Wavemeter WI /28
Wavemeter W1/60

f2. 19. 6
10. 6
12. 6
14. 0
15. 6
ES. 12. 0
16. 6
16. 0
15. 0
14. 6
14. 6

Labgear Ltd.
'Phone:

2494

Willow Place, Fair Street, Cambridge
ENGLAND

'Grams:
Labgear, Cambridge
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FOR SALE
Type 18 Mk.3.-Canadian walkie-talkie transmitter

and receiver, covers 6 to 9 mcs., L3/10/-, plus 10/
carriage and packing.

R.1147.-2+ meter battery -operated receiver, easily

Ex-Army Reception Sets Type R107.

9 Valve receiver

designed for CW and RT signals. Weight 96 lbs.

Length 24 ins. Height 13 ins. Depth 17} ins. Frequency range 17.5-7 mcs., 7.25-2.9 mcs., 30-1.2 mcs.
Highly Sensitive and Selective. A.C. mains 100-250
volts or 12 volt accum. Mains Consumption 31 watts
Circuit
RF Amplifier. Oscillator.
Frequency

Two IF stages (465kcs) Second detector.
AVC. AF amplifier. Output Stage and Heterodyne
Oscillator (beat). Three types of valves used-EF39,
EBC33, 6X5. 12 volt non sync. vibrator pack fitted.
Changer.

Monitor loud

speaker built

£16 16 0 carr. paid.

in.

Amazing

value

convertible to television reception, 30/-, plus 5 carriage and packing.
Type 68.-Walkie-talkie receiver only with spares,
30/-, plus 2'6 carriage and packing.
CPR-43A.A.0.-U.S.A. equivalent of 3003 I.F.F.,
30/-, plus 2/6 carriage and packing.
Type I45.-A.M. V.F.O., covering 2 to 7.5 mcs. This

is a wonderful bargain as it is just the job for transmitting. Unfortunately, we have no power packs,
but there is little di,ficulty in constructing one.

£5/S/-, plus 5/- carriage and packing.
APW.6331.-Modulator
and mixer containing
valves, 50/-, plus 5/- carriage and packing.

18

W.I095.-.A battery operated absorption type wave
meter, operating on 1,220 to 1,540 and 2,000 to 3,410
kcs. Contains a dial reading 0 to 190 with a vernier
scale, friction driven and a 0 to 500 microammeter.
;

We are still offering Ex -Govt. Combined Moving Coil
Headphones and Moving Coil Hand Microphone.
Guaranteed perfect 9/6, post, 8d.
We guarantee satisfaction and safe delivery

H.P. RADIO SERVICES LTD.
Britain's Leading Radio Mall Order House

SS County Rd., V, alt in, Liverpool, 4.
Tel.: Aintree 1445

CHARLES BRITAIN (RADIO) LTD.
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS
A first-class communications receiver at less

37/6, plus 5!- carriage and Packing.
Type 526.-Power-pack for C.R. Tube, etc., by changing the present 80 volts 1,000 cycles transformer for a
mains transformer, the unit can be used as a supply for
various test gear. 45/-, plus 51- carriage and packing.

POWER UNIT-ROTARY CONVERTER, Type

142.-24 volts input 13 volts at 1.8 amps and 200 volts
at 50 m/A output. 12/6, plus 2/6 carriage and packing.
MODULATION INDICATOR, Type 7.Showing percentage modulation over 2,400 to 6,250
kcs., contains a 0 to 500 mm/a. f.s.d. meter. 27/6,
plus 2/6 carriage and packing.
RECTIFIER UNIT.-Input 100 volts, '..00 volts,
220 volts, 240 volts (plus 10 volts) A.C. Output

50-0-50 volts D.C. with transformer tapping for 22
17/6, plus 2/6

volts 80-0-80 and 78-0-78 volts A.C.
carriage and packing.

than the price of a midget domestic set. We
offer a limited number of the famous RI224

TWIN UNITS of the previous item. 27/6, plus 5/ -

R.A.F. BATTERY RECEIVER.

R,3584.-Large size chassis containing many components. 35/-, plus 2/6 carriage and packing.
Type 231.-V.H.F. Oscillator containing among many
useful components 2 V.R.91s. 25/-, plus 1/6 carriage
and packing.
6 VOLTS ACCUMULATORS comprising 3 easily
separated cells of 2 volts, each complete in wooden
case. Brand new and unused, they have a capacity of
30 a.h. 35/-, plus 5/- carriage and packing.
RHEOSTATS. -1.2 ohms, 20 amps, with geared

A 5 -valve superhet receiver operating from 2V
accumulator and a 120V high tension battery. A
first-class job with an RF stage, Muirhead dials
and complete with all valves. it covers from I Mc
to 9 Mc/s (33 metres to 300 metres) in three wave
bands. PRICE C7-10-0. Carriage and packing
Limited number. All orders will be dealt with

in strict rotation. Order early to secure yours.

Note we cannot accept C.O.D.

A BARGAIN
The Test Set Type RI02. In a grey metal
instrument case with a hinged lid, snap fastener
and leather carrying strap. The chassis, which is

of the cradle type, is readily removable by means
of two chromium -plated handles. It operates
from 233V so cycles A.C. mains and contains metal
rectifier, I DETI9 (RK34), 615 volume controls,
1

toggle switches, Raymart knobs, mains adjuster,
tag panels, resistors, condensers, etc. Complete
with all connectors, spare uses and lamps, mains
lead and circuit diagram.
PRICE 27/6.
Carriage and packing 5/-.

Send for list "SL " of other bargains available.

CHARLES BRITAIN (RADIO) LTD.,

RADIO HOUSE, 2 WILSON STREET,
LONDON, E.C.2
Telephone :

BlShopsgate 2966

carriage and packing.

drive at right angles to resistance.

30/-, plus 2/6

carriage and packing.
I +-am p RECTIFIER. -4/- each, plus 6d. carriage and
packing.

LARGE CONDENSERS. -100 mfd. 150 volts work-

ing and 50-0-50 mfd. approx. 500 volts working, 17/6
and 25/- respectively, plus 2/6 carriage and packing.
Many other condensers of all sizes from 2d. upwards.
50 -foot lengths of 80 ohm coaxial cable, with plugs.
17/6 each, plus 1/- carriage and packing.

We a!so have many High voltage condensers from
1,030 v.d.c. up.

ALEC DAVIS,
8 PERCY STREET, W.I
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CLYDESDALE

The Hadionian's Shop

For Bargains in Ex -Services Electronic Equipment
BRAND NEW

A.I 134 Battery Amplifier
2 Valve, 2 stage pre -amp and, intercom unit,
complete with valves. QP2I and 210LF, Mic.

Trans, Q.P.P. output and input Trans. 10 -pin and
4 -pin plugs, resistors, condensers, switches, etc.,
in metal cabinet r x 5"x 44" approx., with circuit.
Our Price
Post and Packing
only

I 3 /6

116 extra

each

A.1134 Junction Panel
10D/13336 contains 10 -way and 4 -way sockets,

6-2 way and 2-3 way terminal blocks and DP/ST
Switch, mounted on board 6" x 4r.
Our Price

A.I134 BATTERY AMPLIFIER

only

L

.3 /904

Post and Packing

I I- extra

each

A.I134 Battery
4 -Way Cable Socket
Our Price

0,1

only OU. each

Post 3d. extra

Brand New R.1 I 55

Coil Assembly IODB/380
Sub -chassis coil pack includes 3 HF range aerial
coils, 6 anode coils, 6 oscillator coils, with small
condensers, wavechange switch, gear -wheels and
extension spindle, wired with leads for connecting
to valveholders, as illustrated.
Our Price
only

I LIIJ each

Carriage and Packing

5/- extra

Power Unit 10K/17

Power Unit 10K/13066

The Power Unit for the T.I 154 Transmitter Input
I2v. Output 1,200v. 200ma., comprises type 28
motor generator, starting relay, smoothing
chokes, condensers, etc., housed in metal box

The Power Unit for the R.I 155 Receiver, Input
24v. outputs, 7.2v I3a., 225v 110ma., comprises
type 31 motor generator, starting rcl ty, smoothing chokes, condensers, etc., housed in metal
box le.rx 74," x 6r, with input and output points.

16r x 71" x 6r, with input and output points.
I
Our Price
only L I II I each

CIRCUITS NOW AVAILABLE, R1155,

1 /3 ;

Carriage and Packing

5/- extra

R.I155 Power Unit, 6d.;

MCRI Rx., 2/9 ; R1124Rx., R.I 125Rx and Power Unit, 1/9 ;
American IFF ABK Rx./Tx., 1/9; A1134 Amp., 1/3. All Post Free.

RI I I6Rx., 2/3 ;

T.I154 Tx., 2/31
R.I224 Rx., 1/3 ;

STAFF " HAMS " GM3ASM, GM3BL
SEND NOW FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED LISTS

-

PLEASE PRINT NAME AND ADDRESS'

CLYDESDALE

2 BRIDGE STREET

GLASGOW

SUPPLY
CO LTD
C.5

'Phone: SOUTH 2706/9
VISIT OUR BRANCHES IN SCOTLAND, ENGLAND AND NORTHERN IRELAND
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SENSITIVITY
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KINGSTON RADIO SERVICE
AND SUPPLIES
66 LONDON RD., KINGSTON, SURREY
Phone : KIN 5919

Woden Modulation Transformers.

UM1

30W. Audio, 54/-. UM2 60W. Audio, nhs.
slow Motion Dials. Eddystone 10:1 ratio, full
vision, 19/9 ; 594 3f" (black), 17/6 ; 637 Vernier

Designed to meet the demands of
Service and Plant Engineers, also Radio
Amateurs. 21 Ranges: -Volts: A.C./D.C.

SM 31" (silver), 20/- ; Burndept 25:1 ratio (uncalibrated), 5/- ; J.B. L.M. & S. (calibrated station
names in red -green -black) with glass and es-

10, 25, 100, 250, 500 & 1,000.

Variable Condensers.

Microamps:- A.C./D.C. 0 - 100.

Milliamps: D.C. 2.5, 10, 25, 100 & 500.
Ohms: 0/10,000 and 0/1 Meg.
All voltage measurements A.C. and D.C.

are at 10,000 ohms per volt, to comply
with the requirements of modern radio
and electronic equipment, where tests
have often to be made across high imPrice: LIO. 10s.

pedance circuits.

Immediate delivery from wholesale stockists.

PULLIN
Series 100

MULTI -RANGE TEST SET

cutcheon, 12/10.

Twin -Gang 0005 mfd,
13/-. Three -Gang 0005 mfd, 17/- ; .00016 mfd,
12/6 ; midget types, 25+25 pf, 7/9 ; 50+50 pf,
9/9 ; 75+75 pf, t1/3.
Feeder Cables. 80 ohm Polythene ins., 8d. per
yard. 300 ohm, 10d. per yard.
Communication Receivers. Eddystone 504,
E55/18/7 ; 640, E51/11/1, inc. tax. Orders taken
now for early delivery.
Technical Books. Eddystone Manual No. 6, 2/6 ;
Log Books, 8/3 ; Station Diaries, 7/6 ; Radio Valve
Eq. Manual, 2/6 ; Service Valve Eq., 9d. ; S.W.N.
Report Pads, 2/6 ; Amateur Transmitters Con.
Manual, 2/6 ; R.S.G.B. Handbook Sup., 2/6 ; Radio
Aerial Handbook, 2/6 ; These You Can Hear, 2/- ;
Great Circle Maps, 3/9 ; Transmitting Licence,
9d. ; Ultra S.W. Handbook, 2/6 ; Radio Inside
Out, 4/6 ; Radio Test Instruments, 25/- ; Radio
Constructor, 1/3 ; Two -Way Radio (American),
42/-. See previous advertisements for other titles.
TO OUR MANY CUSTOMERS-BEST 73 ES DX!
Mail Order, C.W.O. or C.O.D. LI and over.
Carriage payable under £3.

Distributors for: HAMEAD, DEN00, LABGEAR
EDDYSTONE AND RADIOCRAFT

Q5R9

NOW IS YOUR CHANCE

.

.

.

to secure a first-class U.H.F. converter, as recently
supplied to a nation-wide retailer, direct from the

manufacturer at generous discount to genuine

amateurs.

SPECIFICATION.
* Mono -unit plug-in coils for 10, 6, 5 and 2f
metres.

* One knob tuning, full vision calibrated dial.
* Sensitivity .5 uV for 10 db. sig./noise ratio.
* 10 mc/s tuned transformer I.F. giving high
image rejection.

* High gain RF stage giving amazing sig./noise

ratio.
* Requires 6.3v L.T. and 200/250v at 25 mA H.T.

* Housed in really smart black crackle cabinet.
With the advent of transatlantic DX on 6 metres,

and European DX on 5 metres, you cannot afford
to miss this bargain. This converter will greatly
improve 10 metre reception when used in con-

junction with your present receiver, due to the
double superhet principle. Each instrument
carries our guarantee.
Price E10-17-6 with 5 and 10 metre coils. Other

coils 12/6. *
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS (PULLIN) LTD
Address all enquiries to Dept. T Electrin Works,

Winchester St., Acton, W.3. Telephone: Acorn 4651/4

We supply beam aerials, either complete outfits
for mast, chimney or wall mounting, or just the
3 element (adjustable) all metal head, complete
with T -match and fixing bracket, 5 or 6 metre,
If lb. E2-14-0.

10 metre, E6-7-6.

motor drive units.

Also indicators,

Send S.A.E. plus Sd. for complete list.

EMDO LTD.

LTD

ACE WORKS, MOOR LANE, STAINES,
MIDDX.
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VALLANCE'S

for reliability
TANK COIL UNIT MKI.

Complete assembly

consists of 5 units. 50 watts telephony, 100 watts
C.W. 34PF s 34PF split stator, tank coil mount in
polystyrene and swinging link, L2/15/-.

Tank coil inductances,

14mc,'s 14/6. 28mc/s 12/6.
56mc/s 10/6. Link coils, I, 2 or 3 turns, 3/-. Neutralizing condensers, 2-I5PF, 11/6.
TANK COIL UNIT MKI I. 150 watts, 2,000 volt

H.T. The unit consists of a 60PF x 60PF split stator
condenser with built in 350 m.a. R.F. choke and 5KV
bypass condenser, Tank coil and swinging link

mounts in polystyrene C41I4'6. Link CoHs 3 'Padding condenser 8/9. Neutralizing condensers 11/6. Tank coils 58-60mc/s 10/6. 28-30mc/s
65PF

12/6; 14-144mc/s 14/6; 7-7.3mE/s 15/6.

COMBINED ABSORPTION WAVEMETER and
phone monitor 31" x 2" x 2" in black crackle finish.

Type No. 19

Type No.22

All amateur bands are covered by means of plug-in
inductances. Complete with one inductance covering
any specified band El 115 /-. Extra inductances,
1-8mc/s, 3.5mc/s, 7mc/s, 14mc/s, 28mc/s, 3/9 each.

SLOW MOTION DIALS for individual calibration,
type S.M.D.B. A very high-class precision dial for

receivers direct and slow-motion
(50-1) single -hole fixing, black crackle escutcheon,
dial engraved 0-100 and five blank scales, size 10" .

communication
63" £3161-.

KNOBS AND DIALS. White acetate scales and

S 1071A
SYDNEY S. BIRD
ROAL,FNHELD
CAM

1Dt,E ARTERIAL

black filled lettering engraved 0-180 degrees. Fluted
knobs. BD275. 23" dial 4/3 ; dial only, 2/6. BD400.
4" dial 6/11 dial only, 4/6. Vernier for BD400, 1/-.
;

CIRCULAR NICKEL BRASS DIALS. 2" diameter.
Engraved 0-100 and in the following markings :Treble.
Hor Shift.
Attenuator.
Ver Shift.
Hor Gain.
Audio Gain.
Ver Gain.
B.F.O.
Bass.
Volume.
I.F. Gain.
Brilliance.
Freq. Coarse.
Freq. Fine.
Sync.

Microphone.
R.F. Gain.
Gramophone.

Unmarked.
Focus.

9d. each.

Tone.

ENGRAVED NICKEL PLATED NAME -PLATES.
1

x

Earth"

On/BFO/off.
Screen current.
Mod. Plate.
Aerial Circuit.
Rectifier.
Bass.
Gramophone.
High Tension.
Aerial.
Buffer Amp Plate. Microphone.
Key.
Filaments.
P.A. Plate.
On /AVC /off.
Low Tension.

Xtal Osc. Plate.
Rec/standby.
Loudspeaker.
Mains.

Output.

Plate Current.
Phones.

Freq. Dblr. Plate.
6d. each.

V.H.F. CONVERTORS designed for operation on
the 10 metre. 5 metre, and 24 metre amateur bands.
I.F. frequency, 10 me/s.
Mono -unit plug-in coils are used and special provision

can be made for receiving the American 6 metre

transmissions. Valve line-up. EF54RF, EF50 osc.
EF50 mixer. A separate power supply 200/250 volts

25 m.a. and 63v I amp is required.

Price 117/17/- including one coil unit.

Extra coil

units i1/10/- each.

unbreakable insulator
Will not splinter or crack. Stand-offs, 3" 6d. I" 9d.
11" I/-. Beehive Insulators, II" 2/-. Feed Through.

" POLYMAX "-the

x
If" ribbed, 3/6. Aerial
1/3. Formers, 31"
Spreaders, 4" (closed ends), 1/3. Strain Insulators,
34- 2/-.

Speedy Postal Service, C.O.D. or C.W.O.

BROOKES CRYSTALS
LTD.
51153 GREENWICH CHURCH ST.,
LONDON S.E.IO
GRE 1828

VALLANCE'S

194 BRIGGATE, LEEDS, I.
Tel. 29428/9
Staff call signs :

G2HHV - G8SX - G3ABD - G3AHV - G3EIDD
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CELESTION PERMANENT MAGNET LOUDSPEAKERS
CHASSIS
DIAMETER

MODEL

SPEECH COIL
IMPEDANCE
OHMS

21'

P2V

3.0

3I'

P3C

3.0

5'
5'

PS Q

3.0

6i-

6r

PST

POLE
DIAMETER

FLUX
DENSITY
GAUSS

3.00

8'
8'
8'

PlID
P8M

ID'

P10M

2.3
2.3

8,000

IW

r

7,700

24000

IW

}

i"

8.500
10.500

26,000
32,000

2W
2W

}

1"

10,500

26,000
32.000

3W
3W

I.

10,000

24,000
31,000
39,000

4W
4W
4W

2.3

1-

8,000
10.000

31.000
39,000

6W
7W

6,200
8,000

1

P8G
10G

HANDLING
CAPACITY

flUx

8.500

II

P6Q8.500
P67

PEAR
POWER

TOTAL
GAP

}

12'

P64

15.0

Ir

12.500

140,000

I 2W

18'

P84

10.0

24'

13,500

350,000

40W

of Celestion Loudspeakers most
manufacturers are able to meet their requirements. The
smallest model, a midget weighing 34 oz. is intended for
small personal radios and the largest, capable of handling
40 watts, for public address purposes. Between these
extremes, the range is balanced and well considered.
From. the

range

PUBLIC SALES
Several Loudspeakers of this range are available to the
public in chassis form or housed in attractive cabinets.

All enquiries for these must be directed to our sole
wholesale and retail distributors, Cyril French Ltd.

G-Q9
SOLE

DISTRIBUTORS
to the Wholesale and

Retail Trades:
CYRIL FRENCH LTD.
29 High Street,
Hampton Wick,
Middlesex.

CELESTION LTD., KINGSTON -ON -THAMES
SURREY - PHONE: KINGSTON 5656-7-11.9
14.11 Shorp & Partners

IC_ INGSTON 2240.
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100 Watts for Ten and Twenty
A CW/'Phone Transmitter for the DX Bands
By A. B. WRIGHT (G6FW)

PART I
(This article gives complete details of the design, construction and operation of a full -power
transmitter unit suitable for both CW and telephony operation on 14 and 28 mc. The modulator section will be covered separately in a later issue. The general arrangement will be of
particular interest to those graduating from a Class -A licence to a 150 -watt permit.-Ed.)

TO the amateur whose main interest is
in working DX, it will be agreed that
the bands most suited to his requirements are 14 and 28 mc.
In order to obtain maximum efficiency
it is desirable that the transmitter be

designed solely for work on these frequencies, and it was with these points in
mind that the transmitter to be described

There is also the newly -licensed amateur

to be considered. When the time comes
for him to invest in a 150 -watt ticket he is

confronted with a variety of alternative

designs for his PA. It is felt that the PP807

transmitter to be described will meet his

requirements adequately, as he will no
doubt have on hand most of the required

was evolved.
In the interests of economy it was

components, including the valves, so that
a 500-0-500 transformer plus an 83
rectifier will enable him to put his

this deservedly popular valve as the output
amplifier of an exciter, or perhaps a single

course of his 'prentice efforts, his replacement costs will not be heavy. lf, however,

decided to use a pair of 807's in push-pull
in the PA stage. Many readers may have
noticed (as has the writer) that although
there are many circuits and designs using

807 as a 25 -watt PA, there is a dearth of

practical data on the use of two such

valves in push-pull as a final amplifier.

120/150 -watt carrier on the air with a
minimum of extra expense and trouble.
Furthermore, should he by some mischance ruin his 807's or his 83 in the
he adheres to the design given, such an
untoward situation ought not to arise !

This may be due to the fact that 807's
have acquired a reputation for being

The Circuit

line such possible snags as are likely to
develop, and to describe the methods by

reason why, by changing crystal and coils,
it should not cover the 40- and 80 -metre
bands. Examination of the circuit will

difficult to manage when used in this way.
One of the objects of this article is to outwhich

the

valves may be effectively
an efficient and

to make
trouble -free PA.

" tamed "

There seems to be a tendency at the
present time to use high -voltage low current valves, such as the 813 and PT15,

in the final stage ; whilst there are no

doubt advantages to be obtained by using

such valves, expense becomes a factor,
since, apart from the high initial cost of
valves in the 813 category, there is the
question of replacements to be considered.
More important still, 1,000 -volt power

packs rarely come cheaply-at least, not

the writer's experience ! Rectifier
valves, smoothing and by-pass condensers
for high voltage working are all relatively
costly as compared with their low -voltage
counterparts.
in

As mentioned previously, the transmitter has been designed for use on the
10- and 20 -metre bands, but there is no

show it to be quite straightforward and
free from unnecessary frills.

A 6V6 crystal oscillator on 40 metres

drives a 6L6 or KT66 doubler on 20 metres,

a further 6L6 being used to double to

10 metres. A tritet or regenerative crystal

oscillator was not considered. In the

first place, this would lead to complications

when a VFO is used, and secondly it was

considered that to effect a change from

20 to 10 metres would be more easily and

efficiently managed if a further doubler
stage were incorporated, rather than to
have the tricky adjustment of a tritet
circuit with which to contend. A further
point is that if the Tx is to be used success-

fully on 10 -metre 'phone it is as well to

have a reasonable amount of drive in
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General view of the chassis, showing layout. The 807's in the PA are mounted horizontally on the screen, giving the
shortest possible grid and plate leads.

hand, and the extra doubler ensures this.
Tritet and regenerative oscillators, especially in

the hands of a beginner, are

notoriously heavy on crystals, and in this
respect the extra 6V6 as a straight pentode
oscillator may be considered as a sort of
crystal insurance policy !
The DPDT wafer switch S1 handles the
exciter band -switching, serving to transfer
the 20 -metre output of V2 to the grid of
V3. In the 20 -metre position the switch
by-passes V2, the 40 -metre output of VI
being then taken direct to the grid of V3

for doubling to 20 metres. A second
wafer switch S2 ganged to S1 cuts the
screen voltage to V2 when using the
transmitter on 20, thus effectively cutting

out the extra doubler stage. VI and V2
are both parallel fed, thus enabling the

variable condensers Cl and C2 to be
mounted directly on the metal front panel
and eliminating constructional difficulties.
PA Input Circuit

The input circuit to the PP807's merits

a little consideration.

Originally, the

transmitter was designed using separate
coils for the anode of V3 and the grids of

the 807's, band switching being effected
by means of a low -impedance link from

each exciter stage to the PA grid coil.
However, this arrangement meant an
extra tuned circuit for V3 anode with
attendant tuning complications ;

after

some experimenting it was found that a
capacity -coupled arrangement, as shown
the circuit diagram, considerably
simplified tuning arrangements and enabled
in

quite a compact layout to be achieved.
The wafer switch at SI is of the Yaxley

type, and although a bakelite switch is
shown in the photograph, ceramic insu-

lation is no doubt desirable from the loss
point of view. It might be mentioned,
however, that using the present switching,

no losses are noticeable when a com-

parison with the low -impedance link
switching is made. In fact, drive on
10 metres seems to be improved, although

this may be because of the better layout
due to the capacitative coupling to the

final stage.
A single -ended condenser is used to tune

the PA grid coil L3, grid circuit balance
being maintained by the incorporation of
parallel feed.

Incidentally,

it may be
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bias is used on the PA, an arrangement

mentioned that a split -stator condenser
and centre -tapped coil have been employed in the grid circuit, with the link

which gives no trouble and enables quick
change of bias to, be effected when

necessary. A small amount of cathode
bias is sometimes used with 807's, but
any bias thus obtained must be deducted

coupling arrangement mentioned above,
and using conventional series feed, but
a snag was experienced in that one of the
807's persisted in "glowing red." It was
found that the trouble was due to
unbalance in the grid circuit between the
two PA valves, and a change to parallel
feed effected a cure immediately.
It will be noted that no RF chokes are

Table of Values
Fig. 1.

100 watt Transmitter for 10 and 20 metres
Cl = 150µF variable

C2 = 100p.p.F variable
variable
C3 = 50
C4 = 50p.p.F per section split -stator.
1,500 -volt spacing
500141F mica
C5

used in either grid or anode circuits of
the 807's. Chokes were originally inserted
in series with the grid leaks R13 and R14,

C6, C7, C8, C11,1 = .01p,F 600 -volt working
C12,C15,C16,C20.1

and the usual anode choke in the high
voltage lead to the PA coil centre tap.
This combination of inductances in grid
and anode circuits resulted, however, in
LF oscillation due to the TPTG circuits

.0021.0 Mica
C9, C13
C10, C14 - 100p.p.F mica
C17 -0211F mica
C18, C19 = 50p.p.F mica
C21, C23 = .0015p.F mica, 2,000 -volt
working
.002p,F mica, 2,000 -volt
C22
working
C24 - .006p.F mica, 2.000 -volt
working

During the course of
modifications to cure this defect, the grid
and anode chokes were removed, and the
transmitter functioned so smoothly without them and the layout was so compact,
that they were not replaced ; reliance is
thus formed.

RI, R5, R9 = 100,000 ohms. I watt
R2 = 400 ohms, 2 watt
R3 = 40,000 ohms, 2 watt

R4, R8, R.I2. R16 = Meter shunts-see text

placed upon C22 and C23 in the anode
circuit to bypass any residual HF from
the HT positive lead to the power pack,

R6, RIO = 500 ohms, 5 watt
R7, R11 = 30,000 ohms, 2 watt
R13, R14 ---- 25,000 ohms. 1 watt
RI5, RI7, RI8 = 50 ohms, watt
R19 = 25,000 ohms, 10 watt

and upon resistors R13 and R14 and
condenser C20 to serve a similar function
in the grid bias circuit.
But it is suggested that if the constructor

R20 = 5,000 ohms, 3 watt
RFCI, RFC2 = 2.5 mH RF Chokes
S1 = Yaxley type DPDT switch
S2 = Yaxley type SPST switch

experiences any trouble from feedback
into the HT supply, the usual RF choke

SPDT toggle switch
S3
Key Jack = Closed circuit, insulated type
VI = 6V6G

be placed in the HT supply lead, as shown
in broken line in the circuit diagram.
A combination of battery and grid leak

V2
V3
V4, V5

= 6L6G
= 6L6G
= 807

r
SI

r

20

°

C9

Ch.

II
FC I

4,E.44

C

C141- §

Rl C211

V2

SI

10 I,
V3

CS

53
S3

-F.E
R7

R12

R

340

31
13

C6

l3

A
R9

C7

85

4c

C16

C

31

R9

"T

2

RI

HT -GB

T+700

R20

HT + 400
GB -90

C.
A.

H

6.3v AC

/

Rig. 1. Circuit of the RF section of the transmitter. The switching cuts out one intermediate driver stage on the lower
of the two bands covered.
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Close-up of the grid side of the push-pull 807 PA in G6FW's 100 -watt design.

from the available anode voltage to the

PA, and as the power pack to be described
delivers just sufficient voltage under load
for the job in hand, cathode bias was not
incorporated.
Parasitic Suppression

The small inductances L6 in the 807

photographs is adhered to, no trouble
should arise from this cause.
Fifty -ohm resistors were also tried in the
grid circuit as suppressors, but it was noted
that on 10 metres they were not completely
effective, and had the effect of reducing the

PA drive considerably. If these small
chokes are made up and wired in exactly

grids are parasitic suppressor chokes, and

as shown they will prove to be a complete
cure for UHF parasitics.

were found very necessary in suppressing
all trace of UHF parasitic oscillation,

Metering

used in conjunction with the stopper
resistors R17 and R18 in the screens,
a trouble which has discouraged many

from using 807's as PP amplifiers. Details

of the chokes are given in the table of

One 0-30 milliameter meters all necessary circuits, Shunts R4, R8, R12, R15,
RI6 are wound to increase the range of
the

meter according

to

the current

Parasitic oscillation in the PA stage

flowing. Shunts R4, R8 and R12 adjust
the meter reading to 150 mA at full scale

bias until the PA draws, say, 100 mA with
no grid drive. A neon bulb' is then
applied to the anode of each valve in turn,

circuit R15 is a 50 -ohm resistor, and the

from minimum to maximum. If parasitics
are present the neon will glow. This test

value of R15 having negligible effect upon
the meter reading.

values.

can readily be detected by reducing the

while the PA tank condenser is rotated

assumes, of course, that trouble is not

being experienced from self oscillation of

the PA, but if the layout shown in the

deflection, shunt R16 giving the full scale

range to 300 mA. The shunt in the grid

meter is used on its normal 0-30 mA
range to measure grid drive, the high
A two -pole multi -way Yaxley switch
connects the meter in any desired circuit.

It should be noted that the PA meter
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reading indicates the cathode current of
the- two valves, which, of course, includes

screen and PA currents. If the
meter shunt were placed in the HT
positive line to the PA there would be
grid,

a danger of the meter switch arcing

across, with consequent damage to the

HT rectifier and other components, unless

a meter switch of superior insulation is
used and the meter itself well insulated
for safety.

The shunts are wound with either

resistance wire or fine -gauge copper wire

on a conveniently small former, such as
a defunct high -value resistor, and can be
wired either directly on to the switch or
in the HT line, as convenient.
Provision for VFO Input
On 10 and 20 metres the Tx is normally
VFO-controlled. The VFO in use has two
choke -capacity coupled isolating stages
and its output is taken via a screened lead

to the two sockets which can be seen on
the rear of the transmitter chassis. The
circuit diagram illustrates the method of
connection, a single -pole double -throw
toggle switch selecting the required input,
either VFO or crystal control.
Construction

The transmitter was originally designed
to fit into a wooden cabinet with a sloping
front panel, but the construction also lends

two square "patches" of aluminium which
are visible in the under view of the chassis !

If complete stability of the PA is to

be maintained on the higher frequencies
horizontal mounting of the 807's should
be regarded as imperative, The metal
screen supporting the 807's is of aluminium, its position on the chassis being
decided by the diameter of the tank coil,

the dimensions of the split -stator tank
condenser and the length of the valves
themselves, and to ensure correct placement it is recommended that the valve
holders be first mounted on the screen,
the valves inserted, tank condenser and
coil placed in position on the chassis,
and the mounting holes for the screen
marked on the chassis, after due allowance
has been made for insertion and extraction
of the valves, and for the shortest possible
length of anode leads.
The rear portion of the screen is

extended to run parallel to the panel for
3 ins. or 4 ins. to assist in screening the
grid coil and condenser from the anode

components. After drilling all holes in the
chassis the rear edge of the metal is bent
down for a length of 1 # ins.

The angle of this rear edge is not a

right angle, for, as mentioned previously,

the transmitter was originally meant to
be mounted in A cabinet with a sloping
front panel. If the more conventional
method of construction is adopted, with

itself to fitting into the usual metal or
wooden rack. Panel and chassis are in

aluminium of a fairly stout gauge, being
cut to size by the supplier, who also gave
the panel a finish of black crackle enamel
at slight extra cost.

Coil Table
100 WATT TRANSMITTER FOR 10 AND 20
METRES

Ll CO 40 m

Tank Coil

Panel .dimensions are 21 ins. X 9 irs.,

and the chassis is bent to shape from a flat

piece of aluminium 19 ins. X

ins.
normal practice,
11

Construction follows
panel and chassis being marked out after

the position of all valves, coils and the
larger components has been noted. The

doned, resulting as it did in grid and
anode leads of an awkward length for
10 -metre work.

This also explains the

dia. former, 14 in. long, bolted
beneath chassis.

2nd Doubler Tank Coil
20 metres
= 12 turns 16g bare comer. 1+ in.

dia. 14 in. long, centre -tapped.
self-supporting.

10 Metres

= 6 turns 16g bare copper, 14 in.
dia.. 14 in. long, centre -tapped,
self-supporting.

IA PA Tank Coil
20 metres
=

positions of the PA anode and grid tuning
condensers are not quite symmetrical

arrangement which was eventually aban-

16 turns 22g enamelled on 11 in.

20 m Tank Coil dia. former, 14 in. long.

L3

the back to avoid marring the front

with regard to the meter. This is due to
the fact that the Tx was originally built
with the 807's mounted vertically, an

-

L2 1st Doubler = 7 turns 22g enamelled on 14 in.

panel is marked and all drilling done from

surface, the meter hole being cut out by
means of an adjustable tank cutter used
in a carpenter's' brace.
Incidentally, it will be noticed that the
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12 turns in. copper tube, 24 in.

dia. 31 in. long, centre -tapped,
self-supporting.

10 metres

L5

= 6 turns 4 in. copper tube, 21 in.

dia., 21 in. long, centre -tapped,
self-supporting.

Aerial Link

10 and 20 ni =

2 turns 14e enamelled 24 in.

L6 Grid Sup pressor Chokes

12 turns 20g tinned copper, I in.
dia., spaced diameter of wire.

dia. (see text).
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Underneath the chassis ; the CO anode coil is in the top left-hand corner.

the rear chassis edge at right angles, the
overall width of the unbent metal should

be increased by 1 in.
The chassis is bolted to the panel 2 ins.
from its lower edge by means of a small
length of angle iron at the centre, under-

neath the chassis, two small steel angle
brackets being mounted at each end of
the front chassis to ensure rigidity. The
PA tank condenser is raised slightly above

the chassis to get short anode leads, the

rotor being insulated from the chassis. An
insulated flexible coupling is used to

connect the dial shaft to the condenser
rotor.
PA Coil and Mounting

is bound with insulating tape, leaving the
ends about 3 ins. or 4 ins. long. The ends

of the link

coil are soldered to the
remaining two pins, and the supporting

wires bent so that the link can be inserted

between the two centre turns of the PA
tank. It will then be found that the link
coil has sufficient rigidity- to retain its
position after the aerial coupling has been

correctly adjusted for optimum loading.
This adjustment is made for each coil used,

thus rendering adjustment of the link
from the panel unnecessary. The coil

holder is supported at each extremity by
small stand-off insulators.

(Part II of this article, describing the

copper tubing
for 10 and 20 -metre operation, the actual
dimensions being given in the coil table.
The coil mounting is of Perspex or other
good HF insulating material, the sockets

power supply, operation and adjustment of
the transmitter, will follow next month.

ensure low losses and complete rigidity.

Five pins are required to each coil, the

We are informed by the Secretary of the
Radio Component Manufacturers' Federa-

the coil and the centre pin to the centre

exhibition of British Radio, Television and

a slightly smaller diameter than the tank
coil, using 14 -gauge enamelled wire, and

will be held during the period March 2-4,
1948, at Grosvenor House, W.I.

The PA coil is of

and pins being of large dimensions to

outer pins connecting to the outer ends of
tap. The aerial link coil is wound to

-Ed.)

R.C.M.F. EXHIBITION

tion that the next (fifth) annual private

Electronic Components and Test Gear
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More On The Synchrodyne
Some Practical Circuits
By D. G. TUCKER, Ph.D. and J. F. RIDGWAY
(The first description of the new `synchrodyne' method -of reception appeared in "Electronic
Engineering", and that article was reproduced in our issue for May last. By courtesy of the
Editor of "Electronic Engineering", we are able to present a further treatment of the subject
by the same author. Though this article discusses the design of receivers for the medium-wave
broadcast band, we feel that experimentally -minded readers will wish to apply the principle
to circuits for amateur -band working.-Ed.).

IN Part

of this article the basic
receiver were discussed, and it now
1

principles of design of a Synchrodyne

remains to give some actual designs which

can be made up to suit various requirements. All the designs given (which are
for the medium -wave broadcast band)
have been tried out by the authors and
made to work satisfactorily, but it is quite

possible that they can be improved by

careful thought and experiment. In setting

up these circuits it is important to bear in
mind the various considerations regarding
synchronisation, oscillator discrimination
and linearity discussed in Part 1.

The circuits need not be discussed in
much detail, as the diagrams should be
sufficiently explicit. Particulars of the
sensitivities to be expected are given
below, together with some hints on adjust-

ment. Three main circuits are shown :(a) The basic circuit shown in the pre-

liminary article, using a Cowan demodulator with a cathode -follower input ; this
VI

is a low -sensitivity receiver.
(b) A high -sensitivity circuit using two

HT

R3

R4

To a dio
amplifier

RF valve stages and a ring demodulator.
(c) A very simple receiver of medium
sensitivity and less perfect performance,
using a triode-hexode valve for demodulation.

RI

C3

Volume control

Table of Values

R6

HT+
Synchroniting

voltage - -

RIO

Fig. 1. Basic Circuit
RI = not critical, say 1,000 ohms potentiometer
R2 = 300 ohms
R3 = 5,000 ohms
R4 = 2,500 ohms
R5 = 2.500 ohms.
R6 = 10,000 ohms potentiometer
R7 = 250 ohms
R8 = 250,000 ohms variable
R9 = 10,000 ohms
R10 = 20,000 ohms
R11 = 200 ohms
Cl --- 0.05p,F not critical
C2 = 0.05u.F not critical

C3 = 0.005µF

C4 --- 500µ.µF variable

C5 = 0.05ii.F not critical

C6
RII

Fig. 1. Bask circuit of the synchrodyne receiver.

C6 = -05p.F not critical
W1-4 = Silicon crystal Germanium crystal rectifiers
or DI diodes
T1 = Tuned winding 100p.Ii: Grid winding
10 1.1.H; Demod. winding 1p.H; Dust or
VI
V2

air -core

Valves type SP41 or equivalent
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C3
via

HT

decoupling
if necessary

Input
R5 of
To grid of cathode
follower of Fig, I,
or of similar RF
amplifier stage.
(RI of following
stage to be omitted)

Input
RI

Fig.

To grid of
first audio
stage
2,000

I

Fig. 3. Low -Pass Filter.
For cut-off at 10 kc in circuit of Fig. 1, with L untuned,
C2 = 0.008p.F.
L= 64 mu, Cl

Fig. 2. An additional RF stage for the synchrodyne.

Fig. 2. Additional RF Stage
RI = not critical. say 1.000 ohms potentiometer
R2 = 10.000 ohms
R3 = 20,000 ohms
R4 = 200 ohms
R5 -- 100,000 ohms

a

,,

24

c,.."

_''

Cl = 0.05µF, not critical

18

C2 -= 0.05u..F not critical
V SP41 or equivalent

IA 0

The Basic Circuit
Fig. 1 shows details of this. As given,
the sensitivity is low, a signal strength of
about 50 mV being required to give good
results. However, an additional RF stage
is easily added, using the circuit of Fig. 2,

and this should enable signals of about
2 mV to be satisfactorily received.

The feedback resistance R8 is the

oscillator amplitude

adjustment.

This

should be set so that oscillations are

produced without any input signal, and
the voltage developed across R7 should be
about 2 volts.

The synchronising control R6 should

be set at maximum if normally only fairly

7

,,o, 0

12

0

0
0

1
f

fc (fc

2

3

4

cut-off frequency

Fig. 4. The loss -frequency characteristics.

in the audio stages due to their slight non linearity, a filter may be fitted, according

to the circuit shown in Fig. 3. The loss -

weak signals are received, but for very
strong signals (say over 100 mV at the
input of Fig. 1), a lower setting will be
desirable. If on weak signals, however,

frequency characteristic is shown in Fig. 4;

The audio output* from the basic

this simple filter to be effective, C3 may be
used, giving a peaked response as shown.

the discrimination against other signals is
not good enough, R6 may be turned down.

circuit is only about 1 mV when the input
signal is 50 mV.

In the preliminary article, a low-pass
filter was shown in the output. This has
been found to be unnecessary in most

practical cases, as the audio stages do not
transmit the supersonic frequencies which
the filter is intended to remove. The condenser C3 has some filtering action. If,
however, trouble is experienced with
supersonic signals becoming demodulated
In all cases quoted, a 30 per cent, modulation of

the Input signal is assumed.

with just the basic filter (L, Cl and C2),
the loss rises smoothly with frequency.
Should there be present an interfering
signal rather too close in frequency for

High -sensitivity Circuit

Fig. 5 shows a circuit which can receive

signals down to 10 yV. A two -stage RF

amplifier is used with input tuning ganged
to the oscillator tuning control. The
input tuning is advisable when low-level
signals are to be received, in case there are

strong signals also present which might
overload the amplifier. Overall negative

feedback is provided, and this can be

varied by adjustment of R9, which therefore serves as a volume control.
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With an input signal of only 10 ,uV, the

audio voltage at the secondary of T3 is
about 60 mV with the volume control at
maximum setting. For stronger input
signals, audio voltages up to about 1 volt
are permissible.

The oscillator circuit is the same as

before, except that only 1 volt is required
across the modulator winding of T1.
Simple Receiver Using Triode-Hexode
Fig. 6 shows a circuit which has been
designed for maximum simplicity. It can

receive an input signal down to about
10 mV, and with this input voltage gives an

audio output from the triode-hexode of
about 1 volt. The oscillator must be ad-

justed by means of RIO to oscillate with a
grid amplitude of 7-10 volts when there is
no input signal. The discrimination
against unwanted stations is not as good
as in the previous circuits, but is probably
adequate for ordinary purposes. The

input volume control should be used to
maintain a signal voltage of about 0'3-0'5
volt across R5.

that readers will be able to prepare
modified designs, if necessary, to suit
their own individual requirements as

to sensitivity, discrimination and simThere is also ample scope
plicity.
for experiment in the application of
the principle to short-wave and communication -type receivers.
Fig. 5. High -Gain Receiver Using Ring Type
Demodulator

RI = as required
R2 = 20.000 ohms
R3 --- 10,000 ohms
R4 -= 200 ohms

R5 = 10,000 ohms
R6 = 100,000 ohms
R7 = 20,000 ohms
R8 = 200 ohms
R9 = Volume control, 250,000 ohms
RIO = 200,000 ohms
RI I = 5,000 ohms
VI = Valve type SP41 or equivalent
V2 = Valve type SP4I or equivalent

Cl = 50(9) -u -F variable ganged to oscillator
tuning condenser

C2 = 0.05p.F, not critical
C3 = 0.05p.F, not critical
C4 = 0.05µF, not critical
C5 = 0-05p.F, not critical
C6 -- 0.05µF, not critical
C7 = 0.05p.F, not critical

LI = 1001.1.11, tap at midpoint

Conclusions
The three designs

of receiver described in this article should have given

the reader an adequate illustration of
the way in which a synchrodyne receiver may be built up to meet varying
requirements.
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It is hoped, therefore,

W1-4 = as in Fig. 1

T2 = Preferably on small dust core (say T6 type)
Anode winding about 7 mH
Demod. winding in two balanced halves,

about 1 mH total. Turns ratio 2-5 : 1
T3 = Any good audio-freouency input trans-

former, step-up about 1 : 10. Primary
in two balanced halves, total about 10
Henries

HTI
R3
R7

V3

Audio
Stages as

equired

Input

TI as in Fig.1
Sync. voltage as in Fig. 1

Oscillator circuit as in Fig. I

Fla. S. A high -gain receiver circuit. using the ring -type demodulator.
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HTl ( bout
300 volts)

Fig. 6. Simple Receiver Using Triode-Hexode Valve

RI - Not critical, about 1,000 ohms potentiometer

R2 = 30,000 ohms
R3 = 10,000 ohms
R4 = 300 ohms
R5 = 10,000 ohms potentiometer
R6 = 25.000 ohms
R7 = 30,000 ohms
R8 --- 10,000 ohms

R9 = 200 ohms

RIO = 50,000 ohms potentiometer
VI = Valve type SP 41 or equivalent
V2 = Valve type ECH 35
TI = Tuned winding 100u.II; Grid winding 10p.H

CI = 0.05p.F, not critical
C2 = 0.1 u.F, not critical
C3 = 0.05p.F, not critical
C4 = 0.1u.F, not critical
C5 = 005µF, not critical
C6 = 500p,p.F vaeghle
C7 = About 0.1u,F

BIRTHDAY NOTE

The current (December) issue of our
Short Wave Listener is No. 1 of Vol. II.
The first year has been, we think, not

Aerial

input
RI

MORE LONELY CARDS

There are quite a number of addresses

we want this month of G's, mainly

unsuccessful, and the paper has established
itself as a useful, informative, progressive

operators recently licenced, for whom

radio periodicals published in the English
language. The Short Wave Listener is
conducted by the staff of the Magazine and

addressed envelope, with your name
and callsign, to BCM/QSL, London,
W.C.1. This is a full and sufficient
address for the Bureau. Your card(s)
will follow on the next G clearance.

At the same time, the appeal of the Short
Wave Listener is to the SWL, and it is in

G2ADL, 2AMA, 2BTU, 2BWL,
2CFK, 2CKC, 2CQ, 2FIG, 2FLW,
2FOC, 2FRY, 2FSC, 2HZF, 3ACI,

and stimulating addition to the range of
there is thus an identity of interest, with
the same technical and literary standards.

the SWL interest that the Short Wave

Listener exists. Its regular features "Have You Heard?", for the amateur -band

enthusiast, and "DX Broadcast", for the

BC -minded listener -present the latest and

most authoritative information in their
respective spheres, and between them
enjoy a very wide following. The "Calls
Heard" section runs to a regular three

pages per month, and WAZ (of the
Magazine) is featured as "Heard All

Zones." The general articles each month
are such as to be of interest primarily to
the SWL, with particular emphasis on the
listener who is working up for his transmitting licence.

Short Wave Listener: 32 pp., monthly,

published on the third Thursday, price
Is 3d. of newsagents or ls. 4d. post free.
Annual subscription, 16s. for twelve issues.
Circulation
Manager, Short Wave
Magazine, Ltd., 49 Victoria Street,
London, S.W.1.

our QSL Bureau is holding cards. If

you are in the list, please send a stamped

3ACO, 3ACP, 3AM, 3AMC, 3AMH,

3AMM, 3AMO, 3AMW,

3ANE,

3ANF, 3ANX, 3AQA, 3ASX, 3ATZ,
3AUO, 3AUP, 3AV, 3AVV, 3AXT,
3AXW, 3AYO, 3AYU, 3AZS, 3BBY,
3BCH, 3BCQ, 3BDI, 3BEK, 3BGN,
3BHR, 3BHW, 3BIE, 3BIK. 3BKD.
3BKH, 3BLA, 3BLR, 3BMJ, 3BMV,
3BMY, 3BOB, 3BOS, 3BPZ, 3BQY,
3BRE, 3BTM, 3BUD, 3BVA, 3BWL,
3BWY, 3BYH, 3CAI, 3CBA,
3CCN, 3CDQ, 3CDR, 3CEW, 3CFG,
3CLB, 3CLD, 3CLG, 3CMJ, 3CMZ,
3COA, 3FW, 3JV, 3LM, 30D,

3QV, 3TP, 3ZC, 4DH, 4FG, 4HB,
4MM, 4RJ, 4RR, 4XA, SBC, 5BW,
5GJ, 5SZ, 5WL, 6GA, 611, 6KL,
60Y, 6PW, 6SP, 6VY, 8AV, 8CJ,
8DG, 8FC, 8HG, 8IB, 8IF, 8KX, SKY,

80Q, 8PT, 8TB, GC2FC, GM2BUD,
2YA, 3BLJ, 4AA, GW2ANT, 3AZQ,
3BYZ, 3CMR.
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Maximum Signal -To -Noise Ratio
Factors Affecting the Design of Communication Receivers
By G. H. COX, B.Sc., A.R.C.S. (G3CCD)
(In this article the author discusses design only from the point of view of obtaining maximum
signal/noise ratio, and makes a number of practical suggestions to that end.-Ed.)

AN analysis is made in this article of
the noise developed in a radio
receiver, and the procedure to

obtain maximum signal-to-noise ratio is
outlined. On this question, I cannot agree
with the analysis set out by G6NC in his
article (" Weak -Signal Receiver Design,"
Short Wave Magazine, October, 1947),

although I do agree with many of the
other points raised.
It will be shown that the first stage in a
receiver is the most important, with the
mixer stage coming second. Thus, noise in
the first stage is amplified by the following

stages together with the signal. For
example, a noise -voltage of 1µV at the
grid of the first stage gives a noise output
of a volt or so, and will be comparable
with the signal from a DX station. From
this example it will be seen that noise
voltages must be referred to a common
point before a true comparison can be
made.

voltage depends on the particular type of
valve and circuit used but will be of the
order of 0.2-2-0 ieV for an RF pentode.
If this voltage is developed at the grid of
the first RF stage it will be of the same
order as that produced by a weak signal.
Thermal Agitation Noise

Free electrons in a conductor have a
random motion, thereby developing a
random fluctuating current, producing

noise within the conductor similar to the
shot noise in valves. The extent of the
noise produced depends upon the resistance of the conductor and the band width,
being greater as the resistance is increased
or as the pass band is widened.
In the case of a tuned circuit the noise
can be regarded as being built up in the
equivalent series resistance of the circuit.
The thermal agitation noise is the limiting
factor on long wavelengths but on short
wavelengths the valve shot noise usually
predominates.

Shot Noise

The anode current of a valve is not
completely uniform but consists of a

Noise After RF Stage
Mixer valves have a higher noise -factor

voltage to be set up in the anode load of

ductance of the mixer ; its higher noise
constant (see appendix) ; and to noise
introduced by the local oscillator. Thus a
receiver starting with a mixer will have a
poorer signal-to-noise ratio than one

stream of electrons, each being a separate
unit of electricity. The anode current can
be considered as a uniform current upon
which is superimposed a random fluctuating current. This fluctuation causes a
the valve, thereby manifesting itself as the
shot noise. This noise, by its random
_nature, is distributed over the whole
frequency spectrum used, so that the total
noise energy within a band of frequencies
depends on the width of the band. It will
therefore be seen that a selective receiver
develops less shot noise than an unselective receiver. The shot noise is conveni-

ently referred to the grid of the valve as

the equivalent voltage which, when applied
to the grid, would cause the same fluctua-

tions in anode current. This can be done

by dividing the noise current by the mutual

conductance of the valve.

The noise

than RF valves due to the lower con-

starting with one or more RF stages.

Again, the mixer noise can be swamped
by providing sufficient RF amplification,

such that the amplified noise from the
first RF stage is greater than the mixer

noise. Also these random voltages cannot
be added arithmetically ; they must be

added as the root of the sum of their
squares.

An example will make the whole argument clear :

Suppose the RF stage has a gain of

20 and produces a noise of 1µV referred
to its own grid, whilst the mixer produces
a noise of 5µV at its grid.
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Thus the noise from the RF stage at

the mixer grid is 20
52 = 20.6 ktV.
Total noise = V202
The increase in noise due to the mixer
is therefore only 3 per cent. although the
ratio between the amplitudes is 5 to 20.

It will be seen from this example that
given sufficient RF gain, then the mixer
will make only a negligible contribution
to the total noise. The same consideration

applies with even more force to stages
following the mixer, since by then the
noise from the RF stage will completely

swamp any further contribution of noise.
Thus the extent of IF and AF amplification is of little import from the standpoint
of noise although sufficient amplification
must be used to obtain a workable output.
Also, the AF stages should not introduce
hum or extraneous voltages. By careful

design of the AF stages it is possible to
avoid hum (cf microphone amplifiers) and
since a fairly large signal is usually applied
from the second detector to the AF stages,
the extent of further amplification required
is small.
Other Considerations Affecting Noise

In many communication receivers no
provision is made for adjusting the aerial
coupling, or perhaps only two couplings
are provided-one for a dipole, the other

for a random high impedance aerial.
Except at certain spot frequencies, such
coupling will not provide for proper

'603

matching and optimum signal transfer, so
that the overall signal-to-noise ratio will

The solution to this problem is
simple-provide either an aerial tuning
network with a proper matching line, or
suffer.

some form of adjustable aerial coupling.
Furthermore, it is highly probable that
the aerial will influence the ganging of the
first tuned circuit, thereby causing loss of
signal. Thus some form of tuning correction is also necessary.
Ganging of the tuned circuits causes loss

of signal, since the oscillator and signal
circuits are tracked in most receivers for
only three points over the tuning range.
The solution is to use some form of band spread system with the band set adjustable

for each circuit, or to provide correction
for each circuit. However, this complicates handling since it increases the number of controls. In practice, if only the
first tuned circuit is provided with correction then the drop in signal-to-noise ratio
will not be serious ; since, in fact, the
greater part of the noise does arise in this
stage.

It is, of course, assumed that high -Q
tuned circuits with the minimum of stray
capacity and the proper tuning capacity
will be used.

The question of noise generated out-

side the receiver has not been considered,

but external noise can be much reduced

by the use of a proper aerial (with, if

The Short Wave Magazine Stand at the Amateur Radio Exhibition, where we had the pleasure of seeing old Blends
and welcoming new readers. Among the signatures in our Visitors' Book is that of Sir Stanley Angwin, who opened
the Show, and many holders of well-known call signs.
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APPENDIX
Shot Noise
This may be expressed as a component Is of the direct

anode current In of a valve as follows :

Is = k VID X df

(1)

where df is the width of the pass band in c/s and Is and
ID are in amperes ; k is the noise constant and depends
on the valve type. It has a value of 0.4 x 10"' for
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should not exceed this and should have as
pure a waveform as possible.
(8) Keep the band -width of the receiver
just wide enough for intelligible com-

munication. A band-pass crystal gate is
recommended for telephony.
(9) Design the AF stages to avoid hum

this value.
The noise current Is can be referred to the grid of the
valve as the equivalent noise voltage Es which when

and amplitude distortion. A good top
response is not necessary since the tuned
circuits will not pass the high frequency
side bands.

current.
Thus

stages can be improved !

normal RF pentodes but beam valves such as the
EF50 and EF54 have a noise constant of about half
applied to the grid would produce the same noise

Es

x df volts

k
-

gm

(2)

where gm is the mutual conductance of the valve.
Thermal Agitation Noise

The noise produced in a resistor of R ohms for a

band width of df cycles per second is given by

Es = 12.6 x 10-" x A/Rdf volts ..(3)
In the case of a tuned circuit the noise voltage Es is

given by

Es = 12.6 x 10-'s X VZ x df ....(4)
where Z is the impedance of the circuit at resonance.
The noise voltage of a valve is often expressed as the

equivalent resistor R in which the thermal agitation

noise produces the same noise voltage. Substitution for
R in equation (3) will give the noise voltage at the grid
of the valve.

necessary, a screened feeder). Noise inter-

ference and the like can be mitigated by
using one of the well-known noise -limiting

circuits, which enable a signal to be read
through considerable interference of this
type.

Conclusions

Starting at the aerial terminal the
procedure adopted should be as follows :
(1) Provide proper coupling to the
aerial.

(2) Provide some form of tuning cor-

rection to the first tuned circuit.

(3) Use high -Q tuned circuits with a

low tuning capacity.

(4) Use valves with a low noise -level
and high gain in the RF stages. In this
position the EF54, which is a beam valve
and has a high slope with a low noise factor, is to be recommended.
(5) Use sufficient RF amplification to
swamp the mixer noise ; two stages will
be sufficient up to 60 mc.

(6) Operate the first RF stage at full
gain. Do not use AVC on this stage, but
instead employ a manual control to avoid
overload on strong signals.

(7) Run the oscillator to provide the

proper voltage for maximum conversion
conductance.

The

oscillator voltage

(10) Start again and see if the first
SOME MULLARD VALVES

The Mullard equivalent to the American
829B is the QVO7-40, capable of giving

about 60 watts RF output on CW with a
top frequency limit of 250 mc. This is
a very fine valve, as the illustration

suggests, and will stand up to much hard
work in amateur service. It is a double
beam-tetrode, requiring only a watt or so
of drive for full output. Ratings are 750
volts on the plate, 160 mA plate current,

with 40 watts anode dissipation for 87
watts RF output at up to 200 mc.

Another little job is the Mullard TYS2250, a silica triode which will give just the
half -kilowatt of RF on 75 mc, with several
thousand volts on the plate and no trouble!
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By I. D. McDERMID,

Twenty -Metre DX Forecast

A.R.T.C. (GM3ANV)

Predictions for December
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COMMENTARY
ON CALLS HEARD, WORKED & QSL'd
By L. H. THOMAS, M.B.E. (G6QB)
Greetings once more, after a month of
good conditions but a disappointing one

for the DX man. (Yes-DX hunting is

any other amateur (although he may run

rag -chewer and the worker of routine

ful tricks in their search for DX. Worse

far more difficult when conditions are too
good ! This is the season for the leisurely
DX.)

Nevertheless, there is no falling -off

in the volume of our mail, and the quality
improves all the time !

Just a glance at the WAZ List before
we start. Look at those 40's now ;

G8KP has returned to the fold with a top
score, G6BQ (Chatham) is a newcomer to
the list and breaks right into the 40's, and
G3AAM (Birmingham) has the distinction

of being the first "three -plus -three" to
make the top. But it seems pretty clear

that we shall have to find something more
difficult with which to test the DX Kings

next year. We have already paged a

Loose Minute to our tame Inquisitor but
all that we have had back is a frivolous
suggestion to the effect that the WAZ list

to a kilowatt), some of the types whom we
should call Spivs resort to the most fright-

than this, more than one of them over

there admits that the strain of chasing DX
in the competitive manner has reduced him
to a nervous wreck - he is on the verge of
a breakdown and knows it, but still has to

get that new country that someone else
worked last night.

This is the old business of "Pleasant

hobby versus full-time obsession" all over
again. Now listen to G8KP (Wakefield)

on the same subject : he says "I think
there's a bit more in Amateur Radio than
going mad for DX .. . . DX working these
days doesn't mean a thing, as with nearly
any sort of gear it can be worked, and
with any sort of aerial. I Once remember,

for 1948 should be confined to the two top
bands.
As a matter of fact we do neglect them ;

pre-war, working stacks of DX with an
aerial that was blown down and buried
under a foot of snow-so what ?" This,
of course, isn't a case of sour grapes, as

says hpw much interest there is in working

but we will put in one spoke before

G2AJU (Ipswich) makes this point and

1.7 and 3.5 mc. He has rolled in 15

countries with QRP on 3.5 mc, and has a
few well-chosen words to say about the
activities of the 150-watters on that band,
mainly devoted to shouting the other man

down. And here we agree-we don't see

the necessity for more than 50 watts on 80
metres ; at least, not for the purpose for
which most of the 150 -watt enthusiasts use
it !
G2AJU continues "What about printing
a few lists of Calls Heard on the LF bands

by some of your readers in distant countries ?" Simple answer to this one, 'MU
-if they send them in we're only too glad
to print them ; we would like more and
more. Distant readers, please note.
Are You DX -Crazy ?

We were recently shown a shocking

document from one of the W6 DX experts
which threw some light on the way things

go over there among the less balanced
members of the fraternity. Whereas the
average W6 is just as rational a being as

'KP has his 40Z anyway. Think it over ;

leaving the subject. It's true that almost

any gear and any aerial will work DX-

but only in the hands of a good operator.

And there is a certain virtue in being a
good operator, just as there is in doing
anything well ; if you only specialise in
balancing a billiard -ball on your nose it's
better to do it well than badly. But still
you don't have to go mad over it
So let us agree that there are three types
of amateur to be catered for : Those who
don't care for DX, those who are keen on
it, and those who are crazy.
DX of the Month
It seems that 14 and 28 mc have been
sharing the burden pretty well this month,
!

and it is impossible to separate out the
letters into the two bands. G6BQ
(Chatham) is one who makes full use of
both. He heard the pack baying after
C8YR and didn't know why ! He says
"I was woefully ignorant on DX topics,
and it soon appeared that the reason for
this deplorable state of affairs was that,
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AUGUSTA
1719 Walton Way

GEORGIA

U. S. A.
J. (Joe) R. 66A

W 4 II RR

W4H1tR's QSL card is a photograph of his outfit-the Tx is a Meissner 150 B and the receiver an HQ -129X.

for some time, I had neither seen Short

Wave Magazine nor read ' DX Commentary'." He has remedied this, checked up
his WAZ position and made 40 out of it,

and is happily working again at his old

agreement (as do several others, in passing)

with last month's remarks about 'phone at
the LF end of the bands. We had a large
collection of letters about this, which we
passed to our friend Arabackle Oblifork.

QTH with a big Zepp and a folded dipole.

All he said, however, was "I still prefer

G6LX (Croydon) continues to knock

instead of nothing but handles." But

them off on 28 mc 'phone, but has done a
little 14 mc CW as well. He is doubtful
about LZ1AB (28 mc) because he doesn't
DF in the right direction. (We also have
doubts.) G6BB (Streatham) has his
QRO going (pair of 807's), and first DX

QSO was W6BAX, last worked twenty
years ago. VP8AI and several South
Americans followed. 'BB says that

W8BTI is very keen to find an amateur in
Sinclair Gardens, London, W.14. If there
is one, will he get in touch, please ?
G8VR (London, S.E.2) has collected a

dozen new countries with an aerial consisting of "a piece of 18 gauge hanging on

a tree," and has just made his Century.

G8VG (Dartford) comes into the list with
33Z and 78C, using 60 watts to 807's and
a half -wave Zepp only 24 ft. high. An
interesting one from him was a QSO with
VK3NC, the latter using six watts into a
rhombic. G6XX (Howden) expresses full

CW for the thrill of hearing my call -sign

then, with a name like that, what would

you expect ? (Whaddya say, Arabackle ;
take it away !)

G3BFC (Ferndown), after a visit from

G3AAE, checked up on his scores and was

astonished to find he had worked 33Z-so
he goes into the list. His latest include
ZC6AA,

VU2RS,

VQ8AF,

CR6AI,

VS6BA, PK6VK and many more nice
ones-all 14 mc CW with two crystals.
G2BXP (Birmingham) is another new-

comer to Zones Worked ; he has QSO'd

MIA and sends the full QTH, together

with some other useful ones.

G2AJ (Hendon), whose score is now

156C, has built it up with LZ, VP5, VP3,

KZ5, J8, YS, ZS6 (Bechuanaland) and

some other good stuff ; he also enters the

lists on 'phone only with 37Z'and 121C.

He now has a 2 -element fixed beam for 14
mc, a new 3 -element rotary for 28 mc, and

a 50 mc beam stacked above the latter !
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WORKED ALL ZONES

We don't boast many rhonlbic farms in
this little country, but we can show some
good collections of rotaries.

LISTING

G3CKO (Burton -on -Trent) spends a lot
of his time flying to South Africa and the

Station

Zones

Countries

Far East, but was still able to work

KP6AA, KM6AB, W3ETD/KG6, also

KS4AC, C6HH, VS9ET and a few more !

'Phone and CW

He sends a copy of Radio -ZS, an interesting

G2PL
G6ZO
G5DQ
G8KP
G2AJ
G5YV
G6QB
G2WW
G6BQ
G3AAM
G5VU

little publication from down there, for
which he has been asked to write a DX
Column, as apparently no ZS can be found

to take on the job. (No, 'CKO, it's not
all potatoes, even writing a DX Column !)
G5RV (Chelmsford) worked the notorious LU1ZA (South Orkneys) in Spanish
and remarks that he seems to be genuine
all right. 'RV is another 'Phone-and-CW

G3D0

man who strongly advocates band-plan-

G3FJ

ning-compulsory, if need be. G2WW
(Penzance) had his aerials damaged by

G2VD
GSRV

gales, but managed to put his total up a
little higher, with the help of PX1C on 7
mc. We hope this one is genuine, but of
course we just don't know until the card
turns up.

G2PL (Wallington) spent a while as
G2PL/A at Cambridge, where he found

60 watts and an indifferent aerial produced
far better results than his 140 watts at the
home station will bring in. He has gone
to the 11, ad of the list again, but he does

remark that if G6ZO had been at home

during the month he would probably have
made the 200 mark by now ! New ones

on CW for 'PL were HEIEO, VS9ET,

ON4JW
G3AAK
GSRL

G3QD
G3TK
G8IL
G6LX
GW3AX
GSCI

G6PJ

G4AR
G4CP
G3AAE
G2CNN
G2AKQ
G2AO
GSMR

G8IP

GW4CX
GM2AAT
G8VR
G5LP
G2AVP
G8RC
G3BDQ
G6XX
SV1RX
GSKU
G2LC
G8VG
G3BFC

PX1C, FU8AA (first QSO with Europe).

40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
39
39
39
39
39
39
39
39
39
38
38
38
38
38
37
37
37

36
36
36
36

36
36
36
35
35
35
35

35

34

G5OQ

33
33
33
33
33
31

G6BB

31

G2HFC

30
30

G2VV
G3AGN

30

183
180
160
156
151
151
147
147
140
126
124
142
139
132
132
129
122
120
116
114
131
126
123
115
74
108
106
95
114
104
100
98
97
92
75

100
96
89
78
74
89
110
91
85
78
77

78
74
81

76
63

'Phone only
G6LX

G2AJ

G3D0
G2PL
G6BW
G5YV
G6WX

G3FJ
GM2UU
G8QX

I still think it's the one they use for advertising

.

.

.

37
37
37
36
36
36
36
35
35

33

124
121
114
128
115
106
105
115
107
100
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The latter is on every morning on about

28010 and puts in a marvellous signal, but
is much chased by VK's and ZL's.
G6ZH (Devizes) worked CM9AA,
describing himself as "Mobile Police
Radio, Havana, using 20 watts," who said
'ZH was his first amateur contact -28 mc
'phone. G5 MR (Felpham) collected Zone
39 with VQ8AF, on 14110 at 1630 GMT ;

'MR still lacks four zones, but seems to
have most of the difficult ones. G3DAH
(Herne Bay) winkled out HH2ME (28500)
who asked for it to be made known that he
is there, with 30 watts to an 807, looking
out for G's but not listening on his own

frequency. HH2ME is on every evening
from 2000 to 2200 GMT-QTH in list.
GM6LS (Edinburgh) worked W2JXH,

whose QTH is on Park Avenue, in the
middle of New York City, and 'LS remarks that he wonders just how these
chaps do it, surrounded by man-made and

amateur QRM beyond anything we can
imagine, not to mention the buildings.
GM6LS is now using a 3 -element rotary
on 28 but still suffers badly from ignition
QRM.
G8UT (Dartford) had a nice four-way
with W2AMT, W6HJT and NY4AE, and

he sends a few notes about W6AM as a

matter of general interest. Don Wallace,
W6AM, has two stations, one at his residence at Rolling Hills (1 kW, three 90 -ft.
masts, two rotaries and nine fixed beams)

and the other at a ranch ten miles away.
This second station has thirty-three 80 -ft.
poles with nine rhombics and two V -beams

on a 1200 -ft. hill overlooking the Pacific,

but only uses 500 watts. (Never mind,
we keep a sked with W6 on our pair of
807's and the one and only Windom !)
We are trying to get a first-hand story
from W6AM, though-his is reputed to be
one of the best equipped amateur stations
in the USA.
G3TB

(Sheffield)

recently

worked

W6WCN/KG6 on Saipan, and says the

latter thought it was the first post-war

contact between Saipan and G. But we
can't allow that, because on our wall is a
card from W9HJW/Saipan, dated March
13, 1946 !

'TB also collected VS6BA and

CN8EF-QTH's of them all in the list.

G3AAE (Bournemouth) climbs rapidly

up the ladder with the help of KP6AA,
UAOKQA, VP4TZ, ZC1AL, VQ5JTW,
PK3JF, but is somewhat hurt by a QSO
with XZ2PQ, who gave him "RST 233" !

Later additions still are CR6AJ, CIDK,
HEIEO, HH3L and EL3A.

7 mc Band
Very scanty news about 7 mc this month
-one or two correspondents remark about

The very line 10 -metre rotary beam on its lattice tower,

recently put into operation at GlAM.J, Willerby, E.
Yorks. A full description of his installation will be
appearing in a later issue.

PX IC, and others have worked UF6 on
band. However, G3RB (Ossett)
seems to have been doing quite well, with
six districts of USA plus ZD3B, ZC6BK,
the

VE 1 and 2, UAOLN-and the inevitable
PX1C. 'RB would like to voice a protest
against the increasing prevalence of bad

notes-even among G stations. Must

be this VFO craze-people sling one to-

gether and put it on the air, all excited, and
never take time off to make the thing work
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DX QTR'S
C8KY

CN8EF
DSAA

Box 73, Lanchow, Kansu, China.
C/o US Naval Air Station,
Casablanca.
Gabriel Migeon, SP 76422,
BPM 451, French Zone'
Germany.
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properly. If you use a VFO and your
note is not T9, for the love of Pete do
something about it, even if you miss a
QSO or two. G8JC (Droitwich) also

brings up the subjects of PX1C and Bad
Notes ; in detail, he says "there are altogether too many T5's on 7 mc."
Gen. Department

EL3A
ET3AH

Box 98, Monrovia. Liberia.
Frank Frost, PO Box 858, Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia.

G2CNK (Doncaster), who operates
CW only, was literally "speechless" to

FUSAA

Rene Thevenin, ne-de-Pentecote,
New Hebrides.
W. F. Lirnehouse, Vickers'

he asks us to say that if anyone hears

G2FDF/YI
HCI CF

Arntstrongs Rep. Iraqi Airways, Baghdad Airport, Iraq.
Box 2850, Quito, Ecuador.

PO Box

J5HS

153, Port-au-Prince,
Haiti.
Aldo Ravenna. Via Principa
Amadeo 8, Cagliari, Sardinia.
Box 515, Tokio 4.

J9ABR

W. C. Baxter, APO 331-3, c/o

KG6AAF

HQ 20th Air Force, APO 234.

IIAHK

KM6AA

PM, San Francisco.

c/o PM. San Fransicso.
C.A.A., Midway Island, Central
Pacific.

KW6AC

C.A.A., Wake Island, Central
Pacific.

MIA

Dr. Corrado Francini. Republica
di San Marino.

PK6TO
PRI C
VOZAT
VO6Y

Box 76, Macassar, Celebes.
Box 66, Andorra.

Pan -Canada Air Lines. Goose
Bay, Labrador.

APO 861. c/o PM, Miami, Fla.
Pebble Island, Falkland Islands.
Sgt. Morgan, RAF Butterworth,

VS2CB

Penang, Malaya.
c/o Telecoms Dept..
Lumpur. Malaya.

Kuala

VS6BA

109 Austin Road, Hong Kong.

VS7PS
VS9AF

No. 1 A.W.B.S., c/o GPO.
Colombo, Ceylon.
c/o A. Besse & Co., Aden.

W2WMV/C9

Box 10, Navy 3930. Fleet PO,
Francisco (Station
Mukden, Manchukuo).

at

W6WCN/KG6 NAS Kobler, Navy No. 957,
US Naval Air Station, Saipan,

c/o Fleet PO, San Francisco.
RAF()

ZC6MF
EC6SX
ZS6OL

.

.

So

G2CNK talking drivel on 'phme, it is not

the genuine article but just a common
. . .G3LP (Cheltenham) says that
VU2RS (RAF Mauripur, Pakistan) par-

pirate.

ticularly wants to find an amateur in
Lincoln, who should look for him on
14125 CW.. . . Best time is 1830-1930

GMT.... VU2RW also operates from the
same QTH.

David Mitchell of GW6AA is leaving

the country and will have no fixed address
for the next few months. So he asks for
all cards and other communications to be

addressed to him at BM/GAA, London,
W.C.I. His old friends will all want us to

wish him Good Luck, which we are glad to
do. . . . G4CY (Henley) asks us to pass on

the fact that the QSL Manager for N.
Rhodesia is now VQ2DH, at Box 93,

GM2UU (Stanraer) remarks "How to

VPSAS
VP8AI
VS2BIJ

XAFG

.

Livingston.

APO 863. PM. New York.

San

hear himself on 'phone recently.

Radio Officer. VG Police, Trieste.
US Army, Free Territory of
Trieste.
c/o X Branch, HQ Palestine.
B. P. Knight, Belmore, Seagrave
Road, Sileby, Loughborough.

00 RAF. Gaberones, Bechuanaland Protectorate.

find out if 14 mc is dead . . . listen on 3.5
and see who's on." .... G2VV (Hampton)

endorses our plea for more time Off the

Air, and is showing willing by doing a big
rebuild. But he says "Dare not listen on

14 mc or I'd find myself building a

Doubler/PA for my 7 mc transceiver !"
He shames us heartily by saying that his

1.2 watts in a recent QRP Contest got the
same report from an OK on 3.5 mc as our
own QRO (15 watts).

2000 Years of Amateur Radio
We have been repeatedly asked over the
air to do something about getting the Old
Timers together into a Club. (This is
what comes of working on 3.5 mc.) Well,
we are altogether in favour, and we have
recently worked enough stations who have

been on the air for more than 20 years to be
quite certain that we could get together 100

members-probably from readers of this
So let's go to it, here and now.
Will everyone reading th!s who held a

column.

transmitting licence more than twenty
years back from the present date please
drop a card, marked Old Timers' Club-

and give the date of their first licence.
What a Club ! No responsibilities, no.
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subscription, but an occasional night on
the air, and above all things, an Annual
Dinner. We must have an Annual Dinner,
and what a night that will be ! Never

mind whether you have a long beard or
not-if you have been on the air, or held
a licence over the stipulated period, you
are eligible-so pile in those cards right
away.

From Overseas
MD2C (Tripoli) will shortly be changing
his call, as MD2 prefixes are now reserved
for the military ; he thinks his new prefix

will be "ICK, followed by a number and
a letter, or a letter only. MD2C uses 22
watts to a 2 -element fixed beam directed

to the UK, and prefers working G's to

chasing DX... . G3CDR (aboard H.M.S.
London) sends lists of Calls Heard on 3.5
and 7 mc from various places, and promises
to do still more. . . . G3CJG (ex-VU2JG)

is shortly sailing for VQ3 and VQ4, and
hopes to meet old friends from there.

G2FDF/YI (Baghdad) says he heard

some G's as soon as he got his rig going,

611

(Kings Lynn) sends some news of the ST
station. Active are ST2JF (ex-ZC6JF),
ST2FT, and ST2MP, on 28 mc. ST2AM,
the RAF Club Transmitter, is on 14 mc.
We have since been told over the air by
ST2FT that ST2RL is also on 14 me CW.
G2AJU (Ipswich) asks for the status of
German nationals, as he has heard D4AC

and D4CN on 3.5 mc, both giving full

addresses. G3AGP (Morden) has worked

the former, who told him that certain
German nationals are now permitted to
operate transmitters. On the other hand,

we have a letter from Waldemar F.

Kehler (Schleswig), who says that in the
American Zone stations are licensed only
with calls from D4AAA to D4AZZ and
that all others are pirates except D5AA in
the French Zone ! The Deutscher
Amateur Radio Club is permitted in the

British Zone-receiving only-and there
are three amateur clubs in the American

Zone. Personally, we think that probably
a few selected German amateurs have been

given licences and allowed to transmit

once more. We should be glad of further

and called them, all hopeful like, but
couldn't raise anything. It was some

news, however.

his aerial to a hangar instead of to the
insulators ! He says it is nice to be in
great demand but very
annoying to have flocks

WAZ claim of 39Z and 129C, says, "I

time before he found that a coolie had tied

Late Items
ON4JW (Brussels), sending in his new

of stations calling one in
the middle of a QSO. He
will be in Iraq about six

months and has 600
QSL's, so all genuine
QSO's will get one (Spivs
keep off !).

ZC6SX has gone QRT
be home at
Loughborough shortly, if
not by now. During five
and will

months on 14 mc he

worked 84 countries with
30 watts into an 807,

from near Nazareth. He
reminds us that no ZC6
stations are official, but
that the QSL Bureau is
efficiently run by ZC6AA
from Box 4150, Tel Aviv.

And we also understand
that ZC6BK works lots

of DX on 7 mc and is

preparing a list of G Calls

Heard on 3 5 mc.

ZC6SX's "G" QTH is in
the list-if he has slipped
up on any QSL's, please
contact him there.

S/Ldr. Hedgeland

Another old timer outfit- G2NS in 1933. He ran a crystal -controlled
SP55R-SP55R-LS5B transmitter, with an AR4100-P'F25 modulator ; the
receiver was the ubiquitous 1-V-1. using PM12-HL210-PM22.
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wish that all stations would co-operate

with your suggestions for radio -etiquette ;
I have lately had several examples of bad

behaviour from two well-known DX
stations and others." 'JW adds that all

pre-war amateurs in Belgium have been
asked by the GPO to pass an examination
before having their licences renewed for
1948. . . What an idea !
.

G6ZO writes quite a pathetic letter from
Beinit, Lebanon, which bears out much of
what we have said about 40 metres. He

has managed to get on there with 5 watts
on 7 mc, all anxious to give some of the
boys a new country, but he writes, "What
a response ! Not a soul paid the slightest
attention ! Everyone was engrossed in
working S9 plus signals down the street,
or bawling his head off with an `Appelle
generale' on spitch ... How I wished some
of the DX gang had been on -they would
have heard me all right." Jim has forwarded a list of Calls Heard on 7 mc, just
to point his remarks.

G5DQ (Cambridge) has worked all

districts USA, VK, ZL, VS9, ZC6, KZ5
and ZS -all on 7 mc with a dipole 20 ft.
high ! He has been almost exclusively
on 40 metres during the past month.
SV1RX (Greece), one of the SV1
operators who went voluntarily off the air
last April owing to political conditions, is
back on again and says that the matter of
issuing licences officially will be cleared up
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very soon. He adds that the G's in
Greece have been getting together and now
run fortnightly meetings ; he sends some
nice photographs taken on 1.13.0 Acropolis,
which will be appearing here in due course.

G3BI (Seer Green, Bucks.) has been

doing great things with a 2 -section E -W
8JK, having tuned feeders. This aerial,
which he recommends as an all-purpose
radiator for 14 and 28 mc, has been bringing him in some of the best of the stuff on
both bands.
1948 Marathon
A final reminder that we shall run the
British end of CQ's 1948 DX Marathon,
and that those of you who feel like throwing away your post-war scores and starting
again on January 1 should send your 1948
scores along each month for tabulating in
this column ; they will also be forwarded
to CQ.
And, last of all, a Very Happy Christmas to all readers -DX -crazy, DX -keen,
DX -apathetic and even Spivs, in the hope
that the season of good will may induce the

latter to mend their ways. But we do

mean what we say : Very many thanks for
your splendid support and continued help
in running your &cm Commentary. Keep
it up, and the very Best Wishes.
Let's hear again by first post on December 15 -and, you Old Timers, do let us see
how many we can muster.

73, BCNU, and

Mri Xmas.

CALLS HEARD

Please arrange all logs strictly in the form given here, in
numerical and alphabetical order and on separate sheets under
appropriate headings, with callsign and address on each sheet.

14 mc
vhocx, 8 Mangarra Road, Canterbury, E.7, Victoria, Australia.
G2AAN, 2AIW, 2CXQ, 2HFO.
2HKW, 21,13 2NS, 2SA,
3AAE, 3ADG, 3BI, 3135 K, 3CN,
3GY, 3PD, 3SJ, 3SR, 3UA, 4AR,

4CP. 4GI, 4GR, 4KI, 4NS, 5KT,

5RZ, 5SR, 5TL, 5UB/ ,5UB/ZM6,
5w1. 5XW, 6DX, 6K.A, 6KU,

3.5 mc
G3CDR at Malta, October 5, 1947.

G3AKU (44). 3BWQ (46), 40D
44). GM4MF (45), GW8SU (34).

G3CDR, Malay Straits, 03°47 N.,

GW3ALX, S.S. City of Derby.
Bitter Lakes, Nr. Suez, Egypt.
G2OU (45). 2PL (56), 3APH (45),

4AY (55). 4QD (55), 5DQ (56).
5LP (56), SLR (45), 5VB (55),

3CNW (56). 3SR (56), 4IC (57).

3ARL (45). 3CMJ (45), 3CSD (44).

7 mc
G3CDR,

Malta, October 5,,1947.

G2CKN, 5FA, 6BKK (2), 8HX

GM3BZU 4AZ.

G3CDR, Indian Ocean, 9°31 N.,
65°40 E.

E193 G3AHH (439), 3BHS (449).

3CGD (439), 5FA (439), 6BG (439).
6RB (329).

6NG, 60Y, 60N, 6RB, 6SS, 811,
8KV, 8L0, 8RL, 8TK, 8TR,

GM3AJY, 3UM, GW2XZ, 3ASW,
3ZV, 8MQ, 8NP.
GW3ALX, S.S. City of Derby,
Bitter Lakes. Nr. Suez, Egypt.
G2AS (57), 2AJF (55), 2BAB (57).
2DC (57), 2YY (45), 3AAM (58).

99°46 E.
G2HFP (449), 3AZL (449).

6HC (46). 6LX (55), GM4NR (45).
8RU (34). (November 14 19002000 GMT : RS in brackets :
Receiver -Marconi CR300.)

G6Z0 at Beirut. Lebanon.
G2DPP, 3BLZ, 40F, 4.1V, 5CH,

2HR/A, 3AKY, 3CGB, 3CQX,
30F, SFW. 5MV, 8DR, 8MU,
SPX. GI2BZV, GW2CSX, G2DPP,

6TN, GW3AKU (Period October'
28-30.)

3ABG (56). 3AGF (45), 3BAQ (56),
3BHE (58), 3BLG (58), 3CFK (45).

5BZ (58). 5YV (57), GW2XZ (58).
(November 14 1730-1900 GMT ;
Receiver RS in brackets ;
Marconi CR300.)

28 mc
A. L. Thorley, VQ3ALT, Aero-

drome, Dodonn, Tanganyika.
G213JY, 2CV, 2DN, 2KU, 2L13.
2PN, 3AQ, 4IF. 5RP. 5RY, 8KP,
8KV, 8VV.
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FIRST CLASS OPERATORS' CLUB
PRESIDENT : GERALD MARCUSE, G2NM

HON. SECRETARY : CAPT. A. M. H. FERGUS, G2ZC

Membership of the Club now stands at
over 90, and there is increasing interest in
F.O.C. activities in many unexpected
quarters. An anonymous well-wisher has

As a matter of interest, the Rules of the
First Class Operators' Club are reprinted

silver cup, to be competed for annually in

Election Notice
In accordance with the Rules, the

presented the Club with a magnificent
the Marathon Contest. It will be this
year's prize for the membership Contest
still in progress ; arrangements are being

herewith, for the information of those
wishing to seek membership.

following have been elected to active
membership of the F.O.C. :

made for a suitable medallion to be pre-

L. W. Lewis, G8ML (Cheltenham) ; W. Jones,

sented to all holders of the cup, which will

thus be an annual challenge trophy.
All log -entries for the Open Contest
recently concluded on the 7, 3'5 and 1.7

mc bands must be in the hands of the

GW6OK (Colwyn Bay) ; J. W. Hogarth, G3ACK
(BlYth) F. A. Jeffries, G8PX (Oxford) ; C. Grover,
G4AU (London) ; C. A. Harnwell, GSNB Bridgewater) ; A. Mears, G8SM (East Molesey) A. Ogden.
GW50D (Penrhyn Bay) ; P. M. Trowbridge, G3BLN
(Lymington) ; and F/Lt. R. Tillyard, G3CAF
(Honington).

Honorary Secretary. (address below) by
December 12 latest ; it is hoped to be able
to announce results in the January issue of
the Short Wave Magazine and the February
Short Wave Listener.

All correspondence regarding the F.O.C.

should be addressed to the Honorary
Secretary, Capt. A. M. H. Fergus, G2ZC,
89 West Street, Farnham, Surrey. (Tel.
Farnham, Surrey 6067.)

THE FIRST CLASS OPERATORS' CLUB
Rules
(1) The Club will be known as the First Class Operators' Club (F.O.C.). Its aim will be to foster and
encourage a high standard of operating ability and behaviour on all amateur bands.
(2) The F.O.C. will be managed by a small committee elected by the membership. The Editor of the Short
Wave Magazine (or his representative) will be an ex -officio member of this committee.
(3) Membership of the F.O.C. will be limited to those who
(a) Can send and receive Morse at not less than 18 w.p.m.
(b) Can work break-in on at least two amateur bands, with ability to QSY as necessary. Break-in single channel working with VFO is desirable but not obligatory.
(c) Are prepared over the air to assist and advise newcomers to Amateur Radio.
(d) Agree strictly to observe all conditions of the licence.

(4) Operators will be elected to membership on the recommendations of at least three sponsors, who are
themselves already F.O.C. members and have been in contact with the applicant over the air.
(5) The F.O.C. "club wave" will be the 3500-3635 kc section of the 3.5 mc amateur band.
(6) Club periods each week will be as under :
(a) Wednesdays, 2000-2200 clock time.
(b) Sundays. 1200-1330 clock time.
(7) F.O.C. members operating on this band during these periods should always sign "F.O.C." after the call.
This will identify them and enable prospective members to QSO with a view to obtaining a recommendation
for election. In the general interests of the Club, the use of "FOC" after the call is always desirable on
any band.
(8) Upon election, an entry fee of 3s. will be payable. Elections to membership will be notified periodically
in the Short Wave Magazine, and no claim to membership will be valid unless so notified.

AMATEUR TRANSMITTING VALVES

A new and

well -produced

Mullard

pamphlet, entitled "Transmitting Valves
for Amateurs" is now available ; it contains abridged data and prices for Mullard
transmitting valves and rectifiers, also base

connection diagrams and dimensions.

It can be obtained on request, of the
Mullard Wireless Service Co., LW., Transmitting Valve Dept., Century House,

Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2. Be
careful to quote reference MV.121 when
writing.
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How Not To Climb A Tree
Or, Fixing an Aerial
By L. H. THOMAS, M.B.E. (G6QB)

(This is his story, and he's sticking to it !-Ed.)
TREES-nature's substitute for aerial
masts-have one major disadvantage.

When your halyard breaks you

simply can't lower a tree and re -erect it ;
not even with the help of all the local gang.
We know all about this ; we (my trans-

feet of string, whizz it violently in a circle

(lock the dog up while you do this) and
let go.
Then inspect the neighbour's
greenhouse, apologise and start again.

You didn't lay the string out loosely

mitter and I) have two trees whose duty
for some time past has been to support
various types of aerial system. Living

enough on the lawn. Do it nicely this time
(lock the dog up while you do this).
Right ! Off we go. Pity about those
telephone wires. Don't try to pull the

violent gales, and though most of them
would have no effect on a well -erected
aerial between two poles, they can play

will skirl madly round and tie them firmly
together (Number Unobtainable !) Per-

to set them swaying violently, knowing
that sooner or later they will get out of
phase. Then the 67 -foot length of wire

ground level and cut the string. Then pull
the rest of the string over the wires, tie up
and start again. (If you have shutters to
the windows, use them.)

near the coast, we suffer from sudden and

tricks with the trees. The favourite one is

between them has two alternatives-to

become 69 feet long for a short period or
to break. It always does the latter.
Last time it did this we found that we
had not got a continuous halyard at one

end, and the shorter of the two broken
bits was way up the tree, well out of reach.

dangling ball upwards over them, or it

suade the darn thing to slide down to

Keep Trying !
Eventually (it took us fourteen throws)
you will get the ball clear over a limb near
the top of the tree. But it won't come down
the other side unless you are very lucky.

Our local professional monkey no longer
wished to risk his life and in any case
one could only climb the tree by lopping it
steadily away as one went upwards. So
we didn't climb the tree.
We sat down
and thought.
Eventually we produced the following
mixed bag : One dog's ball (hard synthetic rubber), one ball of string, one con-

Pull it back and start again ; if it won't
come, just start again, with another ball.

barrage balloon cable.
By now you may have guessed what we
are driving at. If your tree is of the tall

weight of the 7/22, as well.

siderable length of No. 24 enamelled wire,
100 feet of 7/22, and an 80 -foot length of

and slender variety, without knobs or
other protuberances near the top, don't

bother to read on. If, like ours, it resembles

a gollywog, carry on-there's hope yet.

The Method
Using the ingredients listed above, the
recipe proceeds roughly as follows : Bore
a hole through the dog's ball (lock the dog
up while you do this) tie the string firmly
to it ; uncoil about 100 feet of string and

lay. out carefully on the lawn, at a point
from which you think you can perform a
good "sling" over the tree.

Seize the ball, let it dangle on about four

After two afternoons of this we got it over
the top and it did come down within reach.
We don't recommend tying 7/22 on to the

string and trying to haul that over; ours
went up to the top, but then the string and

the 7/22 came down on opposite sides.

Hence the 24 enamelled (which cost us an

old transformer). This should go up and
come down nicely ; it should bear the
Now for the balloon cable. Undo the

coil (lock the dog up while you do this) and

when the wire has finished leaping round
the garden, fix a large shell insulator on
the end. Through this pass your permanent halyard, whether of wire or rope, and
haul the whole contraption up the tree with
the 7/22. Make the end of the balloon
cable fast round a convenient point at the
bottom, and you have an aerial again. If
you make the halyard continuous, further
breakages should not worry you, because
it won't be the balloon cable that breaks.
Final Note : If your garden is full of
apple trees, rose bushes and similar spiky
objects, remove the lot before you startyou'll finish by doing it, anyway !
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hete
The trip will

be an

The Eddystone 640
If you would like the chance to win one

coastal waters.

Alvechurch Road, West Heath,

G2NU at Willowmay, Hythe End, Staines,
Middlesex, or ring him on Wraysbury 120.

of these excellent receivers outright, ask
Stratton & Co., Ltd., Eddystone Works,
Birmingham, 31, to send you the details

of their essay competition. There are three

subjects of Amateur Radio interest from
which to choose for your effort, which need

not exceed 1,500 words in length.
Canadian Generosity
VE2KS, president

interesting one, as it is proposed to visit
Tristan da Cunha and calls may also be
made at Ascension and St. Helena. Write

May R.A.E. Results
We have just seen the results of the May
1947 Radio Amateurs' Examination from

the Department of Technology, City &
Guilds of London institute.

of the Montreal
Amateur Radio Club, notifies us of their
intention to run a food -parcel scheme for
the benefit of operators signing the G prefixes. The method of allocation will be to

There were no less than 326 candidates,
of whom only 120 passed, giving a failure
figure of 63 per cent.,or twice the "failed"
proportion for the ovember 1946 sitting.
The Examiner's report states, inter alia
4'

of those G's who QSL the M.A.R.C.

extremely

choose consignees by ballot from the cards

membership either by direct mail, through
the VE2 bareau, or to the Club at P.O. Box

1, Station D, Montreal, Canada. This is
to ensure parcels going to active G's who
have had some personal contact with the
Montreal boys-and a very good idea, too.

The M.A.R.C. has no less than 290

members and they are very anxious for G

We should like to add our
thanks to the Montreal Amateur Radio
Club for this exceedingly generous and
friendly gesture, which will be greatly
contacts.

appreciated over here.

Crystal Exchange
The month's offerings are as follows
G2DC. J. M. Drudge -Coates. Southern Command
Signal Rent., Finsbury Barracks, Winterbourne

Dauntsey, Salisbury, Wilts.
Has Valpey 1000 kc crystal in holder. Wants
3500-3520 or 7000-7040 kc crystal.

G8UA, 406 Higher Brunshaw, Burnley, Lancs.
Has 3635 kc crystal in holder. Wants 18001900 kc.

G8WN, 30 Ransome Road, Ipswich. Suffolk.
Has 7136 kc crystal.

Wants frequency between

3500-3600 kc.

Chance for Someone

We are informed by G2NU that an

opening exists for a really smart amateur
operator to go with a small yacht leaving
London shortly to cruise in South African

.

the majority of entries were of an
standard.

low

From

the

phraseology and vocabulary used, it is
apparent that a large number of entrants
.

.

. had received little or no coaching .

.

.

of abbreviated and corrupt
English such as is commonly used by
The use

Amateur Radio operators is to
deprecated for examination purposes.

be
.

Scme of the answers were of a flippant

nature and there appeared to be a tendency

to treat the Examination as a not very
serious matter.

.

.

."

This is a most disturbing report from
all points of view, and on the face of it

suggests that some of the candidates who
failed (and are now complaining to us that

the questions were "unfair") have only
themselves to blame.
Obituary

With the passing of Air Commodore H.
Leedham, C.B., 0.B.E., RAF Signals personnel of all ranks will feel that they have
lost an officer who did much for the Signals

Branch of the Service. A/Cdre. Leedham,
who was well known to many of an earlier
generation, retired from the RAF in 1945
to become Managing Director of Ericsson
Telephones, Ltd. During the war, he was
successively Deputy -Director of Radio

Research and Development at the Air
Ministry and Director of Radio Produc-

tion at M.A.P. He, was a man of quite

exceptional technical capacity and
experience, and was extremely popular in
the Royal Air Force.
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NEW QTH's
This space is available for the publication of the addresses of all holders of new callsigns, or changes of address of
transmitters already licensed. All addresses published here are automatically included in the quarterly issue of the Call
Book in preparation. QTH's are inserted as they are received, up to the limit of the space allowance. Please write

dearly and address on a separate slip to QTH Section.
G2AKO
G2AQB
G2AYZ

D.

G3BKS

J. Duckworth, 546 Plodder Lane, Farnworth, Bolton, Lancs.

S. J. Ayers, 27 Garibaldi Street, Grimsby,

G3BNJ

F/O R. F. C. Winzar (ex-VS1AL), 39

Denzil Road, Guildford,

G3BPT

P. Balestrini (ex-PK1AM, ex-VS1RT).

G3BQC

W. H. Plant, 19 St. Laurence Avenue,

G2BDP

A. Berry,

G2BLU

A. H. Bird, 191 Tonbridge Road, Maidstone, Kent.
R. J. Toby (ex-SU1CX, ex-ZClARIZC6),

8

Sycamore Terrace, York.

2 Macckstleid Road, South Norwood,
London, S.E.25.

Surrey.

G2CPS

G2DHM
G2DLO

Treetops, Charlton Road, Kenton,
Middx. (Tel. : North 1358.)
F. G. Marshall, 92 Flemingate, Beverley,
Yorks.
W. D. Andrews, 4 Steep Street, Chepstow,
Mon.
P. W. GI cot, 32 Valence Road, Leicester.
(Tel. : Leicester 34633.)

G3BTL
G3BTU
G3BUR
GM3BYK
GW3BZH

G2FBP

H. Gregory, 63 Milton Street, Palfrey,

G2FX A

J.

G3ABN

L. C. Cox, Rear Flat, 28 Zulla Road,

GW3CAY

G3ABR

L. D. W. Fensonte, 20 Cassiobridge

G3CFC

G3AEF

D. J. Pool, 22 Halsall Lane, Formby,

G3CFO

G3AGF

R. Eclginton, 27 Grove Street, Retford,
Notts.
H. A. Edwards, 104 Holly Hedge Road,
Charlemont, West Bromwich, Staffs.
L. D. Colley, Conniston Bungalow,
Hollym Road, Withemsea, E. Yorks.

G3AGW
G3AGX

G3AHX
G3ALK

GM3ALZ
G3AMR

Road,

G3BKQ

Lincs.

G2CDN

Dryden, 76 Hillsborough
Glenhills, Biaby, Leicester.

F. B. Jones, Heathlands, Ashley Heath,
Ringwood, Hants.
W. Jardine, 10 Hill Close, Chislehurst,
Kent.

Walsall, Staffs.

Q. Davies, 35' Kensington Road.

Stockton-on-Tees, Co. Durham.

Mapperley Park, Nottingham.

Road, Watford, Herts.
Liverpool.

G. H. Banner, 6 Coppice Drive, Oswestry,
Salop.
E. J. Holmes, 19 Rosemary Drive, Ilford,
Facer.
B. McK. Davidson, 50 Anderson Avenue,
Aberdeen.

G. J. Stuck, 70 Friar's Street, Sudbury,
Suffolk.

G3BZK

G3BZW

Warwick.
Tulman, 64 Mayfield Avenue,
Southend-on-Sea, Essex.
H. White, 39 Trent Street, Retford, Notts.
J.

J. F. Collett, L.A.C., Transmitters, c/o
P.O., Bassingham, Lincs.
F. Baillie, 8 Loreburn Street, Dumfries.

G. F. Wilson, 118 Cardiff Road. Llandaff,
Cardiff.
C. Ullyatt, 20 Addiscombe Grove,
Croydon, Surrey.
R. H. Horner, 48 Consort Road,
Peckham, London, S.E.15.
F. Sully, 15 Liwynfedw Gardens, Birch grove, Cardiff.
A. Wood 24 Muriel Street, Redcar,
Yorks.
G. F. Painter, 3 Diamond Terrace,
Greenwich. London, S.E.10.

G3CFR

J. H. Jowett, 28 Solent Road, South bourne, Bournemouth, Hants. (Tel.:

GM3CGA

A. L. Stevenson, 37 Bearford Drive,

G3CGH

H. Thorpe, 5 Kingsway Avenue, West

Southbourne 1648.)

G3CHY

GW3CIJ
G3CJC
G3CJG

Hillington, Glasgow, S.W.2.

Point, Manchester, 19.
H. Hunter, 144 Broadoak Road, Ashtonunder-Lyne, Lancs.
W. R. Petherant, 7 Tynyrheol Avenue,
Tonna, Heath, Glam.
Lt. K. M. McGowan, R.N., 3 Birdwood
Grove, Fareham. Hants.
J. R. Farr (ex-VU2JG). Whingreen,
Cornwood, S. Devon.
B. C. Oldham, 25 Bowen Road, Rugby.
(Tel. : Rugby 2086.)
J. L. Matthews, 206 Union Road,
Leytonstone, London. El 1 .

G3AVR

R. G. Warren, 10 Barnet Way, Mill Hill,
London, N.W.7. (Tel.: Mill 11111

G3AVR/A

R. G. Warren, c/o Radio Dept., Northern
Polytechnic. Holloway, London. N.7.

G3CLA

G3AWK

R. F. Gough, 79 Hall Drive, Chilwell,

G3CLO

T. H. Wright, 59 Bury Green Road,

G3CNS

W. E. Fowler, 97 Prince Street, Leek.

G3COR

D. Cornish. 13 Connaught Avenue, East
Barnet, Herts.
S. D. Marshall, 56 Strafford Road,
Barnet, Herts.
W/O V. J. Reynolds, RAF, University of
London Air Scidn., Exhibition Road.

2991.)

G3BAF
G3BCA
G3BCU

Notts.
P/0 J. W. Carter, Fairway, Minster Road,
Rantsgate, Kent.
F. B. Travis, 54 South Park, Lincoln.
W. G. Ward, 55 Naunton Way, Cheltenham Spa. Glos.
'

G3BEY

R. L. Malley, 1 Pinfold Lane. Tickhill,

GW3BHA

N. S. Taylor, c/o 30 Dimond Street,

G3BKM

Doncaster, Yorks.

Pembroke Dock, S. Wales.
R. Ellis, 34 Booth Street, Cleckheaton,
Yorks.

G3CKQ

G3COT
G3COY

Cheshunt, Herts.

Staffs.

LOndon, S.W.7.

G3COY/A WM V. J. Reynolds. 2 Langdale Crescent, Courtway Drive, Sneyd Green,
Stoke-on-Trent. Staffs.
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G3CPC

R. D. Charlton, 68 Harrow Drive,
Romford, Essex.

GM2DRB

G3CPM

D. G. Ingrain. 49 Lime Tree Avenue,

G3AAL

G3CPY

G3CQJ

Broadway, Worcs.
J. K. Piggott, 29 Gregory Street, Ilkeston,
Derbyshire.
J. Besse11, 237 Avonvale Road, Barton
Hill, Bristol, 5.

Bexhill, Sussex.

W. F. Brittle, 31 Addield Avenue, Kings
Heath, Birmingham, 14.

G3BHD

R. H. Whitley.
Peterborough.

W. R. Parker, Cambrian Lodge, Battery
Road, Portishead. near Bristol.
F. G. Sadler, 154 The Guinness Trust,
Stamford Hill, London, N. 16.
J. Hum, Wyldes, 1 Burnham Lane, Bulls
Green, Knebwortb Herts.

A. W. Watkins, 2 Cranleigh Gardens,

G3IL

G3CRP

R. J. Pigou (ex-VSICC), Moor Lodge,
Hawkhurst, Kent. (Tel.: .Hawkhurst

G3UZ

G3CSE

C. W. Smith, 568 James Reckitt Avenue,
East Park, Hull, Yorks.

G3CSL

W. W. Jones, 18 Leinster Road. Old

268.)

G3CSP
G3CTZ

Swan, Liverpool, 13.
E. Brown, 89 Tideswell Road. Sheffield
5, Yorks.
A. Jones, 55 Markham Crescent, Staveley,
Derbyshire.

G. H. Heppel, H.M. Coastguard Station,
Helmsdale, Sutherland.
B. H. Miles, 105 Little Common Road.

G3ARB

G3CRK

Southall, Middx.

617

G5UM
G5VS

G6MU

136

Lincoln Road,

V. A. Sims, Redlands Lodge, Maidenhead
Court, Maidenhead.
W. J. Munt, 71 Whatley Avenue, Raynes
Park, London, S.W.20.

G8RY

F. E. Wyer, 315 Stafford Road. Oxley,

G3AH

J. D. Wightman, 45 Davyhulme Road.

Wolverhampton, Staffs.

GM3DYM Capt. F. Dymond, R.SIgs., Signal Unit,
Glasgow University Contingent, Senior

Training Corps, University Avenue.
Glasgow, W.2.

G3ZY

GC2AWT

G2DC

CORRECTIONS

J. R. Tweedy, Conway Cottage, Rothbury, Northumberland.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
R. H. Groome, BM/1154, London,
W.C.1. (Station in Jersey.)
Major J. M. Drudge -Coates (ex-VU2FO,
ex-J4AAC), Southern Command Signal
Co.. Figsbury Barracks. Winterbourne
Dauntsey, near Salisbury, Wilts.

G3AII
G3BFZ
G3QI

G800

Urmston, Manchester.
H. W. Brunton, 26 East Parade. Whitley
Bay, Northumberland.
Willesden Radio Club, 51 Dudden Hill
Lane, London, N.W.10.
R. Bean, 20 Grafton Square, Wetherby
Yorks.
F/L G. Horton, Kya Lami, 21 Chepstow
Road, Felixstowe, Suffolk.

INFORMATION WANTED

SWL REPORT SERVICE

G2AVW, 6 Bothal Terrace, Stakeford,
Choppington, Northumberland, asks for
the IF of the AR-88LF, which is believed
to be different from other models in the
AR -88 series, and also data on the CRT

If you want SWL reports on particular
transmissions or experiments, let us have
the details for inclusion in the "Pse QSL"
feature in our Short Wave Listener.
Insertions are made on the clear understanding that all reports received will be

1810 PL and CRT9(VCR-193A).

G3XK, 22 Kirkgate, Burnley, Lancs.,
says he is "desperate" for help with the
Type G.73 Admiralty pattern wavemeter,
fitted with the G.42 crystal calibrator. Can

anyone spare the circuit diagram and
operating instructions ?

STATISTICAL NOTE

For those interested in figures, the

Radiolympia attendance for the ten-day
period was 443,433, the previous highest
total having been 238,285 in 1934 ! On the
second Saturday alone 55,748 people

packed themselves into the Exhibition.
The general opinion of the Trade is that

the foreign business done was most satisfactory, and the radio industry feels itself
within sight of the £12 millions per year
export figure for which the Government
has asked.

acknowledged by QSL card ; the information we want from you is callsign, address

for reports, the band(s) or frequency(ies)
on which traiiImissions are to be made,
whether 'phone or CW, the distances from
which reports are required, your normal
operating periods in GMT, and any particular information you want with regard

to the transmission.
The Short Wave Listener regularly
carries a full page of such requests,

averaging 40 insertions each month, and
the service is now being used by transmitters all over the world ; most of the
present series of insertions are for overseas
amateurs who want British SWL reports.

Requests received as a result of this
will appear in the Short Wave
Listener dated February, due out on
notice

January 15.
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Six -Metre Activity

FIVE METRES
By E. J. Williams, B.Sc. (G2XC)

Summary-

Many Successful DX

ContactsG Station 50 mc FirstsIndividual ReportsContest Note

RECORDS! And yet more records
What a month ! Again we find
ourselves with a spate of six -metre
news-so much so, that we may well have
to look for another title for this feature !

As many of our readers will already

know, permission to operate the 50-54 mc
band, with certain restrictions, was
granted to a limited number of G stations
on November 5. The present intention is
that the licences expire on December 31.

A few well-known VHF stations were

omitted from the first list but we believe
most of this has now been remedied. For
obtaining this privilege from the GPO
licensing authorities, our thanks must go
to the RSGB for their perseverance over a
period of some weeks at what appeared
to be a difficult problem. The action of the
Post Office in granting this concession is
also greatly appreciated and says much
for the standing of amateurs in the eyes
of the authorities. It is, further, worth
recording that had it been necessary certain high -standing scientific organisations
would have been prepared to support the
application from a research point of view.
These same organisations have been finding the amateur results on 50 mc of considerable value in providing a check on
their MUF forecasts.
Individual Reports -6 Metres
Details of the work done at some of the

more active stations are given in the

Summary of Six -Metre Results herewith.
Of all concerned in the great work,
G5BY has probably put in most hours on
the band. His enthusiasm seems to know

no limit, and the results he has obtained

are a fine reward for his unflagging energy.

During the night of November 5/6 he

built a 6 -metre Tx, completing the job at
0400 GMT. This was after 10 hours
operating the previous day ! He was up
again at 0715 and at 0845 put out his first
50 mc CQ and ZSIP came back ! Up to
November 5, G5BY had worked on 28/50
crossband 'phone, stations in WI, 2, 3, 4,
8, 9 and VE1, 2, 3, in addition to ZS1 and
MD5. Between October 26 and November

5 he had no less than 125 cross -band
contacts. On 6 metres he started VFO
but is now CC on 50016 kc. G5BY comments that the opening E -W on Sunday,

16th, was most interesting-there were

no indications of high MUF on the 44-50
mc band, either here or in the States ; but
W1HDQ was S9 on 'phone, chatting to a
local and telling him the band was tight
shut. Hilton also remarks that W5JLY,

worked by him on that day at 1530, is

probably the first W5 to be heard in

Europe on six metres.
Another indefatigable worker has been

G6DH, whose many years of research
into ionospheric propagation problems
have received their reward in these last
few weeks. Assisted by an equally enthusiastic XYL and his brother, regular

and almost continuous observations have
been made on MUF, and having seen some
of the graphs he has compiled we realise
how arduous this task has been. From
all the G6DH has evolved some interesting theories. He remarks on the suddenness of the rise in the MUF in the mornings after sunrise. When he made the

first G/MD5 contact with MD5KW on
November 10, the MUF had been up to

53 mc for the S.E. from 0830, and a hectic

20 minutes was spent on 28 mc calling
MD5KW. The latter was at work, but

hearing of the high MUF sped over to his
Tx 5 miles away and started up at 0850.
MD5KW reported G6DH at 20 dB over
S9 on 'phone, while MD5KW's CW was
S9 plus in Clacton. For this contact and the
first G/W 2 -way on six metres, G6DH was
using push-pull HK24G's in the final with
a new aerial-a 3 -element beam with
-lx and .2X spacing. He considers spor-E
has assisted some of his contacts and this

view is supported over in the States.
G5BD has also been putting in some

long hours on the band and had his reward
by making the first G/VE 2 -way on 50 mc.
He has been using a vertical dipole but the
last we heard from him he had hung up a
"string and wire" beam on his Zepp. He
promised to let us know if it works ! His
nightly schedule with G8JV has now been
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The J9'ers Radio Club on Okinawa, many of whom are active on 50 mc. J9ABX (back row, right) and J9AA0 (third
left, second row) are two well-known 6 -metre men who have been breaking records lust lately.

transferred to six metres, and amongst the
G's he has heard are G3APY, G6OS and
G6VX.

G5PY found the change to 6 metres
easy. All his circuits, except the PA anode,

tuned, and that one did after the turns of
the coil had been pressed together a little.
Thus, a switch from 50 to 60 mc or vice
versa is simplicity itself.

G5BM (Cheltenham) is another who
has succeeded in working 6 -metre W's

both crossband and 2 -way on 50 mc. His

first QSO was with SU1HF, followed
closely by MDSKW, both giving him S9
'ph3ne reports. Later the same day he
worked W4, and at 1530 heard the wellknown "hissing phenomenon" on 6 metres.
There has previously been some sugges-

tion that this hiss and spor-E are liable to
simultaneous occurrence, but in this case
it is probably simply due to both the hiss
and the high MUF being results of intense

sun -spot activity. He found the period
from November 9 to 15 poor, hearing only

G5MQ. G5BM has a 3 -element 50 mc

beam in use, which he has made by

modifying his 58 mc beam, so he will be
off 5 metres until January.
G2ADZ (Oswestry) has heard the W's
on 50 mc using his usual 0-V-1 Rx and

58 mc 3 -element beam, which he says
works FB. He can only manage to be on
at the right hours at week ends. Another
of the northern group to participate in the

DX is, as might be expected, G5MQ
(Liverpool) who received his 6 -metre
permit at 1330 on November 7, and made

Flash-Six-Metre Opening, November 20-23
During the period November 20-23, the 50 mc band gave several openings, promising
good conditions for the week to November 30. VE1QZ was worked by G5BY, G5MQ

and G6DH, and W7FS/MM, 1,000 miles East of Cape Hatteras, by G5BY and

PAOUN. On the afternoon of the 22nd, G6DH had a splendid contact with VE1QZ
on 6 metres-the transmission was relayed to the Amateur Radio Exhibition, and
VE1QZ was able to exchange greetings with those at the show. By 1540 that afternoon,
G6DH had worked nine W's, and several other G's are also known to have had a very
successful session. G5ZT had 35 two ways with W's on the 23rd.
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his first contact at 1350 with W1CGY. the
band only opening for ten minutes ! He is

using a dipole 25 feet high, although a
beam is ready to go up as soon as the
weather permits. It is interesting to note

that the DX is being received at the more

northerly stations, although no reports

have come in from Scotland. Is this due

to lack of listening or lack of signals ?
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mary last month, MD5KW was heard by
PAOUN on October 17 and 19. On the
latter day his signals were logged several
times by ZS6HS (Pretoria), while G5BY

heard them on October 21, 23 and 25.
On November 12, MD5KW had a field
day during the period 1500-2145 GMT,
working three different ZS stations and
VQ2PL several times-see Summary.

G6DH has noticed several times that DX
signals are well received by G5BY, 100
miles further south, when they are completely inaudible at his QTH. The after-

4 -element close -spaced rotary beam 35 feet

G5BY and G2BMZ were cross -band work-

manual and auto keying are employed.
The QTH is at Fayid, near Great Bitter

G6LK, hearing many W's for quite a long

Lake, 100 feet a.s.1., the soil being sandy,
and the country to the east and south-west
hilly. He is on 50 mc daily sending auto

noon of October 26, when the W's first
broke through, was an instance. While
ing and other southern stations, such as

period, G6DH received WIHDQ alone
and that for a short period only. The
results obtained on other days appear to
rule out any possibility of the equipment
being at fault. This same date the PA
stations heard nothing of the DX.
Whether this is a latitude effect or due to
some critical distance is not certain.

G6FO (Buckingham) has also found

time to listen on 50 mc and do some cross band working. Since getting his 6 -metre

permit, however, he has been unlucky in
the times he has listened and has heal J nil.

He remarks on the high peak level of the
W signals on November 4, and judging
by the number of reports received for this

day, it must have been one of the best.
G6FO had his first cross -band with
WIHDQ during this opening and they
worked duplex 'phone, WIHDQ also retransmitting G5BY's own 28 mc 'phone

back to G6FO ! A cross -band daily check
with ZS2CI has so far yielded no positive
results. The latter sends auto on 50.152

mc daily. G5BY has been reported heard

in ZS6, while ZS2CI also receives the

The equipment at MD5KW is S27 Rx,

above ground, and 6V5 ECO-6L6 and 807
doublers-HK54 power doubler. Input
to the aerial is about 35 watts. Both

for about 8 hours, and listening at a

remote site. MD5KW is anxious for
reports and will QSL all received.
Several stations, including ourselves,
have employed their 5-m. beams on

6-m. as a temporary expedient. The results
are better than might have been expected,
the beam acting in reverse ! The 5-m.
reflector makes an admirable 6-m. director,

while the 5-m. director just becomes an

odd piece of metal which can be neglected

(or can it ?) The main discrepancy, of
course, is in the length of the energised
element. Using this, we have had a 100
per cent. contact with G5PY (Clapham
Park) who was using a similar arrangement himself, the distance being nearly
70 miles. These results are superior to
those obtained using a 6-m. dipole. No
DX has been worked (or heard) from
G2XC. We had breakfast and lunch
during the two openings on November 16

-the first since we got going on six.
(Openings, not meals !)

Others who have sent useful lists of

Alexandra Park transmissions very well,
and on one occasion found an American
BC station on 48 mc, but the N -S path
seems to have been open only on fleeting
occasions for a few moments, in spite of

calls heard on 6 metres include G3BKF
(Witham, Essex), G2CIW (Brentwood)

the consistency of the E -W paths.

reports, many thanks.

G5WP and G6LK are two more en-

thusiasts who have erected 6 -metre beams

and SWL's A. Bannister (Manchester) and
Boedo-Yanez (Banwell, Somerset). To

these and all the others who have sent
Forecast

and been rewarded with some fine DX
contacts, in spite of somewhat limited
hours of operation.

The forer2st for the future would
appear to be a chance of good conditions

G2AJ (Hendon) with S27 Rx, and 829B

there will probably be a fall in the MUF
during mid -winter and another peak in
February and March. In order that the

in the Tx, with a 6 -metre beam erected

above his 10-m array, has heard MD5KW,
and worked many G's.
Major K. E. S. Ellis, R. Signals

(MD5KW) has sent details of his results
from October 14 to November 12. In
addition to those mentioned in our sum-

from November 22 to 29, after which
picture may be as complete as possible we
ask everyone who is listening on 50 mc to

send full details of everything heard-and

don't forget that reports of days with

negative results are equally as important
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as the super -DX reports the no peak
periods.
News from Elsewhere

The good conditions on 50 mc have
been world-wide and we are grateful to
CQ for the following highlights of the
activity in more distant parts.
Contacts have been made between W
and LU, OA, CE, XE and KH6, while J9
and ZK1 hive been heard in California.
The leading W is W5VY in Texas, with

six countries worked.
WIACS/KH6 at Pearl Harbour knocked

off 20 W's in Districts 5, 6 and 7 on
October 12.

One of these was W6QXB

who was using 3 watts input to a Tx in
his car, with a vertical whip aerial

!

W IQ LZ received the London Television
Video signal on October 7 at 0945 and 1100
his time, peaking S9-BBC, please note.
Further information on the record

J9/CE contact reported last month

is

contained in an airmail to us from J9ABX

on Okinawa. He reports that on October
18, at 1000 their time, J9AAO worked
CE1AH for about five minutes ; CE1AH
was R5/S7 with 75 watts input, and was
operated by the XYL. J9AAO was using
60 watts into a modified American Navy
transmitter, with two 3 -element wide -

spaced beams, respectively 50 and 27 feet
above ground. These beams are 100 -ft.
apart, fed 90 degrees out of phase, and are
tuned up for 50.004 mc. As J9ABX puts
it, " the distance Okinawa-CEIAH is
roughly 11,250 miles, and is quite a hop
in any language"! J9AAO reports hearing

ND5KW several times-we have passed
this on to MD5KW !

J9AAO, who is probably the present
holder of the world's 50 mc DX record

(thiup we may not be quite up-to-date on
this) is running a regular schedule with
PAOUN. Thanks, Bill Baxter, and good
luck to you all on Okinawa ; we shall be
sending this to the addressees you request.

For those interested in studying pro-

pagation we note that when XE1KE

worked W5VY on October 14, he had to
point his beam on South America, while

the OA stations have reported that the
band openings fit in very well with the

magnetic warnings from WWV.
Finally, from CQ, we take the following

list of DX active on 50 mc, just to whet
your

appetite !

CE1AH,

KP4AL,

LU7AZ, LU9AS,
LU4CD, LU5CK
OA4AE, OA4BG, PY2QK, TG9JW,
W7ACS/KH6, XE1KE, ZK I AA.

while on the subject of DIX,
W6IFE has worked 150.7 miles on 3370
mc from a QTH 5,000 ft. high . . . is there
to be no end to these new VHF records !

Close-up of the 166 me series -phase 6 -element section of
VK3KU's composite beam assembly. illustrated on p.547

of the November issue.

Sporadic -E

Pursuing the subject of the effect of

sunspot cycle on spor-E, both our experts,

British and American, are agreed that

there is no evidence to show that there is
any direct relationship. It would appear,

however, that there

is

a difference of

opinion whether there is an inverse
variation.
This is apparently due to

different results obtained from observations made at several research stations in
widely separated parts

of the world.

at Washington,
particularly midnight readings, did show
an inverse variation, and it was to those
that Ferrell of CQ was referring. However, according to our British authority,
Measurements

made

an analysis made in this country from
1941 to 1945, showed that "no decided

long -period trends were observed, at least
over these 5 years". 1944 was, of course,
a sunspot minimum.
This conclusion is supported by H. W.
Wells in Proc. I.R.E., for December, 1946,

when some American observations at
Watheroo, Australia, for 1938-1944, were
analysed. The article said "These results
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SUMMARY OF SIX -METRE ACTIVITY
Extracts from Station Logs
October 28

PAOUN QSO WIHDQ 1245.

G5BD heard
VEIQZ, W8MVG, SALT and 8SFG (1350-1425).
G6XM heard W1CLS, 1HDQ and 8RLT (1335-1345).
October 29

G5BD heard VE1QZ WICOW, 2AMJ, 2RND,

3CGV, 8MVG, HALT, 9HGE (1245 on). G5MQ heard

W1BJB, COY. CLS, HDQ, HMS, 2AMJ, 3C1R/1,
3MKL, 8MVG (1300-1500). G6DH heard W1CLS,

IHDQ, 1HMS, 2AMJ, 3CIR/1, 3MKL, 8MVG,

8RLT. 8SFG (1230 on, with peak 1225-1245). G6XM
heard VEIQZ, W1CLS, 11100, 3CIR/1 (1330-1445).
October 30

G5BD heard VE1QZ. WICLS, 1}1130, 1KCQ,
2AMJ, 2BYM, 3CIR/1 (1250-1425). G6GM heard
W1CLS, 1HDQ, 2AMJ (1320-1345). G6XM heard
VE1QZ. W1CLS, 1HDQ, 1LLL, 2AMJ, 3CIR/1
(1305-1430).

October 31

MD5KW beard weak CW calling G5BY (1341).

G5BD heard W3CIR/1 (1320 for few minutes).
November 1

MD5KW heard BBC television sound S9 plus

20 dB, but no 50 mc sigs. 0513D heard nil.
November 2

MD5KW heard by G5BY, G6XM and G8JV (09001040). G6FO heard W1AF, IHDQ (1620-1635).
November 3

MD5KW MUF 46 mc. G5BD heard WIHDQ,

1JLK, 1LLL, 2AMJ, 8MVG, SNQD. 8PUK, 8RLT,
9ZHL (1325-1535). G5BM heard W1HDQ, 2AMJ,
8MVG, 8RLT. G6DH heard WIHDQ, 1LLL, 2AMJ,
8MVG, 8RLT. 8SFG (1318-1500). G6XM heard
W1HDQ (1335-"a super-sie").
November 4

MD5KW heard W2AMJ, 11-1130 (1325-1342) and
heard by G5BY (0900-0950). G2ADZ heard WI ATP,
2AMJ, 2IDZ, 2KNQ, 30R (1440-1530). G3WS heard
W1ATP, 1H13(:), 2AMJ, 2RND, 30R (1447-1505).
G5BD heard MD5KW (0930), VEIOD, IQZ, W1ATP,
1CGY, 1DBM, 1HDQ, 1JLK, 2AMJ, 2BYM, 2BYW,

30R, 4HW, 8RLT (1310-1720).
G5BM heard W2AMJ. G3BKF heard W1ATP,
1HDQ, 2AMJ, 2RND, 3OR (1440-1530). G6DH heard
VE1QZ, WIATP, 1CLS, 1HDQ, 1KMQ, 1LLL,

2IDZ. 21(7-Q,

2AMJ, 3011, 8RLT. G6FO heard W1HDQ. 2AMJ,
30R (1430-1630). SWL Boedo-Yanez (Somerset)
heard VEIQZ, W1APP, 1HDQ, 2AMJ, 2ITX, 30R,
5BSY/MM (1522-1642).

November 5

MD5KW heard by G5BY, 61)11 and 6LK (09150940). F8ZF heard W1HDQ (1315). G3BKF heard
W1HDQ (1300-1330). G5BD heard PAOGN, OUN
(1045) QSO VE1QZ, W1AF, 1CLS, 1HDQ. 8MVG,
and heard W2AMJ (1345-1630). G5BM heard W1AF,
2EUI. G6DH MUF 53 mc at 0900. QSO W1HDQ,
1AF. 1LLL, 2AMJ and heard 1CLS, 3BGT, 8FSG.
November 6

MD5KW heard W1HDQ (1402), ZSIP(?) (1720).
G6DH and G6FO heard W1HDQ (1420).
November 7

MD5KW MUF 46 mc. G5BD and G5BM heard
W1HDQ, 2AMJ. G5MQ QSO WICGY (1350).
November 8

G5BY worked W5BSY/MM in position 28°N 64°W
November 10

MD5KW MUF 51 me 0700 to 0800, QSO G6DH.
6LK and 5WP. Heard by G5BY and G4CG (08500930).

November 11

MD5KW QSO PAOUN (0850), then G5BY, 02MR'

and G6LK.

November 13

G5BY worked ZS1P.
November 16

MD5KW QSO G5BM, G5BY, G5WP, G6LK, and
G6XM. SU1HF QSO G5BM, G5BY, G5ZT, G6LK,
G6XM and several others (0905-0940). G5BM and
G6LK QSO W4 (1500-1600). G5BY worked W2BYM.

W4HW, W4WMI and W5JLY (1530-1600).

indicate that no relationship with sunspot
numbers, either positive or negative, holds
for the Southern Hemisphere."
Thus to summarise : Our first authority

says "Spor-E certainly does not vary

directly with sunspot number. There is
some evidence that it varies inversely

with it (at least in the Northern Hemisphere) but this evidence is inconclusive",

while our second expert, 0. P. Ferrell,

says, "That the occurrence of spor-E does
vary inversely with sunspot numbers has
been known for a number of years. There
is some question whether this effect applies

Glad I'm getting out to -night, OM

to 5 and 6 metres".
And there we leave the subject as an
interesting field for further investigation
by VHF workers.
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have

deteriorated considerably, but the lack of
activity has made observations difficult.

The falling off in conditions is almost
certainly due to two main causes. First,

the less settled weather means turbulent
air and mitigates against the formation of
suitable humidity and temperature gradients, and secondly, the lower temperature
of the atmosphere, with its corres-

pondingly lower saturated vapour pressure,
makes the possibility of the occurrence of
large humidity gradients less likely.
The mass migration to six metres reduced

the level of activity on five to an even

PAOUN, Eindhoven, the well-known Dutch 50 mc

to it trying to explain to the remaining

G6GM (Holsworthy, Devon), another
newcomer to 58 mc, for a start has

lower level than before, but a number of
signals have been heard on the band in
Southern England most nights and your
conductor-who has endeavoured to keep
going on both bands-has been hard put

station, has a composite 14-50-58 mc beam aerial array.
The 14-mc section can be operated as a wide -spaced 6 element job on 28 mc.

5 -metre habitues how some of us came to
receive permits for 50 mc and others did
not ! We think most of those we con-

worked G2BMZ and G5BY with a 8 ft. 1 in.

tacted in time obtained the permits on
application to the correct quarter, although
one or two may have been too late.

Judging by the mail, even if activity

seems low, interest is as high as ever and it
is remarkable how almost without excep-

tion everyone asks the same question,
namely, where is everybody else ? So
maybe it's conditions after all

!

Newcomers

Haslemere, in S.W. Surrey, produced

two new signals on five-G2CWL and
G3VB. The former is 700 -ft. up on
Woolmer Hill, in an aluminium pre-fab
estate. There should be no doubt of the
high conductivity "earth." What its effect

is on the vertical polar diagram of his
aerial remains to be seen, but his signals
are S9 plus in Portsmouth. G2CWL'S Tx

is 6SN7 CO and FD, 6L6 FD, and 815

push -push doubler, with 20 watts. On the
Rx side he has a modified HRO, with an

EF54 RF stage, while the aerial is an

E -W dipole slung between two trees 30 ft.
high. G3VB is using his 20 -metre aerial at

present, but hopes for something better
soon.

G2DC (Salisbury) recently returned
from Japan, hoped to be on 58 mc early
in November. He proposes using a
Japanese exciter, driving a pair of 807's
in the final, with a 4 -element beam. For
Rx he has a Super -Pro with a type A27
convertor, and has heard G5BY on an
AOG indoor aerial, roaring in. He
reports considerable activity on six metres
in J when he left.

aerial poking out of the shack window
down the lane ! His Rx is the R.208 with
138 -ft aerial. WNW -ESE. The Tx aerial is

only 16 ft. high and is energised from a
6V6 -6L6-807-807

transmitter.

G6GM

reports that his brother G6NC (Dartmouth) is likely to be active before long.

Some of the Regulars
G3BXE (West Wratting, Cambs.) fears

that the petrol rationing will restrict his

5 -metre activities, as he is dependent on a
petrol -electric set for power. He has completed a Tx for 144 mc, and is eliminating
the teething troubles from the Rx for that

band. He corrects us on a point in last
month's notes. His 30th county was

Gloucester, not Devon, as stated. He had
already collected Devon. Sorry OM !
G4LU (Oswestry) has a new 2 -element
beam, with remote electrical control,
fitted in the loft, with which he hopes to
hit the dead spots of his previous 33 -ft.
doublet.
Some initial difficulty with
matching was found to be due to a poor
coax feeder. He now uses lead -covered
cable and is wondering how long it will
stand the rotation wear -and -tear. He
appeals for a contact with the County of
London. So what about G3CCD, G5PY
and G8KZ ? The disappointment of the
month was failure to raise G2XS in Norfolk, who was putting a good signal into
Shropshire.

G4LU's near neighbour

G2ADZ still continues to call regularly
on 58 mc, but does not hear much these

days. He guarantees to be on every night.
Once again, no listener reports have been
received in Oswestry. G2ADZ works only
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on five metres and says he wrote to several
GDX stations, enclosing a stamp for reply,

asking for schedules, but four of them

just not bothered 4o reply !
G2ADZ also bemoans, once again, the
small percentage of QSL's received ; he
have

QSL's 100 per cent himself.

G6XM (Farnborough) having moved

temporarily to 6 metres, nevertheless writes

to report good 5 -metre GDX on October

20 and 21, when he worked G3ZK

(Halifax) amongst others. G6XM now
has a 6 -metre, plumbers' delight variety,

to add to the arrays in his garden, and
remarks that he has no more space in
which to put the 144 mc beam !

G3 WS (Gidea Park) has a new 2 -element
close -spaced job, using folded dipole feed.

He is restricted for space and can only
We think
manage 15 -ft. of height.
his worries regarding the match to his
80 -ohm cable were the result of undue
pessimism, to judge by the signals we have
heard from him recently.

audio -frequency.
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Thus, the receiver is

unsuitable for use withDut modification.
The RF unit is easily removed, and might
well be used as a convertor.
While on the subject of RAF receivers,
G3YH provides some useful information

on the conversion of the R1132A for
5 and 6 metres. He also has been inundated with enquiries. To quote him,
"Remove existing RF coils. Use coils

1I -in. diameter, as follows :-

3T spaced -fir in
Aerial coupling
I in
3T
RF grid
f in
RF plate (untuned) 2T
I in
3T
Mixer grid
1 in
4T
Oscillator coil
60-50 mc covers about 20 to 125 deg. on
the dial ; 60-58.5 mc about 20 to 30 deg.

The RF plate coil is untuned, the plate

tuning condenser being disconnected."
We should be pleased to hear from any

one who has

tackled the

selectivity

problem on this receiver. As used in the
RAF, the response is 6 dB down 75 kc

SWL L. Boedo-Yanez (Banwell) has
been overwhelmed with enquiries about
the conversion of his RAF R1147B receiver, following the publication of his
Calls Heard in our September issue. He
is unable to deal with all these enquiries
due to lack of spare time and suggests

off resonance, which is hopeless for 'phone
operation in congested areas. Removing

Supervisor, Air Publications and Forms

He has had no QSO's since October 16,

those interested should write

to the

Kidbrooke,
London, S.E.3, who, for ls. 8d., will
supply the technical data on the receiver.
This receiver was intended for the reception of supersonic modulated VHF
Store,

Royal Air

Force,

signals and the BFO is arranged to beat
with this supersonic note to produce an

the damping resistances from the first IF

does not improve matters very much.
Returning to G3YH he operates most
evenings with his beam W. and S.W.,
1930-2000 ; S.E., S. and E, 2030-2100 ;
N., 2200-2230 ; E. and N.E., 2230-2300.
when he worked G2XC !

G5GX (Hull) puts in a very welcome

appearance once again ; he remarks that
58 mc activity in the area is rather sporadic

and that he and G6OS were ready for
50 mc-though not invited to participate !
They have heard many W's on the band.

FIVE -METRE CALLS HEARD
G2ADZ, Lloft Wen, Ardmillan
Lane, Gaviestry.

Hoard t 02FICZ, 2XS, 3ABA,

G2NM, 2XC, 3B)01, 4IG. 5MA/P,
SPY. 5X.B, 6KB, 60H. (Ail over

October 9 -November 15.)

3DH, 3MA, SHY. 5JU. 6LK, 6LL,
6XM, SJv, 8KZ, 8QM/A. (Period

150 miles.)

G2AK, 2CLS, 3BY, 5BM. 5JU,
81(1..11()S 8WL. (All over 50 miles.)
(Period October 20 -November 14.)

G3YH, 24 Hall Street. Bristol, 3
Worked t G2XC, 3BXE, 3MA.
5JU. SWP.

GSBY, Resthaven Hotel, Therlestone, S. Devon.
W1AF, lATP, 1CAU, 1CGY,
1CLH, 1CLS, 1DBM, 1FZ, 1HDQ.

1HMS, 1JLK

1KCQ, 1 KUL%
1LLL, 1PEA, 1PNB, 2AMJ, 2BQK,
2BYM, 2BYW, 2EUI, 2IDZ 2IQQ.
2RGV, 2RTX, 2C0V, 3HC.
30R, 3RE,
3CIR/I. 3MKL,

1KMZ/3, 4HVV. 4IML, BMX.

8MVG, 8NQD, 8NZ, SPUK.
8QYD, 8RLT, 8SFG,
9AB, 9ALU, 9HGE, 9QCY, 9ZHL.

VE1QZ, 20T, 2KH, 3BQF.
G4LU, Avalon, Pant, nr. Oewestrr.
Salop

Worked: 02A0K/A, 2CIW, 2MV,
2XC, 3APY, 3BK, 3BLP, 3BXE,
4AP. 40S. 5BD, 5BM. 510, 5MA,

5XB, 6MN/A, 60H, 8KL,
8UZ

Heard t 02MR, 4AP, 5BM. 5MA,
6VX, 6XM, 8KZ. (Period Sep-

worked

50/28

me

(All
cross -band,

5MA. 6VX. (October 20 -November

October 26 -November 5.)
IPA.
1FL,
10Y.
VE1AYL,
WI EYM, 1HIL, I LSN. INF.
1NWL, 1PUJ, 1TFB, 21040,
2/(20, 20US, 2PZK. 2RND,
2SYR. 3BGT, StD3, 9ZHIL ZS1T,
41-1. (All heard 50 mc only, October

16.)

26 -November 5.).

tember 16 -October 19.)

Heard.: 02AOKIA. 251.1. 2X0,
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in

SIX METRES

144 mc and are developing ideas on equip-

ment for that band when we get it.
GSGX/G6OS have made the R.1132A

perk on 144 mc with one -turn coils of i-in
diameter in each stage, the oscillator coil

being slightly larger than the others.
G5PY (Clapham Park) has completed
his re -build, which included boxing in the
CO and doublers in an attempt to reduce
television interference. The first night it
worked, only to reappear as before on the
second !

G8LY (Lee -on -Solent) has persuaded
her Tx to work on AC mains, after years
of operation on her own generators, and
with a beam only a few feet high, has been

getting out up to 50 miles-considering
her sea -level location and the screening
range of hill not so far distant, it is very

good going.
G2CIW (Brentwood) is another who, in
spite of poor conditions, has been on the
band most evenings. His last GDX was,
on October 18, when he worked GSBM
and G4LU. Since then, he has heard
nothing from over 60 miles except

FIRST CONTACTS

The following have been claimed or
reported as first two-way contacts with
the countries or districts namedAmerican and Canadian licensing areas
counting as " countries " for this
particular purpose. They are printed
subject to any amendments that may be

received making prior claims,

cross -

band working not counting.

G6DH/W1HDQ Nov. 5 1302 GMT
G5BD/VEIQZ
G5BY/ZS1P

Nov. 5
Nov. 6 0847 GMT

G6DH/MD5KW Nov. 10 0855 GMT
GSBM/SU1HF Nov. 16 0906 GMT

November, 1946, which met with such

It will not be a relay affair,
however ! We know that this period is not
success.

likely to be one for outstanding GDX,
but for that reason DX contacts will be
worth struggling for-so please book the

ourselves.

dates and urge all the five -metre chaps to
come on and enjoy the fun.
Counties and Countries

trying for HBDX over their mountains!

This month the changes in the tables
are few, mainly stations bringing their
scores up to date. G3BXE remains unchallenged at the head of Counties. It

From Switzerland comes an interesting
letter from HB9BZ, who says that with the
disappearance of spor-E DX

A first contact between Berne and Zurich
(110 km) was established by HB9CD and
9AT on October 16. Some other useful
distances have been covered, which is all
yery creditable considering the mountain
barriers that intervene along most of their
paths. No six -metre signals have yet been
logged, but November 5 showed signs of
high MUF.

looks as if we ought to compile a Countries
Worked on Six table ! At least six coun-

tries have been workable, so let us have
your figures for this, cross -band working

not to count.

In. Conclusion

contest in January from the 10th to the

We deeply appreciate all the kind messages which have reached us on taking over
this feature in the Magazine, and are very
grateful for the mass of reports which have
come in. For the next (January) issue,

those of the Magazine Contest in

Wave Magazine, 49 Victoria Street, S.W.1.

Contest-Advance Notice
We are proposing to run a five -metre
18th, further details of which will be given
next month. The rules will be very similar
to

closing date for reports is December 19.
Write to E. J. W;lliams, G2XC, c/o Short

USEFUL GADGET

A device known as the Fisk Solariscope
being offered to amateurs by the
Amateur Radio Division of E.M.I.
Invented by Sir Ernest Fisk, of E.M.I., and

be obtained and rough distances ascertained. The method of use is extremely
simple and the instrument is very well

experimenter, it enables the daylight darkness condition between any two places

world's shirt wave BC stations. The price

quickly determined for any period in the

Ltd., Hayes, Middlesex, or through local

is

himself a well-known radio pioneer and

made; it is supplied with a comprehensive

instruction book and gazetteer of the

on the earth's surface to be easily and

is one guinea complete of the Amateur
Radio Division, E.M.I. Sales & Service,

24 hours. Hourly time differences can also

dealers.

D
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The

other
man's

station
G8PP
This is the very nice
living -room layout at

G8PP-L. Parnell,

36

Darenth Road, London,

N.16-where of necessity the gear has to be
accommodated in one

corner of the dining room, since at present
G8PP is not fortunate
enough to have a separate radio room available.

The 3 -tier rack -built
transmitter is laid out
follows : Bottom
section, 350- and 500 as

volt power packs and
heater supplies for exciter and PA ; centre

section, modulator with power supply ;

top section, 6L6-tritet and 807 PA.
The modulator is 6SJ7-6C5-6SN7-P/P
6L6's, Class-AB1, for a moving -coil

type microphone.
Metering arrangements are conven-

tional, the lower one reading PA HT,
centre the 6L6 modulator plate current,
and the top three are tritet plate, PA
grid and PA anode respectively. The
receiver is a Hammerlund HQ -120X,

and is used with a pair of moving -coil
headphones, or a speaker.
Operation is chiefly on 14 mc, using
an E -W half -wave dipole, the DX so
far recorded being 79 countries in 28
zones.

Readers will agree that the station
is an excellent example of a neat and
workmanlike installation to which

even the most unenthusiastic XYL
should eventually get accustomed !

For the Best Information on the Latest News, Read the
Short Wave Magazine Regularly
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THE MONTH WITH THE CLUBS
FROM REPORTS
By the time this appears in print, the Contest on the Top

Sutton & Cheam Radio Society.

Band will have been fought out by twenty-three Clubs.
The final entry comprised the 22 call -signs listed on this
page last month with the single addition of the Midland
Amateur Radio Society (G2CNW).

-At the November meeting
RAF communications were

stations as the winner ; but who knows ? At all events it
is obvious that the fun on 1'7 me will be fast and furious.
Reports appear from 23 clubs this month, many of those
entered for the Contest having failed to send in their usual
script ! If this indicates a period of intense activity
immediately before the Contest, we are not surprised.

contact with the South Orkney

Reports for January
The deadline for next month's reports is first post on
December 15 ; they should be addressed to "Club

Edgware & District Radio
Society.-Recent events have
included a Junk Sale and the

afterwards, often worded "Hope you can squeeze us in."
Sorry, but we can't ! And, please do not forget that
photographs of meetings, groups of members, club rooms
and so on are always welcomed for publication.
And to Secretaries of the Clubs entered in the Contestplease remember December 5 and Rule 8 !
A very happy Christmas to all my correspondents from
he who is responsible for this section of the Magazinewe look forward, with you, to a prosperous and successful
New Year.

mitting Equipment by orte of
the Corporation's engineers.

Luton & District Radio Society.

p.m., at 115 Garden Street.

This time we are inclined to tip one of the GM

Secretary," Short Wave Magazine, 49 Victoria Street,
London, S.W.1. And deadline does mean deadline-we
invariably receive a few reports up to three or four days

Birmingham & District Short
Wave Society.-The local
transport strike upset the
November meeting and caused
a change of date ; it was even-

tually held, however, in the
new club room. The A.G.M.
(December 1) will have been
held before this appears, but

details of the 1948 programme

will be ready next month.
Coventry

Amateur

Radio

Society.-From December 8
onwards the new HQ will be
in use, at the BTH Social Club,

Holyhead Road, and refreshments will be available at all
meetings. At a recent meeting
a discussion on "My Ideal
Station" was followed by a

"BBC Jubilee" talk, including
a demonstration of an old twovalver with swinging coils and
"R" valves ! The recent

Receiving Contest was well
supported, and a "3 -Letter
Call Contest" is being run in
December.

-This club, formed in April,

has a membership of about 30.
The Chairman is G2COU, and
his call, G2COU/A, is used by
the club at Surrey Street
Schools. Meetings are held on

the second Monday of the
month, 7.30 p.m., and the

coming season's programme
includes lectures by visitors
and members. Morse and

technical classes are also being

run, together with the inevitThe
able "junk sales."
Secretary (QTH in panel) will
be delighted to welcome new
members.

Worcester & District Amateur

Radio Club.-Membership is
increasing

and larger

pre-

mises are now being sought,

together with workshop facilities. A competition is being

held for the design of a club
lapel badge. The next meeting

is on December 4 at 7 p.m.new members will be welcomed.

described and discussed, including Radar, which was so
heavily staffed

by pre-war

amateurs. G6KP described a

Islands-definitely one of the
more out-of-the-way places.

Prospective members are welcome on alternate Tuesdays at

Ye Olde Red Lion, Cheam
Village.

demonstration of a 60 me
Concentric Tube Oscillator by
G3HT. There will also have
been a talk on BBC TransThe Club's Annual Dinner will

be held late in January.

Radio
Amateur
club transmitter, G3CNX, is now on the
Grimsby

Society.-The

air with a T1131 on 'phone
and CW. Lectures by club
members form the bulk of the
programme of the weekly
meetings - Thursdays, 7.45
Visitors will be welcomed.

Radio Society of Harrow.-A
lecture on Magnetic Recording

was given in November by a
member of the BBC staff, and
a

demonstration of a wire

recorder followed. The future
programme includes a series
called "Around the Shacks."
Membership exceeds 70 and
all meetings are well attended,
being held on alternate TuesRefreshments are
days.
available.

Surrey Radio Contact Club.A full house at the November
a talk by
W/Cdr. F. Butler on "Modern
Developments and their Appli-

meeting heard

cations to Amateur Radio."
New designs of CO and
adaptations of the Franklin

for VHF were
Club Social takes place on
Oscillator

described and discussed. The

December 16 at Purley Hall,
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Banstead Road, Purley ; YL's
and XYL's welcomed-tickets
3s. 6d. from the Secretary. The

next regular meeting is on
December 9 at the Blacksmiths Arms, as usual.

Cheltenham Amateur Radio

Society.-The new HQ is at

the St. Marks Community
Centre, Brooklyn Road, and
fortnightly meetings are still
going, strong. The idea has
been adopted of a different
Chairman for each meeting-

made responsible for the
lecture or whatever follows the

Club business. The Stroud

and Gloucester clubs were
invited over for a recent meet-

Bradford Amateur Radio
Society.-Two recent talks

were on The Amateur Licence
(G6KU) and Five Metres
(G6BX).

There is to be a

discussion on December 9,

and a Social on December 23.
The time of both is 7.30 p.m.,
and new members will be
especially welcome.
Wirral Amateur Radio Society.

-On December 3 there will

a junk sale, and on
December 17, another meeting
for which the programme has

be

not yet been arranged.
running

G3AKW

is

p.m. on

Fridays,

slow

Morse transmissions at 7.30
and

the

a rather bnght idea for club

"Club Net" comes on the air
on 1 7 me afterwards.
Neath, Port Talbot & District
Amateur Radio Club.-The
winter programme is well in

Wolverhampton Amateur Radio
meetings
Society.-Recent

of the Cardiff, Swansea and
Neath clubs. Meetings are

and CRT's. Meetings are held

Ferry, the next two being on
December 10 and 24. There

ing, when PAeiMM talked of
his wartime experiences. A
"Twenty Questions" session
held recently also sounds like
meetings.

took the form of lectures on
The Fundamentals of Radar,
and Developments in Valves

on alternate Mondays-note
new secretary's QTH in the
panel.

hand, with a special three-way
exchange of talks by members

held every Wednesday, 7 p.m.,
at the Dock Hotel, Briton
are now 17 transmitting
licences among the Club
members.

DECEMBER 1947

Stourbridge & District Amateur
Radio Society,-A talk on

High -Fidelity Amplifiers was

given in November, and the

gear used will be demonstrated
at a future meeting. Club

membership is now 53, with
28 transmitting licences..

Harrogate & District Short
Wave Radio Society.-This
club has now obtained new
premises at the rear of 31
Park Parade, Harrogate, and
meetings will be held in future
on every Wednesday at 7.30
p.m.

Slade Radio.-The A. G. M was
held on November 28, and the

next meeting, on December

12, is a "DF Night" ; the
meeting place is the Parochial
Hall, Broomfield Road, Slade

Road, Erdington-8 p.m.

North West Kent Amateur
Radio Society.- -The November
meeting took the form of a
Brains Trust and "Stump
Speeches." It is recorded that
some voluble 'phone operators
were notably silent in the
latter ! Next meeting is on
December 5 at 8 p.m.

Following are the names and addresses of the Secretaries of the Clubs whose
reports appear in this issue. They will be pleased to welcome new members and
to give every assistance to anyone interested.
BIRMINGHAM. N. Shirley, 14 Manor Road. Stechford, Birmingham 9.
BRADFORD. W. S. Sykes, G2DJS, 287 Poplar Grove. Great Horton. Bradford.
BRIGHTON. J. R. D. Sainsbury, G8HV, 80 Lansdowne Place, Hove.
CHELTENHAM. H. Brislin, 52 Cleevemount Road, Cheltenham.
COVENTRY. J. W. Swinnerton, G2YS, 118 Moor Street, Coventry.
EDGWARE (G3ASR). R. H. Newland, G3VW, 3 Albany Court, Montrose Avenue, Edgware, Middx.
EXETER. E. G. Wheatcroft, 34 Lethbridge Road, St. Loyes, Exeter.
GRIMSBY (G3CNX). R. F. Bonin, G3TZ, 115 Garden Street, Grimsby.
HARROGATE. K. B. Moore, 2a Wayside Crescent, Harrogate.
HARROW. J. F. A. Lavender, G2KA, 29 Crofts Road, Harrow, Middx.
HOUNSLOW. A. H. Pottle, 11 Abinger Gardens, Isleworth, Middx.
LUTON. W. C. Green, G3()G, 158 Westmorland Avenue, Limbury, Luton, Beds.
NEATH. S. Roberts, GW4NZ, 29 Chestnut Road. Cimla, Neath, Glam.
NORTH WEST KENT. B. A. M. Herbert. 18 Leamington Close, Bromley.
NORTH WEST MIDDLESEX. R. W. Ward, 16 School Lane, Pinner, Middx.
ROMFORD (G4KF). R. C. E. Beardow, 3 Geneva Gardens, Whalebone Lane North, Chadwell
Heath. Essex.

SLADE. C. N. Smart, 110 Woolmore Road, Erdington, Birmingham 23.
STOURBRIDGE. W. A. Higgins (GSGF). 35 John Street, Brierley Hill, Staffs.
SURREY. L. C. Blanchard. 122 St. Andrews Road. Coulsdon, Surrey.
SUTTON AND CREAM. R. G. Finch, 26 Sunnymede Avenue, Carshalton Beeches. Surrey.
WIRRAL. B. O'Brien. G2AMV, 26 Coombe Road. Irby, Heswall, Ches.
WOLVERHAMPTON. H. Porter, G2YM, 221 Park Road, Fallings Park, Wolverhampton.
WORCESTER. 13. Jones. 30 Oakland Avenue. Droitwich, Worcs.
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Brighton & Hove Group.-At
a recent meeting G6QB gave a

talk on "Twenty -Five Years

of Amateur Radio"; the A.G. M

was held in November and
the next meetings are on
December 1 and 15, 7.30 p.m.,

at the Golden Cross Hotel,
Western Road.

Exeter & District Radio
Society.-This
meets

every

club
now
Thursday at

Mount Pleasant Chapel

Schoolroom ; note, also, the
secretary's change of address.
More than 50 members have
attended recent meetings ; the
juniors are being encouraged

with Morse classes, and a
member gives practice transmissions over the air. Appli-

Some of the members of the Neath. Port Talbot and District Amateur Radio

Club, at a recent meeting.

cation has also been made for
a Club transmitting licence.

North West Middlesex Radio

Club.-This new club has
recently been formed in the
Ruislip, Pinner and North-

Romford & District Radio
Society.-Meetings are now

wood area ; membership ex-

held on Tuesdays at 8 p.m.,
at the YMCA, Western Road,
and not on Mondays at
Mawneys Road Schools, as

ceeds 30 and an interesting

programme is being arranged.
Junk sales, lectures and
general discussion have been
held, and meetings take place

the second
RSGB meeting is held at the
same time and place.
previously.

On

Tuesday of each month an

on Thursdays at the Odd fellows Hall, Waxwell Lane,
Pinner.

Hounslow & District Radio
Society. - Recent meetings,
which have been well attended,

have included an exhibition of
members' gear, a junk sale and
a

series of lectures by the

secretary on Electron Theory.

The A.G.M. will be held on
January 7, when the setting up

of a Club transmitter will be
discussed and the new officers

will be elected. Next regular
meeting is on December 10.

THE DX ZONE MAP

REPRODUCING MAGAZINE ARTICLES

All who are interested in DX working
and who aspire to a place in the "Zones
Worked List" need our DX Zone Map.
The projection is great circle, centred on

We have a steady demand for back
numbers and for information which has

London, and the Zone areas are delineated
in red, with a list of prefixes in each Zone

shown in tabular form down the side of

the map. Accurate beam alignments, time
differences and rough distances are also

obtainable off the map, which is in two

colours, 21 -ins. by 35 -ins. in size and
intended for wall mounting.

The second reprint is now available,
price 3s. 9d. per copy post free. Apply
Circulation

Manager,

Ltd.,
London, S.W.1.
Magazine,

49

Short

Victoria

Wave
Street,

WHY NOT 'G' DISTRICTS ?"

We have had some interesting correspondence on the subject of G2YS's article
in the October issue, which it is hoped to
summarise in the January Short Wave
Magazine. We ourselves are keeping an
open mind on the subject.

appeared in back number articles. Since
the whole of the 1946 issue of the Short
Wave Magazine is now out of print and
only few copies of odd issues in the 1947
series remain available, we have instituted
a service whereby out -of -print material
can be specially reproduced to individual
requirements.

The cost of reproduction is 3s. 6d. per

page (minimum charge), and includes
circuit diagrams or photographs which
may appear on the particular page to be

reproduced. Since most articles run to
several pages, we are always prepared to

quote the inclusive cost of reproduction

before putting the work in hand. The
charge is necessarily relatively high owing

to the work involved, and in fact barely
covers our own costs. If you have a
requirement please state it in as much detail

as possible and address to the Circulation
Manager, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 49

Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
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PREMIER RADIO
MORRIS AND CO. (RADIO) LTD.,
An Pcst Orde-s To : JUBILEE WORKS, 167 LOWER CLAPTON RD.
(Amherst 4723)

LONDON, E.5.

Callers To : 169 FLEET STREET, E.C.4 (Central 2833)
OUR 1947 LIST IS NOW AVAILABLE. All
enquiries must be accompanied by a 24d. stamp.

"Y Shift", Focus Amplifier "in/out", "Calibrate"
"on/off Tx". Price L8/8-. Carriage and packing

20/,
MIDGET RADIO KIT. Build your own midget
radio. A complete set of parts including valves,
oudspeaker and instructions. In fact, everything
except cabinet necessary to build 4 -valve Medium

and Long Wave T.R.F. radio operating on 200250 v. mains A/C or D/C. Valve line-up 6K7.
Wavelengths covered 20U-557
and 700-2 000. Size 10 x 6 < 6in. Completely
drilled chassis. Price, including tax, £8 Os. lid.

6J7, 25A6. 25Y5.

SUPERHET MIDGET RADIO KIT. A complete
kit of parts for a 5 -valve superhet. Covers 16-50
and 200-557 metres, AC/DC 200-250 v. 6K8, 6K7,
6Q7, 25A6, 25Y5. Size, 10 x 6 x 6in. Completely
drilled chassis. Price including tax, £9.

An attractive brown bakelite cabinet can be sup piled for either kit at a cost of 32/3.
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. Substantially made of
bright aluminium, with four sides, 10 in. x 8 in. x
21 in., 7/-; 12 in. x 9 in. x 2 in., 7/9 ; 16 in. x
in.. 10/6
8 in. x 2 in., 8/6 ; 20 in. x 8 in. x
22 in. x 10 in. x 21 in., 13/6.

SHORT WAVE CONDENSERS. High-grade;
Ceramic insulation. Super Midget type. Single gangs available in 10, 20, 50, 75, 100 p.f. (75 p.f. has
double spindle for ganging). Price 2/6.
2 GANG, in 4.8, 9.6. 27.1, 50, 75 p.f. Price 5/-.

TEST UNIT AP53874 consists of a Test Unit for
a U.H.F. Tx., incorporates a 230 v. 50 c/s Power

Pack, with a smoothed output of 240 v. up to
50 m/a and 6.3 v. 2 a., 2 EF50, 1 EC52, 1 EA50,
1 5Z4G, 1 Y63 Magic Eye, and a large quantity
of condensers, resistors and tuning gear. Contained In an attractive steel case. Size 101 x 9 x
8', in. Price 45/, Carriage and packing 5/-.

SUPER QUALITY OIL -FILLED CONDENSERS

mfd. 600 v.w. 1/-. 2 mfd. 600 v.w. 1/9. 2 mfd.
1,000 v.w. 2/6. 4 mfd. 750 v.w. 5/6. 4 mfd. 2,000
v.w. 12/6. 8 mfd. 750 v.w. 7/6.
OSCILLOGRAPH POWER UNITS. Input 230v.
50 c. include transformer, metal rectifiers, voltage
doubling and smoothing condensers. Type 409,
output 900 v. 25/-. Type 410, output 1,800 v. 25/ RELAY UNIT TYPE 9. consists of a 24 v. operated

relay unit incorporating 3 KT33C valves, a telephone line (Uniselector) switch with 6 poles, 26
contacts, 5 P.O. type relays, 2 high-speed relays,
and a quantity of other material. Contained in an
attractive relay rack type metal case 19 x 9 x 9l in.
deep. Price E4/5/-, or without valves, 30/-. Carriage and packing 5/-.

SIGNAL GENERATOR TYPE 33 consists of a
battery driven generator, with two separate units
for approx. 1 metre and 5 metre operation. Includes
two CV6 (VR135) "horned" triodes and one diode.
A large quantity of U.H.F. Tuning Gear. Contained in a teak case size 18 x 8 x 8 in. Price 30/-

OUTPUT TESTER TYPE 9 consists of a unit
incorporating three separate diode detectors and
a 3 -valve Amplifier, each diode with its separate
U.H.F. Tuning System. A retractable 18 -in aerial is fitted and three VR130 (HL23) valves,

3 D.1. Diodes and a large quantity of U.H.F.
Tuning Gear is included. Contained in a teak
case size 18 x 8 x 8 in. Price 30', or minus three
HL23 valves, 15/-.

PREMIER COIL PACK consists of a wired and
aligned Coil Pack of the most Modern Type incorporating such features as Permeability Tuned

'IX. Transformers with Litz windings on Poly-

TEST UNIT TYPE 73. consists of a special
purpose Oscilloscope that requires only rewiring
and the addition of a few condensers and resistors

to convert into a standard oscilloscope, input
230 v. 50 cis. A 31 in. C.R. tube and 1 SL/220A,
5Z4, 3 SP41, 2 EA50, are included.
I EB34,
Controls are "Brightness", "Velocity", "X Shift"
1

styrene formers (7KC Bandwidth) Air Dielectric
Trimmers Litz wound medium wave coils, Tuned
12/F stage, covers 13-40, 40-120, 200-557 metres.
Dimensions of Pack, 6 in. X 41- in. x 21 in. Pair
I.F. Transformers, 3 -Gang Condenser, Slowmotion Drive and Dial are supplied loose. Complete Circuit is supplied. Price complete £3/17/6.
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Look to
QUALITY <RIODFIJ>

and COUNT on

Risf

NER C0 LID

MULTIMATCH MODULATION

TRANSFORMERS
Woden Multimatch Modulation Transformers are
carefully designed for accurate matching, and have
The transformers are fully
universal application.
vacuum impregnated and are fitted in compound
filled cans for reliable and silent working. Primary
2,000/18,000 ohms.
pedances, 200/20,000 ohms.
impedances,

-,... e.,

Secondary

im-

Type U.M.I. Suitable for 30 watts Audio, Max. Sec.
current 120 m/a.
Type U.M.2. Suitable for 60 watts Audio. Max. Sec.
current 200 m/a.
Type U.M.3. Suitable for 120 watts Audio. Max. Sec.

it

current 250 m/a.
Type U.M.4. Suitable for 250 watts Audio. Max. Sec.
current 400 m/a.

SMOOTHING CHOKES
D.C.S. II. 12 Hy 60 m,'a.

D.C. Resist. 550 ohms

D.C. Resist. 190 ohms
12 Hy 150 m/a.
D.C. Resist. 180 ohms
D.C.S. 13. 12 Hy 250 m/a.
D.C.S. 14. 12 Hy 350 m/a. D.C. Resist. 60 ohms
D.C. Resist. 80 ohms
D.C.S. 15. 12 Hy 500 m/a.
D.C.S. 16. 12 or 60 Hy 100 or 50 m/a.
D.C. Resist 250 ohms or 1,000 ohms.
D.C.S.

.

12.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS

1

,::
!;.

D.T.M.I I. 250-0-250 60 m/a
D.T.M.12. 275-0-275 120 m/a
D.T.M . I 3. 350-0-350 120 m/a
D.T.M.14. 425-0-425 150 m/a
D.T.M.15. 500-0-500 150 m/a
D.T.M.I 6. 650-0-650 200 m/a

.4,

'1'.. Cr.

'

'

350 m/a

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
D.T.F.I7, 7-5v.
D.T.F.I I. 2.5v. 5 amp. C7.

I

.11

OW

D.T.M.I7. 750-0-750 250 m/a
D.T.M.18. 1250-1000-0-10001250 300 m/a
D.T.M.I9. 1500-0-1500
350 m/a
D.T.M.20. 2000-0-2000

.

D.T.F.I2. 2.5y. 10 amp. C.T.
10 amp. C7.
D.T.F.13. 4v.
D.T.F.14. 5v.
D.T.F.IS. 6.3v.
D.T.F.16. 4v.

4 amp. C,T.

4 amp. C7.

6 amp. C.T.

5 amp. C.T.
3 amp. C.T.
4 amp. C.T.
D.T.F.19. 4v. 2.5 amp. C.T.
4v.
6 amp. C.T.
D.T.F.20. 10v. 10 amp. C.T.

D.T.F.18. 5v.

63v.

De Luxe type Transformers and Chokes are
housed in modern streamlined diecastings,
designed for easy fixing and wiring, and enabling

equipment to be constructed to a standard not
hitherto attained.

Send for Current Price List and Catalogue.

WODEN TRANSFORMER CO. LTD.
MOXLEY ROAD, BILSTON, STAFFS. TEL : BILSTON 41959/0,
J.T.L.3
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SHORT WAVE (HULL) RADIO
GSG X
Send for your Eddystone 640 Receiver, price
Immediate delivery.

£51.0.7 inclusive.

RECEIVER KITS
2 Valve O.V.I. Bandspread tuning, plug-in coils,
Pentode output. Price, less
9-200 metres.
16.0.0

cabinet and batteries

Bandspread tuning
4 Valve I (Tuned) V.2.
9-200 metres, black crackle steel cabinet, Price,
E12.12.0
...
less batteries and speaker

For the past 15 years we have devoted our
energies exclusively to the manufacture of
Transformers and Chokes. Modern transformer technique is essentially the province
of a specialist. Our technical department will
be pleased to assist you in your transformer
problems. Illustrated above is one of our

TRANSMITTER KITS
10 watt C.W. Tx with Xtal and coils for 160.80-

varied range of styles shown in our catalogue

25/50 watt C.W. Tx with standard panel, meter.
drilled chassis. Xtal and coils for one band, all

-Free on request.

119.10.0

components and valves

Teiephme:

Further particulars supplied on request.

PARTRIDGE

SHORT WAVE (HULL) RADIO
30/32 Prince's Avenue,

HULL

TRANSFORMERS LTD

Telephone 7168.

76-8. PETTY FRANCE. LONDON. S.W.!

Lyons Radio
MOVING COIL D.C. VOLTMETERS

(0/3500v.)
31- dia. dial. Projecting pattern with built-in
resistance. Approx. 500 ohms per v. Highest

quality. Brand new. 32/6 (postage 1/6).

TUNING CONDENSERS
2 -Gang .0003 MFD.

INDICATOR

Fitted 5' dia. screen tube with holder (VCR97),
4 EFS°, 3 VR54 valves, 12 potentiometers and
other components. In metal cases 18"x 8*" x 74'.
Suitable for conversion to
Practically new.
oscilloscopes.

3 GOLDHAWK ROAD,
SHEPHERDS BUSH, LONDON, W.I2
Telephone : Shepherds Bush 1729

WAVEMETERS (Ex-R.A.F. Type W1239)
For A.C. mains
Frequency range 39-51 Mc/s.
(200-250v.). Rectifier type employing 4 valves
(VR92, 615, VI103 and 6X5). All components of
lab. standard. In copper lined boxes IS" x 10' x 9".
Complete. Condition as new. Supplied in special
transit cases. £3/19/6 (carriage 5/6).

6/- (postage 9d.).

CATHODE RAY TUBE
UNITS (Type 6A)

Abbey2244

£3/7/6 (carriage and packing 5/-).

L.T. TRANSFORMERS
230v. 50 cycles Input, I2v. 6A. output.

POWER U NITS (Ex-R.A.F. Type 228)
TT.vin

4,000v.

output of

350v. D.C. (stabilised) and
Input 80v. 1500cp/s. Fitted with valve

rectifiers type VU7I (5U4G) and VUI20 (Cossor
SU2I50A) also 6V6G. Other components include
3 Slydlock fuses, chokes, 2 .02/6,000v. condensers.
Bran4 new in metal cases 8" x x 16'. In special
transit cases. Price is less than valves only.
39/6 (carriage S/-).

10/ -

(postage 1/3).

CONDENSERS

" Jones " 8 -way cased sockets with cable clamp.
Specially made for the RI 155. 2/6 (postage 4d.).

IOMF. 1,000v. working. Metal cases. New and
guaranteed. 10/6 (postage 9d.).
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Modulators and Power Packs
30 Watt Amplifler/Modulators.
6L6, triple input

all

Push-pull

mixing, one input fitted

Microphone Transformer and Peak Limiter for
maximum modulation efficiency. Output matching 2/3, 7.5 and 15 ohms, also 200 ohms for
cathode mod.
1-5U4G, 2-6L6, 3-617, 1-6C5.
Valves.
mains 200/250v. £25.

A.C.

We can supply Partridge High Impedance Mod.
Transformers 25/- extra.
A.C. Power Packs in attractive " Imhof "
cabinet.

Panel fuses, fully smoothed output,

in steps of 10v, output
250/300v, 75/80 m/a, 6.3v 4A. Complete with
spare fuses, mains lead and 15A plug. £8/10/-.
Heavy Duty Packs. Deliver 400v 250 rn/a fully
smoothed by two chokes. Heaters 4r 4A, 4v 4A,
6.3v 4A all centre tapped. A.C. input 200/250v in
steps of 10 volts. Fuses in both circuits. Two

A.C. 200/250v input

rectifiers. 00/10/,

15/25 Watt Modulation Transformers. Multi match giving over 22 ratios for speaker output,
cathode or anode modulation. Input and output
impedance values are 2/3, 7.5, 15, 30, 45, 60, 200,
500, 700, 1,000, 5,000 and 10;000 ohms. Split
bobbin winding ensures maximum insulation.

Fixing feet. 25/- each.

Mu Metal Driver Transformer for push-pull
6L6, 6V6, etc. Input to match 615, etc. Split
secondary for separate bias or negative feedback.
Shrouded against hum and fitted fixing feet. IS/ each.

FIRST- GRADE CHOKES
500 ohm 100 m/a, fixing feet, 15/..

Shrouded De Luxe 500 ohm 100 m/a high inductance Steel cased. 15/- each.

Partridge 200 ohm 200 m,a 20H De Luxe 35/-.

H.P. FACILITIES
Our Amateur Stock includes Transmitters, Test Equipment, American and British Valves and Components. Complete list 6d. post free.
We send anywhere C.O.D. or cash with order

ADAMS RADIO, ELECTRON HOUSE, 655 FULHAM ROAD, LONDON, S.W.6
Phone: RENown 4178.

Buses 11, 14, 28, 91 and 96. Tube Station : Walham Green.

Open All Day Saturday

EVERY AMATEUR
NEEDS THIS

11468.50 RAD10,
.

LI ERE is a selection of small but essential

We believe in giving service beyond the sale. That's

altering your equipment.
We suggest you keep a note of these cornponents for future reference.

.

.

.

why we back our products with helpful technical
literature. Our new 40 -page fully illustrated catalogue

is a gold mine of information for all radio " hams."
Hundreds of items by well-known makers, including
Q -MAX,
RAYMART,
EDDYSTONE,
DENCO.
WODEN, AVO, BELLING -LEE, COLVERN, Q.C.C.,
ROTHERMELL, WEARITE, J.B., N.S.F., etc., and
clear illustrations are given with the necessary
technical data. We believe this to be the finest
ham " catalogue of goods available in this country,
and we have many testimonials praising our effort in
producing in these difficult times a really worth -while
list. Whether you are a " G " or a S.W.L. you are
bound to find plenty of interest. Please send 9d. and

a request for Catalogue No. 6, and we will mail by
From no other single source is such
return.

'items often wanted when building or

Indicator Lampholders, red, 2/- ;
4d. ;
Ceramic Extension Spindles, 4" x
5 -way group boards, 9d. ; Heavy duty metal
flexible couplings, i" shaft, 1/- ; Aluminium
Panel

1/- ; 3 -way Plug and
12" x 4" x
Sockets, 1/-; Aluminium valve screens, 3 piece,
1/4 ; Heavy duty toggle, S.P.S.T., 2/-; Screened
top cap connectors, British, 9d. ; Chassis fuse
holders, single, 4d. ; Twin, 6d. ; B/Lee, Coax.
plugs and sockets, 3/.. pair ; Screened Systoflex,
2 mm., I/. yd. ; Plastic Twin flex, Sd. yd. ;
Eddystone Neutralising Condensers, 4 pF max.,
3/6 ; 2 MFD. 600v. paper Condensers, 2/6 ;
Utility, 2 -speed micro -dial, 10/. ; 3.1" P.M.
Speakers, 30/- ; 2 MFD. 1,0004 A oo
Condensgrs, 3/- ; SenTerCel Selenium Rectifiers SB2, 9/- ; Varley Chokes, 25H, 5OMA.,
sheet,

10/9.

information available.

ORDER YOUR COPY TO -DAY

SOUTHERN RADIO
AND ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
$5 FISHERTON ST., SALISBURY, WILTS.
Telephone : Salisbury 2108

PLEASE INCLUDE SUFFICIENT FOR POSTAGE

Our new list " S.W." of components, valves,
meters, etc.. together with current list "S.H.W."

of new and second-hand equipment will be gladly
sent on requesa to A.C.S. RADIO

44 IVIDMORE R! BROMLEY, KENT
'Phom. PAYenr2owu,rm 0/56
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Ex -Govt. BARGAINS

AT A FRACTION OF ORIGINAL

PRICE

DECEMBER 1947

12 VALVE RADAR UNITS
New and unused. Units contain 10 type VR9I
Valves (Civilian equivalent EF50), 2 Type VR54
Valves (Civilian equivalent ECC34), 45 various
Condensers, 76 various Resistances, 2 Transformers,
Relay. Absolutely new and unused
in the Manufacturer's sealed crate. Offered at
a fraction of the price of the valves alone.
I

£4115/0

Carriage 5/- extra

.

Send stamped addressed envelope for our lists of Ex Government offers.

R.T. CONTROL PANELS

Fighter Ops. R.T. Control Fanels com-

prising 5 press button switch units, 4 press
button switches, send/receive switch. 16
indicator lamps. Vol. control. 10 ft./27 core
cable. Headphone rest, microjack socket.

Housed in walnut cabinet

12"x 9'x 6r.

Carriage Paid

45

WIRELESS INSTRUMENTS
(LEEDS)

LTD.

5 4-5 6 THE HEADROW, LEEDS,
SAMSON; SI

I

Telephone :

LEEDS 22262

94 UltPLIUS STORES

169-171 Edgware Rd., London,W.2.
Tel: PAO 7851
No C.O.D. under £2
M.C.R.I miniature communication receiver for mains
or battery. Frequency range 20 to 3,000m. Complete
with power supply unit, 2 H.T. batteries, phones,
aerial and earth, brand new, in sealed tins. C11/10/ -Ex -ARMY 109 RECEIVERS for 6v. Frequency range
2.0 mcs. to 4.9 mcs., 4.9 mcs. to 12-0 mcs. Complete with built-in speaker, spare valves and vibrator,
L10/101-. Lightweight model as above less speaker,
Postage extra on all orders

£81101-.

ODEON RADIO
G4HV

Everything for the Amateur

SG COLLEGE ROAD, HARROW

Ex -ARMY No.208 RECEIVER. 6 -valve superhet for
100-250v. A.G. or 6v. Frequency range 5-30 metres.
Complete with speaker, spare set of valves, phones
and mains leads. Built in strong steel cabinet. iI8/10/,
Power packs for the ex-R.A.F. 145 oscillator, complete
with 2 rectifiers, A.C. input, 200-240v. output, 625v.
and 125v. 4 amp., L4/10/.. Power unit 390B input,
200-250v. output, 175v. 65ma., 6.3v. 3 amps., completely smoothed and rectified, 55/-.

TRANSMISSION LINE

Power unit. 633 input, 200-250v. output, 132v. and 6v.
smoothed and voltage stabilised. Built in strong teak
case, 65/-.

TRANSMITTING VALVES

Wonderful offer 1 Brand new battery amplifiers,

complete with valves, type QP2I0, PMLF. L.T. 2v. to
H.T. 12.0v.. Built in neat bakelite case, 25/-,
R.A.F. Crystal monitors, T.2. Built in neat petal case,
10/-. Hand telephone generators, 5/6. Interesting
time switches with 7 -day clock movement, 17/6.
Brand new army remote control units. Wonderful
component. 22/6. S.T.C. attenuators, 5,000 ohms in
75 ohm steps, I5/-. Bulgin octal plugs, 1/9.
Howard Butlers 6" 150v. D.C. voltmeters, built in
bakelite carrying case. Accuracy test
Brand new,
57/6. New addition to our stock as follows: 0-50 ma.
m.c. 2+". 0-100 ma. m.c. 24", 0-150 ma. mc. 2" scale,
0-300 ma. mc. 21", 0-503 ma mc. 21", brand new and
boxed. One price, 17/6. Brand new Ferranti 0.530
mIcroammgters res. 75 ohms. 3" flush mounting scale,
price 35/-.

Telephone :

Harrow 5778

Telcon 300 ohm feeder, twin conductors moulded
into a flexible telcothene ribbon 4" wide. Attenua-

tion at 30 mc/s 0.6db. per 100', 9d. per yard.
35T, E2 ; 807, 15/- ; TZ40, 35/- ; RK20A, 30/. ;
GU50, 17/6 ; 830B, 30,/- ; 866, 27/6.

RECEIVING VALVES
EF50, 8/6 ; 6AK5, 15/- ; 9001, 9002, 9003, 15/- ;
1T4, 10/6 ; S130, 7/6 : 83, 15/-.

-

Eddystone Short Wave Manual, No. 6.

Constructional articles on transmitters and other
amateur equipment, 2/8 post free.

Appointed agents for Eddystone, Denco, Labgear
and Radiocraft products.
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BAKERs

PERFORMANCE PLUS
IS YOUR RECEIVER AS GOOD AS NEW ?

WE ARE EQUIPPED TO REALIGN COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS UP TO
120 MC/S. ASK FOR A PRICE ESTIMATEYOU WILL BE PLEASANTLYSURPRISED.

`St-Au/14V
mommagiRADIOommuumws
Triple

HIGH FIDELITY

Cone

SPEAKERS

Amplifiers

IN STOCK

and

WODEN MOD. TRANSFORMERS UMI, UM2

AND UM3.

Receivers

ALSO MAINS CHOKES AND

TRANSFORMERS.

NEW

METAL 6S)7, 617, 6SC7, 6V6, 6L7, 6F6, 6K7,

1947

6SG7, 6SK7.

MODELS

GLASS EF54, 6L6, 80, DET 19 (RK34) 22/6,
QV04/7, ETC. ALL AT B.O.T. PRICES. EDDY STONE, LABGEAR, Q.C.C., RAYMART COM-

CINEMA
Model 18" £8.19. 6

AUDITORIUM
Model ir £6.10.0

PONENTS IN STOCK.

GRAND ARCADE RADIO,
LEEDS, I
Tel

PIONEERS OF MOVING COIL SPEAKERS
Send 21d. stamp Mr illuctrated list to:

RADIO
SELHURST
75-77, Sussex Ro:d, South Croydon, Surrey
BAKERS

22.75

Telephone: CROydon 4226.

G80G

L.

EX -ARMY RADAR RECEIVER, TYPE R.D.F 7
Covers 150-165 mcs with variable tuning, 10 valves, lined up as follows : 6 type

SP 41, 2 type EA 50, I type RL 7, I type RL 16. Manufactured by RGD. BRAND
NEW IN ORIGINAL CASES. Only 59/6 (carriage, etc., 7/6).

MICROPHONE AND HEADPHONE SETS
Ex -Canadian Army 4000 ohms phones with rubber noise excluders, and a first grade
10/6 (postage 9d.).

carbon mike. BRAND NEW.

MCR I POWER PACKS
A.C. or D.C. mains input 107-235 volts, output 90 volts H.T. and 7.5 volts L.T. Metal
rectification and efficient smoothing incorporated. Complete in grey metal case,
size 81" x 31" x 21". ONLY 39/6 (carriage I /6).

T 1154 TRANSMITTER KITS
The complete " left hand " and " right hand " panels of the T 1154, comprising

the Master Oscillator Tuning Unit and the Output Unit for P.A. Only requires the
addition of the valve section to complete the Transmitter covering 10-5.5 mcs,
5.5-3 mcs, and 500-200 kcs. Circuit details supplied. Or can be used as a basis for
any TX. BRAND NEW IN MAKER'S CARTONS. ONLY 49/- (carriage, etc., 3/6),
or either unit, 24/6 (carriage 3/6).

2 VOLT VIBRATOR POWER UNITS
The fully smoothed power unit (less accumulators) used on the Canadian 58 set.
Delivers 90v & 180v at 35 mills, 1.5v L.T. Size 8' x 31" x 4r. Operating
instructions included. ONLY 60/- (carriage, etc., 2/-). Spare 2 volt vibrators I5/-.
C.W.O. PLEASE.

U.E.I. CORP

S.A.E. FOR LISTS

The Radio Corner, 138 Gray's Inn Road, W.C.I
(Terminus 7937)

Open until I p.m. Saturdays. (2 mins. from High Holborn, 5 mins. from Kings Cross)
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AMERICAN
GEAR

ANTENNA UNITS. BC.939 Made by Hallicrafter
for use with Tx 610 but suitable for any Tx operating
from 1.5 mc/s to 18 me/s, really beautiful units employ-

ing silver plated tubes on ceramic formers ; visual

indication of frequency built-in aerial current meter
black crackle case ; vacuum condensers. £8/10/-, plus
£1 carriage, 10/- returnable for packing case.
JUNCTION BOX, JB.70. Made by Hallicrafter for

controlling Tx 610, its receiver, modulator and other
gear.

E41101-, carriage 5/-.

RADIO OPERATOR'S CHEST, CH.120A. Will

enable you to keep all your BC.610 equipment together
and to lock it up safely when not in use. Front drops
down for use as writing desk or table compartments
for JB70. BC614, BC342 or BC312 : pigeon holes for

spares, books, loudspeaker, phones, mike. key, etc. ;
fitted with Interior lamp. Also suitable for any Tx
or Rx operator's gear. Size 48 in. x 22 in. x 7 in.,
£4/15/-, carriage 10/- extra.

ACCESSORIES for BC.610, including Handbooks,
spares, headphones, microphones, keys. State your
requirements ; price on request.

BOOKLETS. Containing Diagrams and information
for servicing (copied from the official handbooks).
BC.342, 2/3 ; BC.312, 2/3 ; BC.348, 2/3 TU5B
Conversion to V.F.O., 1/6 R1155. 2/3 ; R107. 2/3 :
R109. 2/3 ; M.C.R.1, 2/9 ; 58, 3/6 ; B.208, 2/3 ;
18, 2/3 ; 38, 1/6 ; R103A, 1/6 ; all post free.

WANTED. Ex -Government Tx and Rx British or

DECEMBER 1947
SPECIAL

4 -VALVE SHORT WAVE RECEIVER, complete
with four 2 -volt valves, and requiring only Phones
and Batteries, then you will be able to get hundreds
of stations. Guaranteed in perfect order. 29/6, plus
2/6 postage and insurance.

LOUD -SPEAKING INTERCOMS, ideal for Shop,
Office or Home, can be made from A1124 Amplifier,
and two small Extension Speakers. We will supply
the complete outfit with instructions, Including the
Speakers in veneered polished cabinets. £4 carriage
free. Or if you want Neat Midget Speaker in polished
cabinet, size 6 in. x 6 in. x 3 in. The price is 32/6,
plus 1/6, or with Volume Control, price 35/-, plus
1/6.

MIDGET MOTORS. For mains working. Ideal for
driving large and medium size models, size 5 in. x 3 in.

x 3 in., 10/- postage and packing 6d.
THERMO COUPLE METER. Plug-in, made by
Ferranti, scale reading in milliamps size 2+ in., 3/6,
Postage 6d.

TEST SET 72. Two instruments in one, oscillator
and absorption type wavemeter frequency 220-240 me/s.

Hand Calibrated Accuracy eight new 6.3 -volt valves,
two super Muirhead Vernier Slow Motion Drives. and
Magic Eye Assembly. 32/6, carriage and packing
5/- extra.

PARAFILM INSULATING TAPE. Ideal for all
joints interior or exterior. Especially suitable for

joints in television down leads. Four rolls 2/3, post free.

Bull's Ex -Government Dept.,

42-46, WINDMILL HILL, RUISLIP,
MIDDLESEX

U.S. B28 and BC610 urgently wanted.

RADIO CLEARANCE LTD.

27 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.I.

MUS 9188
SPECIAL BARGAIN OFFER
A new delivery of 100 RI481 Receivers, bought at a reduced price, enables us to offer these excellent
sets at an amazing figure. These are as our previous lot, all brand new and in wooden transit cases.

Frequency range, 65-86 Mc/s. 10 Valves (Standard 6.3 v). Sequence, RF, OSC, Mixer, 3 1F's, double diode
(DET and A.V.C.). AF, output, B.F.O. 3 VR65, I VR66, 3 VR53, I VR54, I VR57, I VR67, and stabiliser
on OSC VS70. I.F. 12 Mc/s, built-in tuning meter, etc. Requires power (250v. 50 mA, 6-3v. 4a. These
receivers lend themselves readily to modification (plug-in coils, etc.). Supplied complete with all valves

and circuit diagram. The price, L7/19/6.

Meters, 0/30mA moving coil, 2+" scale,

flush

mounting, 8/6.
0/150mA, moving coil 2" square, flush mounting,
9/6.
0/200mA, moving coil, 2+" scale, flush mounting,
10/-.

0-ImA, moving coil, 2}" scale, flush mounting,
scale calibrated 0-100, 15/11.

0-750mA, 24", plug-in, calibrated for use with
therm o-cou ple, 9/6.

Meter Rectifiers, I mA bridge, 6/11.
Visual Indicators. Two types still available.
Type 3, containing 2 Weston moving coil meter
movements, 300 microamps F.S.D.' 5/-.
Cross -over needle type, as used with R.I155,
containing 2 movements, 60.100 microamps, 5/11.

Metal Rectifiers,

12v

IA Bridge Type, 4/6.

250v 60mA H.W. 4/6.
Selenium Rect, 12v fA Bridge, 4/-; 350v 60mA,
5/6.
Switches, 3P 3W Ceramic Wafer, 3/6 ; IP IOW
2B, with 3" spindle, 3/6 ; 2P 4W 3B, 3" spindle,
3/6 ; 4 Bank Switch with 9" locator and 24"
spindle, with 3 Wafers 2P 4W and I Wafer I P 4W,
6/6.

Speakers P.M., 5", less trans., 16/11. 5" with
trans., 19/11 ; 8" with trans., 25/- ; 10" with
trans., 39/6. All new and boxed.

Ex -Army No. 38 Sets,

5 -Valve

Trans-Rec.

Range, 7.4-9 Mc/s, complete with 2v valves and
junction box (as used in tanks with 19 sets), 45/-.
2 Section Rod Aerials in canvas case, 7/6. Throat
Mikes, 3/6.

S.M. Dials, ex -Admiralty, 100/1 ratio, calibrated
0-100,
spindle, 7/6.
12v VIB
5/6.

fit,"

Ceramic Condensers, 2,
100pF, 6d.

6,

10, 20, 25, 50,

Silver Micas. Most values 10-6,000pF, 6d.

20w Vitreous Resistors, with clips, 2K, 8K,
12011, 20011, 2/-.
Tubular Conds, 1,000v wkg..002, .005, .01, 6d.;
.0Z .04, 350v, 6c1.

I, 500v, 9d.

;

.05 500v, 6d. ; .1, 350v, 7d. ;

Tuning Conds., .0005 2 -Gang, with epicyclic,
10/6.

Volume Controls Carbon, no switch.

10K,

20K, 50K, 100K, IM, 2/-, IM/IM, 3/6.
With Switch, 10K, 50K, 100K, 250K, 500K, 1M,

6/,
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" DROP IN AT THE HAM SHACK

G3CBJ

ff

New Ham : " Is that the place all the hams are talking aboutwhere you walk in and go on the air when you like ?"
Old Ham : " That's it I often drop in --it's becoming a habit."
New Ham : " And no glassy -eyed salesmen giving you a dirty QRT
look if you touch the stuff ? "
Old Ham : " No fear of that at the Ham Shack."
New Ham : " Will they mind if I come along with you ? "
Old Ham : " They'll be glad to see you. That's what I like about
G3CBJ-the friendly atmosphere."
!

THE HAM SHACK IS SUCH A
POPULAR SUCCESS THAT WE ARE
GOING ON WITH THE IDEA. Come
in

at any time and handle the latest

Transmitters and Receivers. Open

9 a.m. to 6 p.m. including Saturdays. Chiltern Street is exactly
opposite Baker Street Station.
Cross

Marylebone Road and
No. 32 is scarcely a minute's walk.

AMERICAN VALVES

-

807 -12/6; 35T-30/-; 866-2D/-.

P.C.R.

RECEIVERS,

for

Ham

use,

Mod'fied
£12 12 0.

Wide range of equipment
and

components available.

Prompt attention to post
orders. Note the address.

PALACE ELECTRICAL CO: LTD.
32,
CHILTERN STREET, LONDON, W.1
'Phone: Welbeck 4667-6084

RADIOGRAPHIC LTD.

66 OSBORNE STREET, GLASGOW
Telephone
Crystal holders, Type 2, socket with r centres
on insulating strip. Mounted on metal bracket.
Price, each 6d.

Ribbed Ceramic Former, I" x 1r, I ribs per
inch. Mounted on metal bracket for horizontal
or vertical mounting. Price, each 2/-.
I

Component Panel, I I" x 3r, containing 13 x 0
I
Mfd Tubular Cond., 5 x .002Med. Mica Cond.,
and 22 small varied resistors. Price each 2/6.

Rubber Masks suitable for mounting, of 6" C.R.
Tubes. Price, each 2/-.

05 x05 Mfd.,

5,000/7,000 V.D.C. working
condensers,
ceramic bushed, 81" x 4" x 2".
Price, each 12/-.

2 Mfd.-I,000 V.D.C. condensers,
bushed. Price, each 2/6.

ceramic

: BELL 3776
5 -Pin British high voltage valve holders, chassis
mounting, all plastic. Price, each 2/3.
R1155 IF Transformers, 105/12137. To al
owners of an RI 155 Receiver this is the chance
to procure a spare last IF transformer at low cost.
Price, each 2/6.
100 KC. R.C.A. mounted crystal units, type
VCS, 3 -pin plastic holder. Price, each 19/6.
Valve screening cans, 3 -piece aluminium screens,

the top portion fitted with a spring -loaded
insulated plate to keep the valve firmly in its

holder. Price, each 1/6.
Headphones sets DLR. Low resistance headphones, complete with cord and plug. First
quality branc new, made to government
specification. Complete, pair 4/11.
Ribbon Feeder, 300 Ohm Polyethylene Ribbon
Feeder. Price 10d. yd.

Keep up to date by sending for our Lists

RADIOGRAPHIC LTD., 66 OSBORNE STREET, GLASGOW
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H.A.C.

Short -Wave Equipment
Noted for over 15 years for .
Short -Wave Receivers and Kits of quality

One Valve Kit, Model "C" Price 20/ Two
"E"
43/ -

BU
UNITS,

Inert

only

These kits are complete with all components.
accessories, and full instructions.
Before ordering send stamped addressed
envelope for descriptive catalogue.
Note new sole address :-

Ex-A.M.

" H.A.C." SHORT-WAVE PRODUCTS

BULLS (S.W.)
246 HIGN.W.I0H
ST.,
HARL ESDEN,

(Dept. VIC.) 66 New Bond St., London.

BATTERIES
volts,

120

10/9 - 60v.

5/9
post free

LONDEX for RELAYS

EDDYSTONE '640'
We are now booking orders for this first-class
communications receiver.
Demonstration model on view at our Show Room.

EDDYSTONE ' SO4' in stock
52 -page Catalogue of Components and Accessories,
1/- Post Paid.

B. T. S.

AERIAL CHANGE -OVER
RELAY
for Ridio-Frequency

Type AECU 4.
V.A. Coil Consumption,
especially designed for Transmitters,
Frea lency
Hie,
1-kat.ng, Amateur Sta ions,
etc. Ask for leaflet I12/SW
3

LONDEXLTD

THE Radio Firm of the South
63 London Road, Brighton I, Sussex

207

OF

ARMES' ROAD

DX IS EASY

LONDON

11.20

SrD

62111.9

WITH 10 METRE

"TEE -BEAM"

DURALUMIN ADJUSTABLE ELEMENTS, 9 ft. DURALUMIN BOOM, CAST ALUMIN HEAD.
ADJUSTABLE "TEE -MATCH," SOLID COPPER FITTINGS.
The " Tee -Beam " was designed for effi:ient Broad

Wide spaced elements, well insulated, make tuning

coverage; so very essential to the V.F.O.
operator. Get on "TEN " with a Beam, you will
soon learn why they are so popular.

Increased power, and where you want it. Reduces

Your Licence limits you to 150 watts input, but an
effident Beam giving 5 decibel gain means 3 times

Easily assembled, easily erected, fits any 2" mast -

power output from the same input.

Smart finish, all Duralumin sprayed aluminium.

Band

increase

in

Think it over

much easier.

Q.R.M.

Adjustable " Tee -Match " for
line feeders.

co -axial

or open

top.

Looks fine !

ORDER NOW Carriage
Paid
AS SUPPLIED CROYDON AlRPCRT.

E5/12 '6

Passenger

(Cohn,lete with full instructions)

QUICK DELIVERY
EXPORT ENQUiRIES INVITED.

HERBERT TEE (G8DC) 469 HIGHER BRUNSHAW, BURNLEY, LANCS.
(Owing to pressure of business, no callers at present, please.

All Mail Orders.)
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Eddystone
640
Receivers
at
pre
-Budget
SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS
price. A really fine job, demonstration willingly.

VOLUME V

Power's Radio. (G3ASC), Albion Hill, Oswestry.

9d. per word minimum charge 12/-. No series discount;

The Shropshire Earn Stockists.
COMPLETE correspondence course covering Amateur and C. & G.I. Exams consisting of 12 lessons.
Send for particulars. Everyman's Correspondence
College, 72 St. Stephens House. Westminster, S.W.1.
Pel_ AMATEUR LICENCE. Next examina-

No responsibility accepted for errors.

E.M.I. Institutes offer postal course of 15 lessons

TRADE ADVERTISEMENTS
all charges payable with order. Insertions of Radio
interest only accepted. Add 25% for Bold Face
(Heavy Type). Press day January issue, December 16.
WE HAVE THE LARGEST STOCK OF ENGLISH

AND AMERICAN RADIO BOOKS IN THE
COUNTRY, INCLUDING MANY NOW OUT OF

PRINT. Write or call for List, Modern Book Co.,
19/23 Praed Street, (Dept. V), London, W.2. Pad. 4185.

TORSIONAL drives for all controls : SM drives :
new / mA meters, 21/-; special line of trans-

mitter PA Coils (variable), 3/3 ; 1230 volt Power Units;

Multi -meter hearts, etc.-can all be found in latest
lists. Send lid. S.A.E., Dept. S.M., Barnes Radio and
Wholesale, 2 Elmdale Road, Penn, Wolverhampton.
D X for DX-Johnsons (Radio) Macclesfield, Dept.
"M." 2id. stamp for Monthly Bulletin.

JACK PORTER LTD. (RADIO). MANUFAC-

TURERS AND SUPPLIERS EX -GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS EQUIPMENT, COMPETITIVE PRICES.
LIST ld. 22/31 COLLEGE ST.. WORCESTER.

COPPER WIRE. Enamelled, Tinned, Cotton, Silk
covered. All gauges. BA screws, nuts, washers,
soldering tags, eyelets, rivets. Ebonite and laminated
Bakelite panels. Coil formers. Covered wires, flexes,
earphones, etc. List S.A.E. Trade supplied. POST
RADIO SUPPLIES. 33 Bourne Gardens, London, E.4.

QC LIs AND LOG

FEE. kT l4SM
BROS., PRINTERS, ELLAND, YORKS.
RADIO. G3AMR-North Street, SudburY,
1, -)TUCK'S
Suffolk. Eddystone 504 and 640 Receivers ex -stock:

largest Hans stockists in East Anglia. Lists.
AMATEURS only. New type coil winding giving
improved performance. Signal and IF coils wound

M

don May 1948. Commence to study now.

specially written for this examination. Write for full
particulars to the Principal, E.M.I. Institutes, Ltd., 43
Grove Park Road, Chiswick, London, W.4.
RAPID TRANSFORMER REWINDS-THREE
DAY SERVICE. POST YOUR BURNT OUT
TRANSFORMER TO : G6VS, CARLTON COIL WINDING CO.. 8 CHURCH ROAD, BIRKENHEAD.

READERS' ADVERTISEMENTS

3d. per word, min. charge 5/.. payable with order.

Box numbers 1/6 extra.
HALLICRAFTER S27c, Ultra High Receiver,
14 Tubes. Covers New 144 mc Amateur Band,
2 RF, 3 -IF Stages, 4 Acorns, Noise Limiter, AM/FM,

S -Meter, Coverage 220-130 mc 115/250 v. AC. Nearest
Consider exchange BC -348 or similar. -75
£25.

Edgehill Road, Winton, Bournemouth.
WANTED.-HRO Coils, to cover Ham bands.
State condition and price.-Box 183.
H AM Surplus. All new, unused. Guaranteed perfect. 6L6G (2), 10/- each : 6N6 (1), 5U4 (2)EF39 (3), KTW6IM (2), SP4I (2), 6K7G (2). OZ4 (1).
6AG6 (1), 7/6 each. U14 (2), 12Q7 (1), 635G (2)
84 (2). 6Q7GT (2), 5/- each. Canned electrolytics
32 µF 500v. (2), 5/- each. G3BBA. 225 Watling Street
West, Towcester, Northants.
E DDYSTONE 504 Receiver New Condition. Sell
1 -,best offer.-Write, Box 184.

'MEW R.C.A. Ribbon Microphone with built-in

1V1C.5. Make a real " Value for the Money" offer,

11 transformer and grip switch on desk stand, with
cable. £7 /10/-.-Strouds, Pangbourne, Berks.
APAIR of new American Dural Sectional Aerial
Masts, 21 -ft high x I) in dia. (or would make one
40 -ft.), weight only 7 lb. each, complete with guys and
ground pegs and 66 -ft copper doublet and lead-in, with
fittings all made up ready for use and of best quality,
several available.-Strouds, Pangbourne,
£5/15/- ;

to operate from 12 volt supply. These sets are new,
in sealed cartons, and their components include :-

JOCKET SW Receiver, as used by Resistance Mayoment in Holland, all -dry, as new.-Megson, 5
Macclesfield Road, Buxton, Derbyshire.

to your requirements. Quotations on request. H. H.
Sharratt, 49 Harold View, Leeds, 6.
3 5 8 x B.Coll8s7. available. Most ranges. Write
M& J. PEARSON, 373 Eglington Street. Glasgow,.

with ex -WD 6 -valve, Short Wave, Superhet Receiver
and Transmitter combined, with complete Vibrapack,
6 octal base valves. iron -cored coils, Iron -cored IF's,
Midget 3 -gang condenser with air -spaced trimmers.
2 Westec,tors, 25 condensers, mostly tubular, resistors,.

etc. The Vibrapack contains, 12 -volt vibrator. trans-

former, 3 electrolytics, 2 full -wave rectifiers, smoothing

chokes, filter chokes, etc. The carton also contains :3 spare valves, spare vibrator, 8 -ft. Rod Aerial, with
fitments, and book of instructions. The kit is complete
with the exception of two cables. Price, inc. carr.,
£3 the lot. Other lines include : M/coil Microphone,
M/coil Earphone Sets, new in box, 12/6 per set. Small
metal rectifiers, 2 full -wave, 2 half -wave, 5/- for four.
Co -Axial Cable 1/- yd. These lines, postage extra.
OSCILLOSCOPE Units. Ex -WD CR Tube indicator
units less 2} in. Tube, in steel case. Hinged glass
window, removable cover and bottom plate. Contain
felt -lined tube holder and socket, ten -way tag strip,
condensers and resistances, 2 potentiometers, 2 heavyduty keyed 4 -way sockets. One hole only through.
chassis.

Room for power supply, time base and

Berks.

WANTED.-HRO Coils, 3.5-30 mc, perfect condition essential-BM/XBX London, W.C.1.
.28 Receiver.

Excellent condition, £30. Delivered

-1J free. West Riding.-Hooper, 24 Blacker Road,
'Phone 5966.
ALLICRAFTER SX28 for sale in perfect condi-

Huddersfield.

iltion. £55. Pair 813's. new, £3/10/ -.--Box 1$6.
QUICK SALE.-Going abroad. RI155 with some

modifications inc. provision S -Meter, etc. 6V6 and
parts for further mod. W.B. Cabinet Speaker, M/Coll
'phones, power pack, £22/101, Q -Max Converter, no
cabinet, needs attention, £4. Good parts, tubes going
cheap. Evenings after 7, or stamp.-Burrage, 47 St.
Paul's Avenue, Willesden Green.
CUPER-PRO. Rack Model, 18 valves, 100-400 kc, 1 .520 me. Separate Power Pack. 110-250 v. Recently
overhauled professionally. With handbook. Offers

over £32.-Box 185.
`ANTED Urgently. -829B Valves, as new. Write
VY
or 'phone, 87 Ennerdale Road, Richmond, Surrey

amplifier. Offered at 10/- each to clear, postage 1/2.
Few only, keyed 4 -way plugs available at 2/6 each.
S.A.E. for bargain Lists. Amateur Radio Service,.
06HP, Canning Street, Burnley.
Q SL's and LOGS by Minerva. New and attractive

(RIC. 1708).
FOR SALE.-Two vairs 813.40!- each, seven 1619's.
15/- each, two 866's, 15/. each, two 832's, 30/- each.
Mostly new. Guaranteed.-G3ARE/A, 16 North
Road, Saltash, Cornwall.

ALUMINIUM Chassis and Panels from 3/9. Any

size plain or.punched for valve -holders, etc. E.A.D.,
13 Bence Lane, Darton. Barnsley.
MEN -METRE 3 -Element Dural Beam complete with

Dowson, 4 Melrose Street, Scarborough.
H ALLICRAFTERS S40. new, £50. SX28, £60. S20,
£25. NATIONAL 1-10 complete, £25. RAF 1132,
60 mc, with pack, £10. Modulator, 75 watt, complete,

issue. HERBERT TEE. 469 Higher Brunshaw, Burnley,

Westland, Pleasance Avenue, Dumfries.

designs every month. Samples front Minerva
Press, Elm Park, Essex.

1 "Tee -Match," 15/12/6. See displayed advert. this

WvANTED.-R.1116 Receiver complete, with or
without valves, also any spares for same.-C. T.

xtal mike, £30.

Stamp full particulars.-GM3OC,
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS. -continued.

RCAAR88 for Sale.

Aircraft Transmitter AD.67A.
SALE.
ECO, -Marconi
2 PT15's, PA, CW, ivICW. 'phone. Suitable
80, 40 ; 4 pre-set channels, £71101-. Also SW.130
UHF communications receiver, 27/130 Mc, acorn
RF'S, £25.-126 Uxbridge Road, Kingston.
T ABGEAR Electronic Fault Trace -Signal generator,

1-dsignal tracer and CAI bridge in one instrument,
£22. Also Taylor Model 30 Oscilloscope, 3 in tube with

deflection amplifiers and time base, £21. -Dryden,
53 Mount Avenue, Ealing, London, W.5.
AMATEUR CLEARANCE OSCILLOSCOPE,
UNUSED. AC MAINS, READY OPERATION,
6 in tube. First reasonable offer. Transformers 230v.
250-0-250, 15/-. American Communication Rx 21-1600
Metres. Brand new, modified, ready operate, HT 230v.
LT 6 3v. First £5/5/-. Also one 38-572 metres, £4/4/-.

HRO Type coils -Box 188.
WANTED.-HRO Coil Sets, Type E-900 to 2050
and F-480 to 960 kc.-Wood, West Lodge Park,
Hadley Wood, Herts.
GOOD price given for panoramic adaptor, suitable
for HRO, preferably commercial job, Hallicrafters,

etc.-G3BGX, 120 Cheviot Road. West Norwood,
S.E.27.
XT ALS . -Be ready for 154 mc, etc. Xtals mounted

Xtal Blanks for re-

grinding. Fregs. 7330, 8478, 8020, 8272. 7450 kc, 1/3
each. Xtal units, octal base in heat -insulated cans,

with thermostatic control, contains two Xtals 7275 and
7290 kc, 4/- each -S. Thomas, GW3AX, 494 Mumbles
Road, Mumbles, Swansea, Glam.

B C3 1 2i3-ctr 10 -valve,

B2420-y8342m, c£,22F:

Good condition, with

handbook. near £55. -Box 190.

READERS'continucd.

7270 kc-7290 kc, 2/- each.
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Also
Re-

ceiver. Built-in Speaker, New, £8. Also Marconi B28
(CR100),-60 kc-30 mc, £32. Wanted. SX28A or Super Pro. -Taylor, 75 Edgehill Road, Winton, Bournemouth.
ALLICRAFTER.-S20 for sale. Offers over £18.
Rackett, 38 Boulton Road. Southsea, Hants.
MIDWEST -16, Chassis, speaker, new valves, needs
Lalignment, £23. DB-20 Pre -selector, £16. Cash. Ritchie. 76 Hirst Grove, Bedford.
Q URPLUS GEAR. -Transformers 1,000v., 250 mA,
L-w50s. ; 7.5v., 8 amp 17/6. ; Two 0-100 mA Meters,
3 in, flush, new, 18/6. each. Following new Valves, two
of each available ; 811. 35/- 6L6, 9/6 ; 6N7, 8/6 ;
9001, 7/6 ; 6B7, 7/6. Other Tx gear, send for list.G8UA, 406 High Brunshaw, Burnley, Lancs.
'KTEW unused Sprague Condensers. oil -filled, 3/1F,

4.000VW, 2 x 8/iF, 1,000 VW, 7/6; 13/1F, 1,000
VW, 5/-. New boxed 10 x 10 x 30 x 30 itF electrolytics, metal case, 4/-. Mica 2 x 05 /IF, .5 /M. 6d.
Tubular paper, .001 to -5 /1F, 350VW to 1,000VW.
2d. to 6d. HF Chokes, all types, 9d. Bleeder variables,
150 -watts, 2/6. Potentiometers, 500 ohms. 15 ohms,
75 watts. 3/-. Volume controls, 6d. Crystal Earphones,.
10/-. Yaxley two -bank switches, 2/- : ceramic, 3/ Toggle Switches. all types, 2/-. Receiver Valves, new,
3/-. TV5 Transmitter. Radio gear too numerous to
mention. Must sell. Send for list -Box 189.

1 00/250mitWatt all -band 'Phone/CW Trans ter, built of finest components, in

6 -ft enclosed rack. Units comprise 1.500 v. power pack

for PA, 1.000v. pack for modulator, 450v. pack for

exciter, bias pack. Modulator 6SJ7-6J5-6L6-P P 1240.
Exciter 6L6 tritet-807, driving PA using 813 with fixed
bias. All stages continuously metered in both grid and
anode circuits. Total cost of parts over £250. Will
accept nearest offer to £120 for quick sale. -Box 192.
RACK -Built 100 -watt Tx. KT8C, KT8C, PP807.
Mod. EF50, 6J7, P P 615, P P 807. 3 Power
Supplies, Relay Operated ; 6 Meters, £30, or offer. Tx

Coaxial 72 ohm. 6d. yd, plus carriage.-G3FT, 3
Geneva Gardens, Chadwell Heath.
HALLICRAFTERS Sky Champion, New, 1939.

Stored during war. Absolutely like new both
appearance and performance, in makers' carton.
Instruction Manual. Circuit. First nearest genuine
offer to £30. New Eddystone 5-10 Metre Convertor
complete. Offers welkomed.-S.A.E. for details. Box 191.

WANTED -Rotary Conveyr 240v. DC Input,
230/50 volts, 50 -cycle, output 100 watts. Must be

reasonable.-RH, 27 Shrubland Road, London, E.B.

FOR SALE.x-WD Mobile Station 1.9-5 mc

Power Supply 1,100 v, 200v. ; Rotaries, 12v,
Input Reg. ; 8 valves ; 1 SF Stage, 2 IF States, 1 AF.
Stage ; all details ; £20 or sep. ; 161 lbs-Box 193.
IOQ A EX -RAF Receiver. Coils, spare valves, call-

w-w-Tbration charts. Two RF stages, perfect work-

ing condition. £10.--G3BNZ, 132 Elgar Avenue,
Tolworth, Surbiton, Surrey (ELM. 6931).
A DMIRALTY 6665C Communication Receiver,
4.-1 Covers 1-22 mc in 6 bands, with four coil turrets.
4-EF50 and 3-ML6 ; re -aligned and in excellent order.
£12 10.-.-131 Church Lane, Handsworth, Birmingham.
ANTED, really good Communication Rx ; 1155,

etc., not considered. -Full particulars and price

to Box 194.

SALE. -VHF Gear.

SCR.522/100/160 mc radio
telephone, £6 ; R.1481. £5 ; R.1147, 37/6 ; BC.
1032 Panadaptor, 8 valves and self-contained mains
pack but less 3BPI 'scope, £51151-. BC.211 Wavemeter.

in case with calibration but less Xtal and valves. £2 ;
USW Collins Rx, 1.5-12.0 mc. 7 valves, %.-Kimber,
7 Van Mildert Terrace, Stockton, Co. Durham.
SALE : Vibrator Power Pack for Canadian Mk. 58
transceiver. Two new accumulators. £4. London.
Box No. 195.

DOWER Pack. 350v.,

4v.

Milliameter 0/100

Xtal (7 mc) ; Morse key ; AC valves, details, offers.
G5V.1, 80 East Bawtry Road, Rotherham.
HALLICRAFTER SX24, Excellent Condition,
Spare Tubes, Manual, £28. Box No. 196.
8r1C 8134. PT15, 832, 3A4, SWAP for small camera,
W., etc., or sell. 24 Melmore Gi.rdens. Cirencester.

H R 0rar Wanted;

Coils f:TdH. amwBaagnodns , Pfanwere,

Bingley, Yorks.

BARGAIN -4 Aerial 0-2 ammeters, 5 in. dial. 10/-

each. 4 ex -RAF 33 -ft. tubular masts complete with
stainless guys, anchors, coax connector, etc., in carrying

bag. £4. Ideal for beams. -Mortimer, Dore, Sheffield.
FULLY GUARANTEED items surplus to requirements. All reasonable offers accepted. TRANSFORMERS 1000-0-1000v. 200 mA, terminal panel, £3.
750-0-750v. 250 mA flying leads, £21101-. 2.5v. CT.
10 amp, Woden de luxe, New, £11151-. FILTER
CHOKES. Pair American Kenyon, fully shrouded,
swinging 5-15H, smoothing 15H, 300 mA DC 5000v.
insulation, £5/17/6. TUBES. Pair Taylor 866, £1/7/6.
Pair Tungsram RG250/3000, new, £1/15/-. STC.4052A,
Suppressor Modulated Pentode. £2/10/- (exchange
latter for STC.4304 CB). RECEIVERS RAF 1147B,
new, seven valves & circuit, £1 /10/, HALLICRAFTER

1939 SKY BUDDY, four bands 540 kc-44mc, band -

spread, £14/101-. SUNDRIES. NATIONAL HRO
4-gangtuning condenser 160/.1F each section. Assembled,

complete with dial and 20: 1 SM gear -box, £7/10/-.
S.A.E. with enquiries, please. -J. L. FREEMAN,
G3A0E, No. 1 ESSEX ROAD, LONDON, E.4.
UNUSED EF50-6/- each, or 6 for 30/- ; and 807's,
15/- each. Postage Paid. Apply F. G. Pearce,
Myrtle Cottage, North Street, Lostwithiel, Cornwall.
,AQ QCommunications Receiver 540 kc-32me.
t) °perfect condition. Offers over £55.-97
Peter Street, St. Helens, Lancs.
T BY 1 Trans-Recr., 26-80 mc. Complete Instructions spare valves and xtal. Offers or

R(,

exchange for Tester 74A. -Radio G2NX, 46 Oak.
Drive, Oswestry.

FOR Sale. Avo Model 7 (50 range) perfect order,
requiring only test prods, £12.-N. Edwards, 9 The
Chase, Boundary Road, Chatham, Kent.

R. 1155 Mk.1 38 Set, 2 Metres, Various Valves,
Condensers. Transformers.

Resistances,

Etc., Etc. Worth £60. The Lot, £45, or will separate. I. Williams, 2 Airlie Grove, Tuebrook, Liverpool 13.
PHILLIPS Communication Receiver. 6 -Valve Super het with Rola energiser! speaker. 5-18 me, 190-570

metres, 850-2700 metres. Power pack giving 350v. at

100 mA. Also T.1154B transmitter with DC power pack
giving 1200v. at 200 mA. A complete station for £35. Griffiths, Carhampton. Nr. Minehead, Somerset.
8 -valve communications reeeiver, built-in
speaker, internal power pack, 6v. or
230v. Brand new with technical handbooks. £7/15/ -.Potts, 54 Pladerlielda Road, Wakefield
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A Ready -to -use

2 -valve
Battery -Operated

NOTE

SELECTOR

MORSE OSCILLATOR

New and Unused
for

15!-!

Carriage and Packing 2,6
Incorporates note selector control, volume control, phone, key and interference jacks.

Size 9" x 8" x 8+". Power supply required HT 60v. GB 4+v. LT 2v. Provision for
these inside cabinet. Unit as illustrated, 15
Complete with 2 valves, types
PM I LF and LP2, 27', Pair of HR or LR phones (only if supplied with unit), 5 -.
Heavy duty morse key, 2 6. Transit case, 2 6.
32'-. AS USED FOR R.A.F. TRAINING.

A complete kit as described above,

OTHER DECEMBER BARGAINS :
UHF COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS.

R.A.F. TYPE R1359.

A brand

new, precision -made instrument covering 130-520 megacycles in two bands. Finished
in grey stove enamel. Complete with 7 valves, less power supply. B.F.O. incorporated. Valve line up 4 EF50, I E I 231, 2 VR65. £13. 13. 0. (Carriage and packing El.)

OSCILLATOR UNITS. A small compact U.H.F. two -valve oscillator unit comprising set of lecher bars, 6 RF chokes, various trimmers, and small components
2+" / 6" x 4". Less valves, 3 11. (Carriage and packing 8d.)
RECEPTION SET R103 SUPPLY UNITS. A compact unit comprising a complete vibrator power pack with built-in Rola 61" speaker (easily removable as a unit)
and set of spare valves (0Z4, 6V6G, 6K8G, 6B8G, and SP61). Spare 12v. vibrator.
All new and unused. Ideal for car radio or field unit. OZ4 valve also used for power
supply. 12v. input. Size of case 9" x 8+" x 7". Price complete as described,
f4. 19. 6. Price complete, but less set of spare valves, £3. 7. 6. (Carriage and
packing .5'-.)

POWER UNITS, TYPE 532. Comprising a small compact unit 80v. input, 230v.
output, complete with 5Z4G and SU2I 50A valves. New and unused. Only 9111 each.
(Carriage and packing /1 I.)
I

POWER UNITS, TYPE 32. Comprising a 240 watt motor generator with full

smoothing, in a fine black metal cabinet. Input 12v. D.C. gives 1203v.200 m,'a output.
Only I5;'- each. (Carriage and packing 5/-.)

Order your Burgoyne Seven -Second Solder Gun now to avoid disappointment. Price M.
Descriptive leaflet available on request.

M

Iola

MAIL ORDER SUPPLY COMPANY

24 NEW ROAD, LONDON, E.I.

Telephone : Stepney Green 2760-3906

ONE CENTRAL SOURCE
FOR EVERYTHING NEW IN
RADICAND ELECTRONICS

COMPONENTS FOR ALL CIRCUITS
AND SPECIAL TYPES

OF TRANSFORMERS IN STOCK
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 6d. POST FREE

BERRY'S (SHORTWAVE) LTD
25 HIGH HOLBORN

LONDON

(OPPOSITE CHANCERY LANE) 7EirEPHONE

W.C.1

HOLBORN
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